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To date, the majority of attention given to sound change in lexical tone has focused 

on how an atonal language becomes tonal and on early stage tone development, a process 

known as tonogenesis. Lexical tone here refers to the systematic and obligatory variation 

of prosodic acoustic cues, primarily pitch height and contour, to encode contrastive lexical 

meaning. Perhaps the most crucial insight to date in accounting for tonogenesis is that 

lexically contrastive tone, a suprasegmental feature, is bom from segmental origins. What 

remains less studied and more poorly understood is how tone changes after it is well 

established in a language or language family. In the centuries following tonogenesis, tones 

continue to undergo splits, mergers, and random drift, both in their phonetic realization 

and in the phonemic categories that underlie those surface tones. How to incorporate 

this knowledge into such historical linguistic tasks as reconstmction, subgrouping, and 

language classification in a generally applicable fashion has remained elusive.

The idea of reconstmcting tone, and the use of tonal evidence for language classifi

cation, is not new. However, the predominant conventional wisdom has long been that 

tone is impenetrable by the traditional Comparative Method. This dissertation presents a 

new methodological approach to sound change in lexical tone for languages where tone 

is already firmly established. The Tonal Comparative Method is an extension of the logic 

of the traditional Comparative Method, and is a method for incorporating tonal evidence 

into historical analyses in a manner consistent with the first principles of the longstanding 

Comparative Method.

The Tonal Comparative Method is developed and modeled using data drawn from



hundreds of doculects (Good & Cysouw 2013) of Tai languages, a branch of the Kra- 

Dai language family. The Tai languages make an ideal testing ground for advancing the 

theory of sound change in tone systems because they are robustly tonal, relatively young 

and well documented, and the segmental origins of the tones are very regular and well 

understood. The regularity of tonal change within Tai allowed for the creation of the ‘tone 

box’ (Gedney 1972), a compact visualization of the mapping between the modem tones 

of any Tai language and the posited historical environments that conditioned tone splits 

and mergers in that language. The tone box has been in wide use for historical analysis, 

language documentation, and dialectology in Tai languages for half of a century. Using 

tone boxes from hundreds of Tai doculects, this dissertation demonstrates that tone systems 

contain strong phylogenetic signal, a statistical measure of their historical informativity.

This dissertation advances theory and practice in historical linguistics, while demon

strating concrete advances in Tai historical linguistics. The Tai languages thus serve as a 

model for (1) a more generalized reasoning of why tonal evidence is not only possible to 

incorporate into a historical analysis, but will be a cmcial element of the best historical 

analyses going into the future, and (2) how tonal evidence can resolve outstanding issues 

where predominantly segmental evidence has may have failed to do so. Using the insights 

of Tonal Comparative Method, we can expect the diachronic explanatory power of tone 

to extend well beyond the level achieved to date.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction

This dissertation presents a new historical approach to sound change in lexical tone for 

languages where tone is already firmly established. The terms tone and even lexical 

tone have been used in varying senses over the decades to describe the use of pitch or 

fundamental frequency in language. In this dissertation I adopt the following definition of 

lexical tone: the systematic and obligatory variation of prosodic acoustic cues, primarily 

pitch height and contour, to encode contrastive lexical meaning. Throughout this work, 

whenever the term tone is used alone, it is this sense of lexical tone that is intended, 

unless otherwise specified.

To date, the majority of attention given to sound change in lexical tone has focused 

on how an atonal language becomes tonal and on early stage tone development, a pro

cess known as tonogenesis.^ Although tone has long been an object of direct linguistic 

study (e.g. Bradley 1911) and a connection between tones and segmental aspects of sylla

bles is likewise a longstanding observation (e.g. Karlgren 1915), the first full account of 

tonogenesis appeared in the mid-20th century with Haudricourt’s (1954) account of the

1. The term ‘tonogenesis’ was coined by Matisoff, first fleshed out in Matisoff (1973), though first used 
in publication in Matisoff (1970).



origins of tone in Vietnamese. Perhaps the most crucial insight in accounting for tono

genesis is that lexically contrastive tone, a suprasegmental feature, is bom from segmental 

origins. For instance, when differences in the VOT of onset consonants condition vari

ation in pitch height. The process through which this happens is one example of what 

Hyman (1976) termed phonologization, his term for the process whereby intrinsic, me

chanical effects of speech articulation come to be under conscious control and eventually 

are phonemically contrastive. A similar term is transphonologization,~. The two terms 

have slightly different perspectives on tonogenesis: as Hyman notes, phonologization 

does not imply transphonologization (2013: 9). The former is when an intrinsic effect be

comes phonemic; the latter is when a set of phonemic contrasts is preserved in a language, 

but shifted onto different features. As such, tonogenesis is related to other examples of 

diachronic transphonologization like compensatory lengthening, where lost consonantal 

contrasts shift to vowels, or nasalization, when nasal segments disappear but survive as 

contrastive nasalization on adjacent vowels.

Despite longstanding attention to tonogenesis, what remains less studied and more 

poorly understood is how tone changes after it is well established in a language or language 

family. In the centuries following tonogenesis, we know that tones continue to undergo 

splits, mergers, and random drift, both in their phonetic realization and in the phonemic 

categories that underlie those surface tones. This dissertation advances our knowledge on 

this front, using data from the Tai languages, a branch of the Kra-Dai language family. See 

Pittayapom 2009: 298 for the best current subgrouping of the Tai languages. The position 

of the Tai branch within the larger family is still a matter of open debate (Pittayapom 

2009: 5).

The Tai languages make an ideal testing ground for advancing the theory of sound 

change in tone systems because they are robustly tonal, relatively young and well docu-

2. Related terms include rephonologization  and cheshirization, the latter coined by Matisoff (1991), so 
called because segmental contrasts disappear but leave a trace of themselves behind, much like the smile of 
the Cheshire Cat in the Lewis Carroll novel.



mented, and the segmental origins of the tones are extremely regular and well understood. 

This allowed for the creation of the Tai tone box by Gedney (1972), which has been in wide 

use for historical analysis, language documentation, and dialectology in Tai languages for 

half of a century. Indeed, the concept of a tone box is so foundational in making this 

dissertation possible that I introduce it here in this introductory chapter, in §1.3. A more 

thorough account of its origins is given in §3.3 as well.

In this work I bring together two methodological approaches to the study of tone 

change. The first approach is the traditional Comparative Method (Hoenigswald 1993; 

Hock & Joseph 2009; Rankin 2003; Weiss 2014, inter alia), in which contemporary data 

from many languages is compared in order to classify those languages and reconstruct 

facts about their common ancestor languages. The second approach is the use of tools 

originally developed for Evolutionary Biology to enable the quantitative study of descent 

and change in biological systems, often referred to collectively as computational phylo

genetics (Bowem 2018). Rather than being a single method, this is a family of tools and 

techniques that can be used to generate and test hypotheses about language history and 

relatedness.

Tonogenesis begins when some segmental contrasts of a language have pitch as a 

secondary phonetic cue below the level of speakers’ awareness. Subsequent generations 

of speakers hear both types of phonetic cues, segmental and suprasegmental. Over time 

this initially redundant pitch cue comes to be the primary cue. The segmental cues, now 

secondary, are fi-equently lost in the process, eventually leaving each tone as the most 

salient cue for lexical contrastiveness in its respective subset of the lexicon. Hyman (1976) 

schematized this project as seen in Figure 1.1:



p â i 1 p à l - l

*mtnnsic' ^phonemic'

Figure 1.1: Tonogenesis as illustration of phonologization (from Hyman 1976).

See also Hyman’s breakdown into more detailed steps in Table 1.1, going from intrinsic 

and mechanical to speaker-controlled and phonemic:

Stage Correlates

I. Intrinsic (a) production - Fq variations automatic
(b) perception - Fq variation a voicing cue

II. Extrinsic (a) production - Fq variations not automatic
(b) perception - Fq variation a tone cue

III. Phonemic (a) production - same as stage Ila
(b) perception - same as stage Ilb

Table 1.1: Detailed breakdown of tone phonologization (from Hyman 1976).

This detailed breakdown is still a simplification, as there are always additional acoustic 

correlates of tone available to act as secondary cues to tonal contrasts, as evidenced by cue 

differences measured in whispered tone (Chang & Yao 2007). These additional cues may 

include amplitude, intensity, duration, and phonation (Rivera-Castillo & Pickering 2004; 

Yeh 2009). Given the variety of cues present in different tone languages, what we think 

of as phonologization of pitch is always a bundle of acoustic features which take varying 

degrees of primacy in different tonal languages, and the balance of which can shift over 

time. This is the basic diachronic process as generally accepted, however.

(Pittayapom 2009: 248) describes a version of this process for subsequent tone splitting 

with accompanying loss of laryngeal contrasts, in which the stages are labeled Stage I to 

IV (see Figure 1.2). Importantly, evidence from Cao Bang Tai indicates that this kind



of change can propagate partially without necessarily completing. Cao Bang Tai has 

neutralized voicing on initial sonorants but not on initial obstruents (Pittayapom & Kirby

2017).

*%-. *t- phonetic effect of phonation type

________________________________
III & A sonorants

I *n- *d- on tonal realization

Stage *t-, *AL *C1, *D1 categorical but redimdant

n  ...— pi tch registers

t-, *A1, *B1, *C1, *D 1 phonemic registers in

*dZ *A2. »B2. *C2. *D2

*AL *B 1, *CL *D1 pitch registers not 

IV *A2 *D7 predictable from onsets

Figure 1.2: Tone split with phonation neutralization (from Pittayapom 2009: 248).

Since the first descriptions of tonogenesis, the list of languages whose tone contrasts 

have known segmental origins has continued to grow, and now includes languages from 

many families. Tone is a major topic in linguistics for good reason: roughly half of the 

world’s languages are tonal to one degree or another (Hyman 2018; Dryer & Haspelmath 

2013).

1.2 Roadmap of the dissertation

In the remaining sections of chapter 1,1 present the Gedney tone box, which is fundamental 

to this entire dissertation, and then I discuss a couple of issues in terminology and language



classification. Following that, the remainder of the dissertation is divided into six chapters. 

A summary of each chapter is as follows:

In chapter 2 ,1 present some of the results of an extensive survey of descriptive field

work on Tai languages and dialects conducted in Thailand over the past half century. Pre

dominantly masters and doctoral theses, this body of work includes hundreds of works, 

little known and seldom cited by Anglophone linguists. I describe some of the coverage 

and trends in this area and samples of metadata from these works.

In chapter 3 ,1 describe the history of language documentation conventions for lexical 

tone in Southeast Asia, and the development of the ubiquitous tone box approach in Tai 

linguistics. I also argue that much wider awareness is needed for regional differences in 

tone documentation conventions, especially with respect to what constitutes distinct tonal 

categories, as the adoption of one convention or the other can introduce implicit bias into 

our theory and analyses, both synchronic and diachronic.

In chapter 4 ,1 discus the past use of various kinds of linguistic data in computational 

phylogenetic analyses. I demonstrate the presence of phylogenetic signal in phonological 

features of language. Using Tai data, I first show using segmental traits that there is 

phylogenetic signal in even coarse phonological data, confirming and expanding upon 

earlier work. Phylogenetic signal in segments is a statistical confirmation of the general 

validity of the traditional Comparative Method (CM). I then show that there is also strong 

phylogenetic signal in patterns of tone splits and mergers in Tai languages. This provides 

statistical confirmation for the theory of the Tonal Comparative Method (TCM), and lays 

the foundation for the finitfiil use of tonal traits in computational phylogenetics in the 

future.

In chapter 5 ,1 outline the theoretical foundation for the Tonal Comparative Method, a 

proposed extension of the traditional CM. I discuss how and why tone has been met with 

skepticism in diachronic linguistics, and generally excluded from the CM in the past. I 

then lay out an argument for how we can incorporate tonal evidence in a scientifically



rigorous way that is consistent with the logic of the traditional CM. I explain how to apply 

the Tonal Comparative Method at two different stages of linguistic analysis: first in the 

early stage, how to identify tonal correspondence sets, and discover the segmental origins 

of tone in a set of related languages where nothing is previously known; and second, in an 

advanced stage, where segmental origins are well understood and uncontroversial, as with 

the Tai languages, I discuss a method for categorizing tone changes to differentiate shared 

innovations from parallel innovation and shared inheritance. Finally, I discuss limitations 

of the method.

In chapter 6, I present a case study with data from three tonally and temporally dis

parate dialects of Tai Khamti, demonstrating how to use the logic and methods outlined in 

chapter 5 to reconcile tonal variation in closely related dialects, how to reconstruct the tone 

system of their nearest common ancestor, and how to resolve fine-grained classification 

issues where the traditional CM has as yet not yielded a consensus, or is poorly equipped 

to do so due to segmental homogeneity.

Chapter 7 provides concluding comments to the dissertation, and outlining directions 

for future work.

1.3 The Gedney tone box

This entire dissertation is made possible by the discovery of the historical factors that 

conditioned tone splits in Tai languages, and the equally important discovery of the ex

treme regularity of the relationship of modem tone categories and the environments that 

conditioned them. The relationship between the two is conventionally visualized using the 

Gedney (1972) tone box, shown in Figure 4.11. (See also 3.3 for a fuller account of the 

development of this convention.)



Proto-Tai tonal categories

Proto-Tai initials A B C 0-short D-long
Voiceless friction 

*pĥ  *\çb̂  *q^ etc. AI B1 Cl DSl DLl

Voiceless unaspirated 
*p, *t, *k, etc.

A2 B2 C2 DS2 DL2

Glottalized 
*?, *?b, *?j, etc.

A3 B3 C3 DS3 DL3

Voiced 
*b, *m, *1, *z, etc.

A4 B4 C4 DS4 DL4

Figure 1.3: Tone box for Tai historical analysis, adapted from Gedney (1972)

The tone box is a compact way of mapping surface tones back to the features of the 

proto-onsets in Proto-Tai that conditioned splits and mergers in the tone system. The first 

three columns A, B, and C each represent one of the original tones of Proto-Tai, found 

on open and sonorant-coda syllables. The fourth column, D, represents syllables with 

stop codas, which pattern together tonally, and can be further subdivided in some Tai 

languages based on vowel length. Each row represents a former natural class in Proto- 

Tai, the laryngeal configuration that conditioned tone, followed by some neutralization 

of the former segmental contrast in most cases. The end result is a grid of 20 potential 

conditioning environments, each representing a subset of the native lexicon that patterns 

together tonally in modem languages. While Gedney built on the work of others, it is 

hard to overstate the impact of this work on Tai linguistics, as the ‘Gedney box’ remains a 

ubiquitous feature of language documentation in the family. The Gedney box is so central 

to this dissertation that it merits immediate introduction.

Even before the paper that introduced it was published, students and colleagues of 

Gedney were using the tone box. It quickly became a near ubiquitous feature of Tai 

language documentation, which continues to the present. It has lesser adoption among 

scholars trained in the Sinological tradition, which has its own set of conventions for 

studying historical tone.



1.4 Terminology and classification

1.4.1 Language, dialect, lect, doculect

Throughout this dissertation I use the term lect to refer to a language variety, in order 

to remain agnostic on the status of a particular variety as a language or dialect, and the 

problems that accompany those terms. Certainly much of the data used herein is at the 

dialect level, just as much is from undoubtedly distinct languages. To avoid having to 

define the border area between them, I prefer to use lect wherever I need to avoid that 

ambiguity. I also use the term doculect (Good & Cysouw 2013). This term was coined 

to be able to refer to any documented variety of spoken language, tied to a particular 

documenting linguist, a particular speech community, and a specific place and point in 

time. In other words, a doculect is an observation of a lect.

1.4.2 Tonogenesis’ vs. ‘tone change’

Use of terminology for describing changes in tone systems has varied. The original use the 

term ‘tonogenesis’ has been to describe the process by which a language goes from being 

atonal to tonal, that is, the acquisition of tonemic (phonemic tone) contrasts in a language 

(Matisoff 1973). Others (e.g. Hyslop 2007) have extended the term to include any change 

in the tone system of a language where phonetic variation becomes phonologized into a 

new tonal category, even when this change results in the split or merger of existing tone 

categories. In this sense, changes to the tone systems are often referred to collectively as 

‘tonogenetic events.’

The use of the term ‘tonogenesis’ in both senses is clearly justifiable, but it is useful 

to be able to differentiate initial tonogenesis, the atonal to tonal stage, from sound change 

within a well-established tone system, which, so far as we know, continues in perpetuity 

for as many centuries after tonogenesis as the language remains tonal. Tone surveys in Tai



dialectology suggest that tone is an extremely dynamic area of phonology, and that sound 

change in tones and tonal categories may happen more quickly than segmental change. 

Surveys that support this notion include studies such as Sopheap (2017), in which the 

phoneme inventory remains the same between closely related doculects, and tone appears 

to be the main locus of variation.

Assuming for the time being that tones and tonemes change no slower than segments, 

and are subject to the same perpetual sound change as the segmental domain, it is useful 

and necessary to distinguish these two types of sound change. I follow Ratliff (2015) in 

making this distinction, using tonogenesis to refer exclusively to initial onset of toneme 

contrasts, and tone change to refer to subsequent change.

1.4.3 ISO 639-3 codes and glottocodes

There is no sole standard for how many Tai languages there are. The two standards for 

language identification in wide use in linguistics are ISO 639-3 and Giotto log. Both are 

standards for assigning a unique and persistent identifier to all natural languages. Within 

these two standards, an individual code is known as an ISO code or a glottocode, respec

tively. The registration authority for ISO codes is SIL International, since the standard 

originally grew out of the codes used in SIL’s Ethnologue resource Eberhard et al. (2019). 

Glottolog is administered by the Max Planck Institute for the Science of Human History 

(Hammarstrom et al. 2019b).

ISO codes and glottocodes are not quite equivalent: Glottolog assigns glottocodes to

everything it terms a languoid, a term that includes dialects, languages, and language

families Hammarstrom et al. (2019a). Every node in the Glottolog tree, terminal and 

non-terminal alike, is assigned a glottocode, and each glottocode is classified as one of 

four types: family, subfamily, language, or dialect. Thus, ISO codes and language-type 

glottocodes are at roughly the same level of specificity.

As of May 2019 there are 58 ISO codes classified as Tai languages in Ethnologue.
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For Glottolog, the equivalent branch is labeled Daic, with 58 language glottocodes, and 

approximately 50 more dialect glottocodes. Although the number 58 happens to coincide 

between the two at the time of this writing, these are not exactly the same in the two 

systems. For example, there are two ISO codes [nyw] and [tyj] for Nyo (also known as 

Yo), spoken in Thailand, and Tai Yo, spoken in Vietnam. Glottolog instead considers the 

former a variety of the latter, and assigns Tai Yo to [taidl248], a language-level glottocode, 

and Nyo to [nyawl245], a dialect-level glottocode.
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Chapter 2

Tai language documentation and 
dialectology

2.1 Introduction

Documentation of tonal languages has amassed for several decades since tonogenesis came 

to be well understood, much of it written in languages other than English and created by 

linguists working within the Sinospheric Tonbund. Much of this large body of docu

mentary work is little known and seldom cited in western linguistics literature, even by 

specialists, creating a gap in the awareness of the larger linguistics community (Dockum

2018). Closing this gap is necessary for a more complete understanding of change and 

descent in established tone systems. Often produced a generation or more ago, many of 

these reports also describe endangered doculects, or speaker communities whose linguistic 

situation have changed significantly in the intervening decades, making them all the more 

valuable for building a more complete theory of tone system change. A disconnect of 

this magnitude also produces a negative feedback loop: our larger theory of sound change 

in tone systems suffers from lack of awareness and access to all of the new data being 

documented, and crucial language documentation tasks, which may prove to be the only 

work ever done in some speaker communities, cannot benefit from improved theories of
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tone that this lesser-known data could help inform.

This chapter reports some of the results from an extensive survey of language docu

mentation on Tai tone systems that has been conducted over the last half century, with a 

focus on the vibrant language documentation tradition in Thailand’s universities. The ma

jority of the work surveyed thus deals with lects spoken within the geographical bounds 

Thailand, though some also deals with border areas, such as Lao dialects on the Laos- 

Cambodia border (Sopheap 2017), or Tai lects further afield, such as Zhang’s (1999) 

documentation of Zhuang languages in China, part of the Northern Tai subgroup. Hun

dreds of theses, books, articles, and research reports were identified, giving access to a 

massively increased amount of data from Tai tone systems, and at a level of unprecedented 

detail. Each source reports on anywhere from one to dozens of doculects, varying in gran

ularity from village-level to province-level tonal variation. Many sources also document 

the overall phonology, while others are more akin to sketch grammars with a chapter on 

phonology. Others still are dialectology surveys reporting on detailed lexical variation, or 

variation between generations of different generations of a single doculect, and thus con

tain little detail about tone. However, I have chosen to also include these in order to give 

a more complete accounting of the type of documentary work that has been done. Some 

are written in English, though most are in Thai, and wordlists are almost always recorded 

in the International Phonetic Alphabet with Thai or English glosses, or both. Tones are 

predominantly notated using one of the two systems stemming from Chao’s (1930) five- 

pitch scheme, though this is variously represented by either the Chao tone letters (e.g. /I/, 

mid-to-high rising tone), or Chao tone numerals (e.g. /35/, for the same tone). Others use 

symbolic numbering 1 through n for the distinct tonemes, though these symbolic numerals 

are in turn translated into either Chao letters or numerals in the surrounding discussion.

Raising awareness of lesser known fieldwork output in the wider linguistics community 

will yields benefits by increasing our ability to study how lexical tone systems diversify 

in Tai. This serves as a model for how we can improve theory and results by putting in
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the work to identify and aggregate lesser known resources, especially materials written 

in non-western languages and countries, wherever such underutilized bodies of work may 

exist.

2.2 Grey literature in linguistics

Linguistic analyses rely on access to data. However, there is no strong general convention 

in linguistics of making an original dataset available along with an analysis. However, the 

existence of the Austin Principles for Data Citation (Berez-Kroeker et al. 2018) point to

ward community recognition of this traditional lack of transparency. An improved culture 

of data sharing is needed to address the portions of the replication crisis (Schooler 2014) 

that apply to linguistics. If this is true now, it is even more true of ‘legacy’ data or archival 

data, as the literature surveyed here represents, which is made even more difficult by ex

isting only in analog form on bookshelves, or even if digital, in paywalled, closed-access, 

or even paper-only publications.

It is fruitful, then, to apply the notion of ‘grey literature’ to linguistics. The theses 

uncovered in my library research for this dissertation can be thought of as a type of grey 

literature. Precisely what falls under the label of grey literature is a matter of debate. It 

was defined at the 12th International Conference on Grey Literature in 2010 as follows 

(University 2019):

Grey literature stands for manifold document types produced on all levels of 

government, academics, business and industry in print and electronic formats 

that are protected by intellectual property rights, of sufficient quality to be 

collected and preserved by libraries and institutional repositories, but not con

trolled by commercial publishers; i.e. where publishing is not the primary 

activity of the producing body.

Here I adopt the more fluid notions of discoverability and accessibility as metrics
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for greyness. In other words, linguistic grey literature is research output that falls outside 

of the traditional channels of publishing and dissemination. This includes dissertations 

and theses, conference handouts, working papers, field notes, government-sponsored lan

guage documentation, and organization-internal reports, such as surveys created by groups 

like SIL. I also extend this meaning to include traditional academic material produced in 

non-Anglophone or non-European countries, especially those not published in a national 

European language.

Linguistic grey literature may very well be publicly available online in electronic for

mat, but of course this is not necessarily so, especially for older works. Further, even if 

works are available online somewhere, they are often not indexed in indices like Google 

Scholar. And of course, something that is available online today must not be assumed 

to available indefinitely. The result of all of this is that linguistic grey literature is diffi

cult either to discover or to access, and often both, and thus large swaths of work can be 

considered functionally nonexistent for many scholars.

Grey data in linguistics is of course data that is sourced from, or that contributes to, 

grey literature. In language documentation, the notion of grey data is important because 

of the pressing nature of language endangerment and extinction. Time and resources to 

document rapidly vanishing languages are obviously limited, and so a more complete 

accounting of what work already exists is key to maximally effective use past, present, 

and future resources.

2.2.1 Discoverability

The discoverability of grey literature typically relies on aggregators, which vary from 

academic sites such as Glottolog (Hammarstrom et al. 2019b), to commercial sites such 

as Google Scholar and Academia.edu. More generally, search engines that index websites 

help to close the discoverability gap.

In Thailand, aggregators have been around for many years, run by university library
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consortia like ThaiLIS (Thai Library Integrated System) or academically-focused govern

mental bodies like the National Research Council. The vast majority of theses uncovered 

for this dissertation have apparently never been cited outside of Thai academia, and some

times required great going to great lengths and many trips to university stacks to find 

certain items. Other times, when they were in national aggregators, discoverability was 

more amenable. In any case, it required a massive time investment over the course of 

several years, and even knowing where to look presented numerous challenges.

2.2.2 Accessibility

Access to grey literature in Thailand has benefited from a general trend that has taken 

shape over the last several years toward digitization of academic output, especially grad

uate theses and dissertations. Many universities now make some or all of their catalogs 

of dissertations available as PDF files, although downloads are often only available fi*om 

campus-internal IP addresses, or in the case of the ThaiLIS (Thai Library Integrated Sys

tem), by creating an account that requires a national identity card number, which only Thai 

citizens have. Fortunately, there is some redundancy, where resources in a more restricted 

source may be openly available directly from a university archive. Such restrictions are of 

course also seen in Anglophone linguistics, such as with the more egregious commercial 

services, like Academia.edu, which requires a logged in account to download material, 

and even then bombards the user with attempts to further engage them on the site.

At the time of my surveying, many other Tai language documentation works were not 

yet available in any digital form. This required many in-person trips to academic libraries 

at various Thai universities to identify existing resources and fill gaps where possible. 

Despite various trips over multiple years, typically before or after fieldwork in Myanmar, 

there are a few dozen works still not in hand.

Limitations notwithstanding, the overall trend is very positive and moving towards 

greater openness. This naturally leads to additional points about greyness that are worth
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taking to their conclusion, especially with respect to academic publishing.

2.2.3 Commercial academic publishing as grey literature

This brings up some additional points about greyness that are worth taking to their con

clusion. Using the criteria of discoverability and accessibility discussed above, it should 

be clear that ‘greyness’ is a relative notion. Thus, while academic output in Thailand is 

little known to Anglophone linguists and can thus be considered grey literature, the aca

demic output of linguists working in regions like Europe and the United States may also 

be undiscoverable or inaccessible to many scholars in Thailand. The approach of many 

academic publishers is copyright-driven, producing artificial scarcity to drive profits. The 

subscription costs of academic journal aggregators can be exorbitant and prohibitive, re

sulting in an imbalance of access to the current body of literature. From the perspective 

of developing nations, especially at any university except the most prestigious ones within 

those nations, it may indeed be the case that the majority of linguistics literature ever 

produced can be considered grey literature, undiscoverable or inaccessible to our peers 

in other nations.

The dawn of the digital age brought with it the promise of radically open access to 

knowledge, and in many ways this promise has been realized. Academic publishing as a 

rule is one notable exception to this ideal, with the proliferation of paywalls, use of po

litical lobbying, and other tactics intended to prevent free distribution of scientific output. 

Lobbying by academic publishers like Elsevier contributed to proposed legislation in the 

form of the Research Works Act of 2011. This bill sought to outlaw open-access require

ments for federally funded research in the United States. Elsevier and others withdrew 

their support after a fierce backlash (Elsevier 2012).

In extreme cases, the commercialization of academic work has had tragic outcomes, 

as in the death of Aaron Swartz. After Swartz used an internet connection at MIT to bulk- 

download 4.8 million academic articles from journal aggregator JSTOR, with the possible
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intent to make them freely available (but without having taken any steps to do so), Swartz 

was aggressively prosecuted by federal law enforcement. Despite JSTOR declining to 

pursue civil litigation against him, Swartz faced 13 felony charges, 35 years in prison 

and$l million in fines. Swartz died by suicide shortly thereafter. Swartz’s father publicly 

stated that MIT played a “central role” in his son’s death, and the university’s own internal 

report found that the university “didn’t do anything wrong; but didn’t do [itself] proud” 

by deciding not to intervene on Swartz’s behalf in this “ruinous collision of hacker ethics, 

open-source ideals, questionable laws, and aggressive prosecutions,” ultimately calling it 

a textbook example of the type case where MIT could have done good if it had chosen 

to Massachusetts Institute of Technology (2013). The tragic silver lining was that JSTOR 

responded to Swartz’s death by publicly releasing 4.5 million of the 4.8 million files that 

were at issue to begin with.

The Research Works Act and the Swartz tragedy serve as stark reminders of the prob

lematic and at times harmful nature of academic publishing driven by profit motives, the 

effects of which are disproportionately bom by our colleagues in in developing nations.

2.3 Categories of documentation

In this section I provide an overview of some major categories of the Tai language docu

mentation materials surveyed, with examples. The literature can be divided into a number 

of categories: tone documentation (which could be further subdivided into tone surveys, 

single language studies, and phonological sketches), lexical documentation (comprising 

“word geography” surveys and multi-generational lexical studies), and areal dialect sur

veys. Full bibliographic details for these works can be found in the references section at 

the end of the dissertation.
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2.3.1 Tone documentation

This category consists of works whose primary aim is to document some aspect of lexical 

tone, including surveys of dialectal tone variation, or phonetic studies of particular lects. 

Examples of some works and the areas they document are provided here.
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Author Year Language Location

Koowatthanasiri 1981 Nyo Sakon Nakhon; Nakhon Phanom

Ratanadilok Na Phuket 1983 Central Thai Ratchaburi

Sritararat 1983 Phu Thai 3 provinces

Tienmee 1983 Khorat Thai Nakhon Ratchasima

Kopprayun 1986 Tai Yoy

Tanlaput 1988 Northern Thai Lampang

Chinchest 1989 Lao Ngaew Singburi

Aruneeung 1990 Central Thai Bangkok

Tingsabadh 1990 Central Thai Suphanburi

Panroj 1991 Central Thai Bangkok

Kobsirikam 1992 Central Thai Suphanburi

Nualjansaeng 1992 Central Thai Nakhon Pathom

Banditkul 1993 Central Thai Prachuap Khiri Khan

Pomsib 1994 Central Thai Phetchaburi

Krisnapan 1995 Central Thai Phetchaburi

Sumransook 1995 Central Thai Chonburi

Komontha 1996 Khorat Thai Nakhon Ratchasima

Worawong 2000 Central Thai Kanchanaburi

Khamrueangsi 2002 Nyo 7 provinces

Khemkhaeng 2002 Nyo Mahasarakham

Khotchanthuek 2002 Multilingual Nakhon Ratchasima

2.3.2 Lexical documentation

This category includes works that study the lexicon, include lexical isoglosses, lexical 

shift, and generational change in lexical usage. A sample is provided below, along with
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the region associated with each province (N = Northern Thailand, C = Central Thailand, 

NE = Northeast Thailand, and S = Southern Thailand).

“Word geography” surveys

Author Year Province Region

Weesakul 1983 Sukhothai N

Phanuphong 1984 Nakhon Ratchasima NE

Ache 1986 Surat Thani S

Peamphermphoon 1986 Buriram NE

Maliwan 1987 Saraburi C

Nakpuntawong 1987 Uttaradit N

Sukpreedee 1988 Rayong; Chanthaburi; Trat C

Boonkao 1989 Mahasarakham NE

Panarat 1990 Lopburi N

Sombatmaungkan 1990 Sakon Nakhon NE

Chulkeree 1991 Phichit N

Sawangwan 1991 Chaiyaphum N

Thepsakunrat 1991 Songkhla S

Burusphat 1992 Phetchabun N

Jaipakdee 1992 Nakon Si Thammarat S

Suwannaraj 1993 Ubon Ratchathani NE

Thumsaro 1993 Pattani S

Thikhachunhathian 1994 Loei NE

Chaisakulsirin 1995 Lopburi N

Phumcharoen 1995 Chiang Mai N

Somboonsak 1996 Prachinburi C
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Three-generation lexical surveys

Name Year Language Location

Tanyong 1983 Phuan Lopburi; Singburi

Buranasing 1988 Black Tai Suphanburi

Sarapom 1988 Northern Thai Ratchaburi

Liamprawat, Watthanaprasoet 1996 Lao Tha Chin River basin

Patpong 1997 Northern Thai Sukhothai

Saengsrichan 1998 Tai Lue Phayao

Jitbanjong 2002 Saek Nakhon Phanom

Suwanmusik 2004 Southern Thai Koh Samui, Surat Thani

Somjitti 2007 Southern Thai Chumphon

Plodkaew 2008 Southern Thai Nakhon Si Thammarat

Thongchalerm 2008 Northeastern Thai Ubon Ratchathani

Moontuy 2010 Yong Chiang Mai

Jidlang 2012 Southern Thai Trang

Tebpawan 2012 Southern Thai Phangnga

2.3.3 General dialect surveys

Finally, the other major category is dialect overviews of certain geographic areas, which 

tend to be titled “Current Thai Dialects of (Location)”.
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‘Current Thai dialects” surveys

Author Year Province

Thongchuay 1983 Kelantan, Kedah and Perlis

Nuansanong 1984 Phuket

Sawangchit 1986 Yala

Kaenkrachang 1987 Chumphon

Nuansanong 1987 Nakhon Si Thammarat

Wetchasit 1987 Narathiwat

Khwanritti 1987 Songkhla

Phitsaphak 1988 Krabi

Sikhwan 1988 Pattani

Sirinuphong 1988 Phangnga

Keochana 1988 Phatthalung

Daengwan 1988 Ranong

Thongphenchan 1988 Trang

Manomaya 1989 Surat Thani

2.4 Quasi-longitudinal analysis of tone systems

One result of improved access to this large body of documentary work is the possibility 

of “quasi-longitudinal” study of the tones of particular languages, based on the work of 

multiple authors. The point of such a study would be to trace tone change in a language or 

dialect as if it had been studied over period of time under a single project. Thus 1 define 

quasi-longitudinal analysis as follows: the use of two previous studies sampled from the 

same language community, which takes the language in one study to be a direct ancestor 

of the language in the other study, rather than a temporally displaced sister language of
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it. More than two studies should be possible, through the transitive property, though 

quasi-longitudinality should ideally be determined pairwise.

In such a case the speakers in the two studies will not be the same (as if they were then 

it would be true longitudinality). The benefit of this notion for diachronic analysis should 

be clear: genuinely longitudinal studies are very rare, but in areas that enjoy a relatively 

rich local language documentation culture, as Thailand does, studies that gathered data 

from speakers in the same approximate area should be suitable for drawing generalizations 

about multiple stages of a single lect. Below I argue for geographical proximity in the 

Tai dialectology context as the ideal way of determining quasi-longitudinality, and argue 

against

Exactly what level of proximity is required to make a set of studies suitable for quasi

longitudinal analysis requires some consideration, which the remainder of this chapter 

addresses.

2.4.1 Geography and community size as metrics for quasi-longitudinality

The granularity of dialectology surveys varies widely. Focusing on the large body of doc

umentation fieldwork by researchers in Thailand, which is little known and seldom cited 

in the English-language linguistics literature, it is thus helpful to examine some facts about 

local administrative units in the country in order to determine what constitutes reasonable 

quasi-longitudinality. Note that this is not an argument about classifying doculects as lan

guages or dialects, but rather about whether, for the purposes of drawing inferences about 

sound change, we can reasonably treat two studies as being samples of the same language 

variety at two different points in time. If two studies purporting to document the same lan

guage, written decades apart, come from the same village, it is likely to represent the same 

community. If they overlap only at the province level, however, it could be problematic 

to assume it is the same lect.

At present there are 77 province-level units, comprising 76 provinces /tçagwat/ and the
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Bangkok Metropolitan AreaJ The province-level units comprise 878 districts /amphy:/, 

plus another 50 districts /kheit/ in Bangkok proper (Ministi*y of Education of Thailand 

2016), District populations range from 2,000 people to over 500,000 people. Each district 

is further divided into subdistricts /tambon/, with more than 7,200 subdistricts nationwide. 

Below subdistricts, the lowest administrative unit is the village /mu: ba:n/, of which there 

are roughly 75,000 nationwide. Thus, each province has an average of 12 districts, each 

district has an average of 8 subdistricts, and each subdistrict has an average of 10 villages. 

According to the 1990 census, there are an average of 746 people in each village (National 

Statistical Office of Thailand 2019).

Given the widespread travel and telecommunications infrastructure that Thailand has, 

I argue that if fieldworkers document language of different villages within the same sub

district, provided they identify those doculects as the same language, we can reasonably 

treat these as samples of the same language or dialect. Given the variable size of district 

and subdistricts, in many most cases the same will be true for documentation that takes 

place within the same district. However, I recommend caution in dealing with data from 

different documentation projects that align only at the province level or higher. I make 

this recommendation for a few reasons.

First, the notion of “dialect” in Thailand is unavoidably influenced by national and 

regional geopolitics. The popular conventional wisdom in the country is that Thailand 

has four primary dialects corresponding to the four major regions: Central Thai, Northern 

Thai, Northeastern Thai, and Southern Thai. Treating them as dialects of a single language 

is a modem oversimplification. Even where a specific province has a well-known dialect, 

the variety spoken in the urban area of the provincial capital may be taken as representative 

of the entire province, or in the case of Bangkok, the entire region. The result is that

1. This number has grown from around 70 in the mid-20th century, which is when native documentation 
o f Tai dialects began in earnest, as various provinces have been split due to population growth. The only 
instance in that time period o f provinces being combined was in 1972, when Phra Nakhon and Thonburi 
provinces jointly became the Bangkok Metropolitan Area.
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Figure 2.1: Province map of Thailand (Source: Wikimedia, CC BY-SA 3.0 license).
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linguistic facts may be treated as monolithic at the province or regional level, when the 

reality is of course that language varieties neither expand to fill administrative boundaries, 

nor are they confined within them. But geopolitical notions of language diversity often 

filter into research design and results reporting in the actual dialectology fieldwork.

Second, we have many surveys that show important variation between data collection 

points within the same province. As a result of the issues discussed in the previous para

graph, two studies that identify a Tai language primarily based on the province may not 

be carefully distinguishing doculects with important differences. So we would not neces

sarily want to claim that Chiang Mai Thai from Suntharawakun (1962) and Hudak (2008) 

are the same lect.

Third, there is significant room for confusion with language endonyms and exonyms. 

For a very large number of Tai languages, the group endonym is cognate with “Tai” or 

“Thai.” For example, the Tai group known variably as Song, Lao Song, and Thai Song 

(e.g. Saeng-ngam 2006) are also known as Black Tai in some sources. However, the 

connection to the group documented in northern Vietnam by Gedney and others (Hudak 

2008) is of unclear relation, and even if there were some historical migratory or genetic 

connection, that will not necessarily make for similar doculects.

This of course does not apply to cases of Tai languages that are the result of much later 

migration events than those that led to the major dialect divisions. For instance, we would 

not want to confuse Yong [yno] of Lamphun province (Pankhuenkhat 1978; Neamnark 

1985; Soiyana 2009; Moontuy 2010) with the Lamphun dialect of Northern Thai [nod] 

(Chaisri 1984)."

Table 2.1 gives a sample of some purportedly province-level studies, and the variation 

in detail contained therein. Some, such as Sunthai awakun (1962), equate a specific dialect 

with an entire province. Others, as in Withayasakpan (1979a), study dialectal variation

2. In fact, there are entire dissertations dedicated to comparing the phonology o f these two languages 
(Wangsai 2007) and their sociolinguistic situation (Panrerk 2004).
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Author Year Province Region Sites Speakers Focus

Suntharawakun 1962 Chiang Mai N 1 1 General
Ache 1986 Surat Thani S 228 228 Lex
Peamphermphoon 1986 Buriram NE — 127 Lex
Phanuphong 1984 Nakhon Ratchasima NE 25 25 Lex
Boonkao 1989 Mahasarakham NE 99 — Lex
Withayasakpan 1979 Rayong C 5 5 Phon
Ngaorangsi 1982 Phitsanulok N 93 93 Tone

Table 2.1: Province! level studies with highly varying degrees of detail.

in the majority regional language of that province. Others still, such as Ngaorangsi et al. 

(1982) and Boonkao (1989), survey both majority and minority Tai languages spoken in 

a province, with less focus on dialectal variation.

A more complete profile of language documentation and dialectology work conducted 

in Thailand on the Tai languages within the last 50 years could itself be a book-length 

work. This chapter serves only as an introduction to the types of work that have been 

done, and to its sheer volume. In a small way it also bridges the gap between these works, 

seldom cited and little known outside of Thailand, and the larger linguistics community.
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Chapter 3 

Tone documentation conventions; Issues 
for synchrony and diachrony

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter I describe the development of conventions for documenting and describe 

tone in Tai languages, and then discuss problems that arise from competing conventions in 

differing regional traditions for documenting tone.^ Overly rigid regional conventions of 

both types have likely resulted in systematic under-documentation or mis-documentation 

of the phonetic and phonemic detail of tone systems, which then filter into both our his

torical and synchronic theory via descriptively inaccurate or incomplete data.

The main example of this that this chapter covers is the treatment of syllable shape in 

tone diachrony, and the two competing documentation conventions for handling tones on 

‘checked’ syllables (i.e. stop-coda syllables). I call these two documentation conventions 

the subset convention and the disjunction convention. In the subset convention, checked- 

syllable tones are always assumed to be allotones of the most phonetically similar smooth- 

syliable tone. That is, the checked-syllable tones are always a subset of the smooth-

1. Although Tai is the focus o f this dissertation, many of the conventions developed in parallel with 
knowledge o f tone more generally, and thus some observations are applicable throughout the Kra-Dai family, 
beyond it to the rest o f the Sinospheric Tonbund (see 5.4), and perhaps to tone languages universally.
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syllable tones, and in nearly all cases a proper subset as well. The subset convention holds 

for most work on tonal languages in mainland Southeast Asia. The disjunction convention 

is common in the Sinological tradition, and in that system, the checked syllable tones are 

always treated as disjoint from the smooth syllable tones—two separate sets tones with 

distribution limited by syllable type.

A given convention may also be embedded in the teaching and spelling traditions of a 

language, making it easy to locate native speakers who can identify tones consistent with 

that convention, in a way that appears to be accessing their phonological competence, but 

is in fact biased by pedagogy and their own literacy. Interference from pedagogy and 

literacy creates a problem for many kinds of experimental work on tone (and is a question 

that needs more attention in experimental work in phonology generally).

Descriptive accuracy, but also comparability, are essential for development of our syn

chronic and diachronic theory alike. To date, study of tone diachrony has focused primarily 

on tonogenesis, and less on how tone systems change and diversify after tone is well es

tablished. Differing conventions for tone documentation obscure important comparability, 

over matters such as what constitutes a distinct tonal category, leading to differences as 

basic as how many tones we count a given language as having, and how we characterize 

the distribution of those tones. Our incomplete understanding of tone change, combined 

with descriptive inconsistencies, have contributed to an oversimplified view of complexity 

in tone systems, and to some problematic assumptions in prior work.

One example is an overly binary view of tonality, such as the tonal-atonal dichotomy 

for classifying languages. Brunelle & Kirby (2015) show that this is an inadequate way 

of looking at tonal diversity in Southeast Asia, where tone language “exhibit a wide range 

of diversity, from simple two-tone systems based exclusively on pitch to complex tone 

systems combining large numbers of contrastive pitch units and voice qualities” (2015: 

104). Another example is the ungrounded distinction between “simple” and “complex” 

tone systems in the World Atlas of Language Structure (Dryer & Haspelmath 2013), where
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simple is defined as having two tonemes, and complex is everything three or above. In 

reality, the variable vectors of complexity in tone systems are much more than toneme 

count, including interactions with register, phonation, and stress. This simplification has 

contributed to the assumption adopted in some literature that tone systems gain or lose 

contrasts linearly, one at a time Collins (2016), or the implicit assumption that a language 

with n tonemes is less complex than a language with « +1 tonemes, as in Everett et al. 

(2015).

In the remainder of this chapter, in §3.2 1 provide a history of tone documentation in 

Tai languages, followed by the development of the omnipresent ‘tone box’ in §3.3. In 

§3.4,1 describe two related problems in tone language documentation, the Checked Tone 

Problem (3.4.1) and the Orphaned Tone Problem (3.4.2).

3.2 History of Tai tone documentation

In this section I provide a general background for how Tai tone has been documented from 

the inception of Thai writing more than 700 years ago, and culminating in the Gedney 

(1972) tone box being the primary tool for historical tone analysis for the last 40 years. 

This also serves as essential context for the problems described in §3.4.

Evidence on the tone systems of Tai languages comes from a variety of sources. Three 

general categories emerge: (1) tone marking in native writing systems; (2) tone in early 

linguistic descriptions by Westerners; and (3) modem linguistic fieldwork of both native 

and non-native linguists.

3.2.1 Tone in native orthography

Old Thai is the earliest known practical orthography that marked phonemic tone (Diller 

1996: 241). As a result, the earliest record of tone in Tai languages is in epigraphic texts 

of the Sukhothai Kingdom (13th-15th centuries CE). Epigraphy is the study of ancient
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inscriptions—texts inscribed on durable materials, most often stone, metal, and ceramics— 

and Southeast Asia has a long epigraphic tradition. It begins in the 5th century CE, fol

lowing the spread of Brahmic scripts into the region. The rise of writing is directly linked 

to the spread of Hinduism and later Buddhism, and the use of sacred texts in Sanskrit and 

Pali, their respective liturgical languages. Scripts were adapted for the local vernacular 

languages, including Khmer, Mon, Burmese, and Pyu.

Epigraphic texts of those linguistic traditions predate the arrival of the Tai diaspora in 

Southeast Asia, a date that is somewhat disputed (CITE for best current estimates), but 

scripts for Tai vernaculars began to appear some time after their arrival. Beginning in the 

13th-14th century CE we find the earliest surviving texts in a variety of Tai languages, 

from kingdoms including Sukhothai, Ayutthaya, Lanna, and Lan Xang. A cluster of re

lated scripts were adapted by different Tai polities from the surrounding writing traditions, 

which by then were well established. A version of the Khmer script used at Angkor was 

the basis for the Sukhothai, Fakkham, and Tai Noi scripts, the vernacular scripts used in the 

Sukhothai, Lanna, and Lan Xang kingdoms, respectively. Sukhothai script is the ancestor 

of modem Thai script, and Tai Noi developed into modem Lao script. An older stage of 

Mon is the model for a Lanna liturgical script, which later came to replace Fakkham as 

the vemacular script of Northem Thai, and is still in use as a secondary traditional script 

in that region. Some combination of Mon script and Burmese script, its close descendant, 

are also the model for Shan script of Myanmar, Ahom script of Northeast India, and old 

Khamti script of both Myanmar and India.

Elsewhere in Asia, tone is first mentioned as early as 489 CE in Chinese texts (Diller 

1996: 232). A comprehensive dictionary from 601 CE was organized into tonal categories 

(Norman 1988: 24), and strokes indicating historical tone classes were used in early Chi

nese dictionaries, probably to assist with scholarly etymology in the face of changing 

phonology, although tone was never marked in the writing system as widely used (Diller 

1996: 234).
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The Tai languages were the first tonal languages to adopt Brahmic abugidas," giving 

us the earliest use of phonemic tone marking, indicated as a diacritic above the conso

nant. This is an important milestone in the written use of language, but tone marking 

was sporadic in early texts and remained the exception for a few more centuries. In fact, 

most early Tai scripts had no indication of tone. This includes the majority of the hun

dreds of surviving inscriptions fi-om early Tai kingdoms. The extinct Southwestern Tai 

language Ahom of the Brahmaputra valley in modem Northeast India had a rich written 

tradition for centuries that did not mark tone Morey (2005a). Shan did not indicate tone 

until less than a century ago. The same is tme for Tai Khamti, as seen in Needham’s 

(1894) grammar, which uses native script throughout with no tone marking. This makes 

the examples that do exist of early tone marking all the more important as a source of 

textual and archaeological evidence on how tone propagated through the Asian tonbund.

The earliest Tai texts that mark tone show a three-tone system: unmarked, and marked 

above the consonant with either a short vertical line or a small equilateral cross. These 

three correspond with columns A, B, and C, respectively, in the Gedney (1972) tone 

box (see §3.3). This represents the first known instance of phonemic marking of tone in 

written human language. The evidence from epigraphy is generally taken to indicate that 

these texts predate the Great Tone Split, in which the number of contrastive tones in Tai 

languages doubled from three to six.^

2. The Brahmic abugidas are the set o f writing systems that derive from Brahmi, a script dating to the 1st 
century BCE in India. An abugida  is an alphasyllabary, intermediate between an alphabet and a syllabary, 
in which the consonant is primary, and vowels are considered diacritics o f a consonant. As a result, vowel 
marks are not necessarily written linearly with their consonant. For example, in Thai script vowel graphemes 
variably appear before, after, above, or below the consonant they modify, and in some cases two or three of  
those positions at once.

3. “The Great Tone Split” is a term coined by Brown (1975). It was a system-wide neutralization o f  
voicing contrasts in onset consonants across much o f East and Southeast Asia. It is hard to underestimate 
its scale, and yet it receives relatively little attention. Brown notes that it dwarfs other more familiar sound 
changes labeled ‘great’, like the Great Vowel Shift o f English. Indeed, a better name is needed, as its scale 
is such that affected both tonal and non-tonal language families. While it led to tone splits in languages 
that were already tonal, it is the source o f registrogenesis in many languages that were not, with the classic 
examples being Mon and Khmer. I introduce the term East Asian Voicing Shift in chapter 5.4 o f this work 
in order to address this need for a better name.
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Figure 3.1: Nakhon Chum inscription (1357 CE), Kamphaeng Phet, Thailand. Circles 
indicate words bearing a phonemic tone mark.

The evidence from epigraphy that Sukhothai was a three-tone language has important 

implications for tone change and tone reconstruction. It requires us to reconcile this with 

the fact that the Great Tone Split appears to be exceptionless among the Tai languages, 

despite members of the family already having spread very far geographically by the time 

the Tai epigraphic record begins. I deal with this in detail in chapter 5, on the theoretical 

basis of the Tonal Comparative Method.

Despite the long use of tone marking and a very conservative orthography in Thai, 

centuries of sound change rendered the connection between tone marks and surface tones 

opaque long ago. As a result, traditional Thai pedagogy developed a convention for dealing 

with this no later than the 17th century (Pittayapom 2016), and which continues to the 

present. Thai students are taught three consonant classes: high, mid and low. The surface 

tone of a syllable is deteimined by a combination of the (1) consonant class of the onset, 

(2) an optional tone mark, and (3) the syllable shape (termed live and dead, where dead 

syllables are those with stop codas, and all overs are live). Although the purpose of the 

traditional Thai consonant classes is not intentionally historical, as detailed in §3.2.3 the
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categories directly correspond to rows of the eventual Gedney tone box.

3.2.2 Tone in early Western descriptions

Until the 20th century, tone was not systematically documented in the descriptions of Tai 

languages written by Westerners. I use the category “Westerner” here to encompass mis

sionaries, explorers, colonizers, and academics, categories which historically overlapped, 

and sometimes still do. Also, I use “systematic” here to mean an author indicating the 

tone of each lexical item, as opposed to merely a section describing what the basic tone 

shapes are in general terms. The earliest European-style grammars of Tai languages were 

Low (1828), Jones ( 1842), and Pallegoix (1850), all grammars of Thai; Cushing on Shan 

(1871; revised and expanded 1887); and Needham (1894) on Tai Khamti. As reported by 

(Enfield 2008: 7-12), no grammar of Lao appeared in a European language until the 20th 

century.

Low (1828), for example, focused on explaining the Thai writing system, but includes 

no romanization in the grammar at all, and thus no tone marking aside fi-om the native 

orthography. Low is notable for being the oldest surviving example of printed Thai (Smyth 

2001: 278, footnote 2). Low describes the sound of the tones in impressionistic terms: 

“natural,” “acute,” “grave,” etc (Low 1828: 14). He dedicates sections to describing each 

of the tone marks and its effects on the consonants, but he makes a number of analytical 

and typographic errors that indicate he did not fully understand the relationship between 

tone marks and the traditional Thai consonant classes. He remarks on the “inherently 

intonated power” of many of consonants (1828: 9), and includes a chart of consonants 

divided by their “inherent tones.”

Cushing also emphasizes the importance of Shan tones, but likewise includes no ro

manization: “The Shan is a tonal language. Accuracy in speaking it depends on an exact 

knowledge of the tones and the power of enunciating them. ... The precise extent and lim

itations of the tones can only be learned from the lips of a native teacher ... an elaborate
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system is more calculated to mislead the student than to assist him” (Cushing 1871: 8).

Just as with Cushing writing on Shan, in his grammar of Tai Khamti, Needham (1894) 

was dealing with a script that did not indicate tones. Unlike his predecessors, Needham did 

include systematic romanization, but did not mark tone. He notes the “finely modulated 

intonation,” and gives an example six different tones that are all spelled the same."̂  “The 

character is not difficult, but the various tones met with in the language are very puzzling” 

(1894: ii). Needham managed to produce an otherwise important early grammar without 

a solid grasp of the tones.

One exception to this general lack of record of tone is the brief sketch of Tai Khamti by 

Robinson (1849: 342-349), which describes a four-tone system of Tai Khamti, and marks 

each word in the 282-word lexicon. (Morey (2005b) reconstructed the historical tone 

classes of the 1849 variety, as discussed in detail in chapter 6.) The early Thai dictionary 

compiled by Pallegoix (1854) also indicates tone regularly using diacritics reminiscent of 

modem Vietnamese Quoc-ngu script, and quite possibly modeled on that directly.

3.2.3 Modem tone documentation

Conventions for describing lexical tone in Tai languages have evolved along with linguistic 

understanding of tonal phenomena generally, and of the history of Tai tonal development 

specifically. (See 5.2 for more detail on past treatment of tonal evidence in historical lin-

4. Needham appears to have copied portions fi-om Robinson (1849), as this phrase is verbatim fiom that 
work, which appeared nearly 50 years earlier but is not cited anywhere by Needham. For comparison, the 
full contexts are:

Robinson (1849: 312): “By its finely modulated intonations, sounds organically the same are 
often made to express totally different ideas. Thus, ma, for instance (with the rising tone) 
signifies a dog; ma, (the Italic m denoting the falling tone) signifies to come; while the same 
syllable, with an abrupt termination, or a sudden cessation of the voice at the end o f it, ma, 
denotes a horse”.
Needliam (1894: ii-iii).: “By finely modulated intonation sounds organically the same are 
often made to express totally different ideas; thus, to give a single illustration there are no 
less than six words written o ’ /khai/, but each one expresses a different meaning according 
to the tone in which it is uttered, namely, o ’ =  ill; o ’ =  sell; o ’ =  buffalo; o ’ =  
egg; o ’ =  go, depart; o ’ =  fill, inform”.
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guistics.) Up through the end of the 19th century, colorful, impressionistic descriptions of 

tone were the norm. Bradley lamented the “irrational or even misleading nomenclature” 

(1911: 282) for Thai tones that had long prevailed. He used “Rousselot’s apparatus” 

(Rousselot 1897) to make the first phonetic study of Thai tones (Bradley 1911).  ̂ Dis

agreements on which tone languages were related to which other languages lasted until 

the mid-20th century, and in some ways are not fully resolved today. It is fair to say that 

it was only after sufficient quantity and quality of field data on tonal languages accrued, 

and the basic mechanism of tonogenesis was fully clarified by Haudricourt (1954), that it 

became clearer what the major language families of Southeast Asia were.

That is not to say that early reconstructions of tone waited for questions of genetic 

relationship to be resolved, however. Reconstruction of the origin of Tai tones went hand- 

in-hand with segmental reconstruction (see chapter 5 for a theoretical treatment of this 

observation). Even before the mechanisms for tonogenesis were completely understood, 

Chinese philology served as an early jumping off point for Tai tone diachrony. Li rec

ognized the parallels between Tai and Chinese tonal history, as evident in many of his 

publications (e.g. Li 1945, 1954, 1960). and established the connection between Tai 

tones and the laryngeal configuration of onset consonants (Li 1943, 1954, 1966), building 

on earlier observations dating to Karlgren (1915) of the connection between tones and 

onset consonants in tone languages.

Li (1943) also introduced the labels A, B, C, and D for four Tai tone classes. The first

5. Jongman (2013) succinctly explains the device Bradley would have used; “Rousselot applied the 
kymograph to the study o f speech. The kymograph, invented in the 1840s by Ludwig, was originally used 
for measuring blood pressure and other physiological processes. For speech, the kymograph consisted o f  
a rotating drum covered with paper coated with soot; speakers spoke into a rubber tube and the sound 
vibrations were captured by a stylus that registered the variations in air pressure, from which duration, 
intensity, and pitch could be measured.”

6. Li believed Tai and Chinese were ultimately part o f the same language stock, and apparently never 
changed his mind throughout his career. This idea is no longer the dominant view, surviving mainly among 
linguists in China, as well as a minority o f Thai scholars (e.g. Sodsongkrit 2009, 2010, 2012). As the idea of 
a Sino-Tai stock fell out o f currency in the mid-20th century, study o f tone diachrony predictably splintered 
more along family lines. See also §5.4 for more on the connections between the tone systems o f different 
Asian language stocks.
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three, A, B, and C, correspond to the three tones of Proto-Tai (and also to unmarked, tone 

mark 1, and tone mark 2 in native Thai orthography, as discussed in 3.2.1). The fourth 

class, D, was for stop-final syllables, characterized by syllable shape rather than onset 

type. Later, in many Tai languages the D tone split based on the vowel length, usually 

signified as DL and DS (for long and short).

3.3 The Gedney tone box

As linguists began to uncover the connections between tones and their segmental forebears, 

the need arose to compactly represent a mapping from modem tonal categories to historical 

segmental categories. Linguists converged on a box divided into several cells, where 

each cell represents a subset of the lexicon that patterns together tonally on the surface, 

and also shares a historical conditioning environment. Due to the regularity of these 

correspondences, this approach proved extremely successful in Tai linguistics, and has 

remained the norm several decades, with the standard being the Gedney (1972) tone box, 

shown in Figure 3.2.

Proto-Tai tonal categories

Proto-Tai initials A B C D-short D-long
Voiceless friction 

*p \ *t'=, *kh, *s, *rp, etc.
A1 B1 Cl DSl DLl

Voiceless unaspirated 
*p, *t, *k, etc.

A2 B2 C2 DS2 DL2

Glottalized 
*?, *?b, *?j, etc.

A3 B3 C3 DS3 DL3

Voiced 
*b, *m, *1, *z, etc.

A4 B4 C4 DS4 DL4

Figure 3.2: Tone box for Tai historical analysis, adapted fi*om Gedney (1972)

The Gedney tone box has a theoretical ceiling of 20 tonal categories, each representing 

a potential historical conditioning environment. This represents a partition of the native 

lexicon into 20 proper subsets, with each square of the grid standing for a set of words
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which should share the same lexical tone in any given Tai language. Each cell of the grid 

can then be populated with the surface tonemes of a given doculect (Good & Cysouw 

2013). The tone box concisely shows how the tones of Proto-Tai have coalesced into a 

given doculect’s current tone system. Thus while no single language actually makes even 

half of the possible tonal distinctions, every possible category on the grid is contrastive in 

at least one attested Tai doculect. An example of how this looks is given in Figure 3.3, 

with cells colored with arbitrary colors to highlight the different tonemes.

D -short D-iong

12 ommiZ

A B C D -short D-long

[ ^
3 5 1 3 ' 1

1  ̂ ■ .3 5 ; '  3 1

3 5 1 3 ■ 1

2.3d

Figure 3.3: Tone boxes for Standard Thai and Yong (Soiyana 2009)

For each square in the grid, Gedney provided a checklist of cognate etyma that pattern 

together tonally (1972: 202-204). This modest checklist of 64 words was Gedney\ distil

lation of his complete elicitation questionnaire of more than 1,000 Tai cognates, published 

in full after his death by Hudak (2004).^ The number of Tai cognate sets and reconstruc

tions has been expanded by Li (1977), Jonsson (1991), and Luo (1997), Hudak (2008), and 

others, to encompass thousands of proto-forms with accompanying proto-tones.^ While 

there is of course still disagreement in many of the particulars of reconstruction, the fact

that Gedney’s method has held up so robustly, including elsewhere in Kra-Dai outside
7. Hudak also reveals much more about Gedney’s extremely thorough documentation process, including 

what his students referred to as ‘doing a Gedney’, in which every possible syllable and tone combination 
was tested with native speakers to determine wheüier it existed as a lexeme in the doculect under study.

8. Hundreds o f these are widely acknowledged as probable Chinese loans, only Üiey are old enough loans 
that they exhibit completely regular tonal and segmental descent. These ancient loans are also the primary 
reason behind the remnant factions o f linguists, mostly within China, who classify Kra-Dai as a daughter or 
sister o f Sino-Tibetan.
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of the Tai branch, serves as confirmation of its continuing usefulness for Tai compara- 

tivists working on newly documented varieties, and points to the usefulness of tone for 

comparative work.

3.3.1 Progression of the tone box

Gedney formulated the tone box between Gedney (1964) and Gedney (1966). In his 1964 

paper, Gedney describes in great detail his process for determining tonal correspondences 

using hundreds of slips of paper sorted into physical boxes, but without the end product 

of a familiar tone box, which first shows up in 1966. This early effort used data from 

Siamese, White Tai, Black Tai, and Red Tai (represented by S, W, B, and R, respectively, 

in Figure 3.4.

Box la 

S 5 W 1 B 1 R 1

Box 2 

S 2 W 2 B 2 R 2

Box 3 

S 3 W 3 B 3 R 3

Box lb 

S I W I B I R I

Box 4 

S I  W 4 B 4 R 4

Box 5 

S 3 W 5 B 5 R 3

Box 6 

S 4 W 6 B 6 R 5

Box 7

S 2 W 2 B 2 R 2

Box 8 Box 9

S 4 W 4 S 3 W 4

B 5 R 2 B 5 R 3

Figure 3.4: Gedney’s precursor to the tone box, illustrating how to establish historical 
tone classes, using data from four languages.

Despite the longstanding dominance of the Gedney tone box, we can observe a progres

sion of increasing complexity, with a growing number of rows and columns, as fieldwork 

yielded more data, and additional conditioning environments for tonal splits were identi

fied:

• 10 cells: 2 rows x 5 columns (Li 1954)

• 15 cells: 3 rows x 5 columns (Brown 1965)
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• 20 cells: 4 rows x 5 columns (Egerod 1961; Gedney 1967, 1972)^

• 35 cells: 7 rows x 5 columns (Hanbo 2016)

It may be the case that some parts of this progression in complexity were come to 

independently, as evidenced by the competing notations for the same ideas. Instead of 

Li’s alphabetic notation A B C D, Egerod (1961) preferred 0, 1 , 2 , 3  for the main four 

historical tones, based on the conventional numbering in Thai orthography: Egerod’s 0 

corresponds to syllables that bear no tone mark, 1 corresponds to the native tone mark mai 

ek, and 2 with the tone mark mat tho. Egerod labeled the stop-coda syllables not with 

a number but with G, ‘because the final consonants in question are glottalized in most 

modem idioms’ (Egerod 1961: 45).^^

Brown (1965) may have followed Egerod or decided on a similar notation himself, but

used the order 0 1 3 2 4 in the tone boxes he devised. The numbers 0 12 are identical to

Egerod’s notation, presumably for the same reason, with 3 and 4 correspond to DL and 

DS, respectively. The reason column 3 is placed before column 2 in Brown’s notation 

is so that 1 and 3 are next to each other, corresponding to B and DL in the Li/Gedney 

notation. It has long been observed that these two historical categories frequently share 

the same surface tone. ̂  ̂

To make matters even more confusing, the columns known as B and C in Tai tonology 

correspond to the reversed names C and B in Vietnamese tonology. Court (1998) claims

9. We might also add a stage o f 24 cells, or 4 rows x 6 columns, based on a proposal by Court (1998), 
although that proposal was never formally published, and as a result is little known and failed to gain traction.

10. While the preference o f Egerod and Brown for a notation based on Thai tone mark numbering is 
understandable, it introduces confusion in its own way. As conservative as Thai orthography is, the modem 
spelling does not always reliably indicate either the historical tone or historical onset accurately. Some 
native words have undergone unetymologieal respellings, such as /kha:/ ‘to kill’, where a homophonous 
onset from a different consonant class has replaced the known historical one—in this ease an onset typically 
reserved solely for Indie loans—resulting in a different tone mark needed to accurately reflect the spoken 
tone, thus doubly obscuring the word’s native origin.

11. Of the 362 doeuleets aggregated for study chapter 4.5, the B and DL tones share a surface tone in 249 
o f those, or 68.7% of the dataset.
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A1 HO HO 1’
B1 HI 5’
Cl H2 H2 3’

DLl H:G H3 9’
DSl HG H4 V
A2
A3

MO
GO MO 1

B2
B3

Ml
G1 Ml 5

C2
C3

M2
G2 M2 3

DL2
DL3

M:G
G:G M3 9

DS2 MG M4 n
DS3 GG /

A4 LO LO 2
B4 LI LI 6
C4 L2 L2 4

DL4 L:G L3 10
DS4 LG L4 8

Table 3.1: Conversion table between the historical tone categorization schemes of Gedney 
(1972), Egerod (1961), Brown (1965), and linguists in China.
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that Li was the source of both conventions, despite their conflicting labels. See Table 3.1 

for a conversion chart between the various historical tone class labeling conventions.

3.4 Problems in documentation conventions

3.4.1 The Checked Tone Problem

The Checked Tone Problem is a name I have given to the observation that the same types 

of tone systems are treated differently in different linguistic traditions. At the very least, 

this fact should be widely known, as it makes it impossible to have direct comparability 

of something as simple as the number of tones two languages have, a fact that forms the 

basis of many studies (Dryer & Haspelmath 2013; Collins 2016; Everett et al. 2015, inter 

alia).

A more subtle problem is the fact that synchronic accounts inherit the assumptions 

about toneme identity that their data sources have, perhaps without realizing it. Conse

quently, theory built to account for variation will struggle to account for things that are in 

fact artifacts of differing conventions for documenting tone languages.

One example of this is synchronic accounts of segment-tone interaction (e.g. Yip 2002; 

Morén & Zsiga 2006). It is the norm in synchronic phonology to take tonemes to be 

phonologically atomic and composable with every syllable shape, and thus accounts in 

those frameworks must explain restrictions on tone distribution without recourse to di

achronic origin. For example, of the five tones of Standard Thai, only three—low, high, 

and falling—occur on ‘checked’ syllables (those with stop codas). This restriction has 

been referred to as “puzzling” (Yip 2002: 23) and “previously unexplained” (Morén & 

Zsiga 2006: 116). Morén and Zsiga attribute it to a relationship between a glottal feature 

and low tones.

In fact the origins of the distribution of Thai tones have been known for many decades, 

and syllable shape is not a separate feature to tone, but completely fundamental to its origin,
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as amply demonstrated by the existence of the tone box. Apparent interactions between 

tone and coda consonants are artifacts of a documentation convention begun by Gedney.

There are two conventions for identifying checked-syllable tones in Asian Tonbund: 

(1) to assume every checked-syllable tone is an allotone of the most phonetically similar 

smooth-syllable tone, and (2) to assume that checked-syllable tones and smooth-syllable 

tones are completely disjoint from one another. I call these the subset convention and the 

disjunction convention, respectively.

The subset convention

The term subset convention describes the language documentation practice, chiefly used 

in Mainland Southeast Asia, of treating the tones on smooth syllables as the primary tone 

inventory, and tones of checked syllables as allotones of a smooth counterpart. The earliest 

direct statement of the reasoning for this method states:

Each Tai dialect has made tonal splits conditioned by the phonetic nature of 

the original initial consonant ... the exact pattern differing from one dialect 

to another. Each dialect has also made coalescences so that each ends up 

with a total of five, six, or seven tones, on the so-called free syllables, and a 

smaller number of tonal distinctions on checked syllables, where complemen

tation permits the analyst to identify tones with the phonetically most closely 

similar tones of free syllables

(Gedney 1966; emphasis added)

The following year, Gedney gave additional detail:

There is always a much smaller number of permitted tonal distinctions on 

checked syllables ... Descriptions sometimes differ as to whether the tones 

occurring on checked syllables are counted as extras or are identified on the 

basis of phonetic similarity with tones occurring on smooth syllables, with
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which they are in complementary distribution; the latter practice is followed 

in numbering tones in the data cited here.

(Gedney 1967; emphasis added)

What constitutes the most phonetically similar smooth-syllable tone is judged by the 

documenting linguist. While this practice dates to the era where such judgments would 

have been made strictly through audition by the linguist, it has continued through multiple 

generations of instrumental advancement. It is unclear when, or if, over the decades of 

documentation native speaker judgments have been sought as to whether two categories 

are truly the same phonological category in the grammar of the speaker, and to what extent 

this is typically a part of speaker awareness, or to what extent learned through pedagogy 

on tone identity and literacy. This presents a major documentary shortcoming for tonal 

languages.

Furthermore, Gedney’s justification for the convention is faulty. He cites complemen

tary distribution, this does not actually provide a principled way of assigning allotones. 

But since the two types of tones occur in totally different syllable shapes, every single 

smooth-syllable tone is in complementary distribution with every single checked-syllable 

tone. There is no clear justification for assigning a given checked tone as an allotone of 

a given smooth tone. The practice of assigning them to the most phonetically similar is 

logical, but we must recognize it as an outdated practice that at times misrepresents both 

the historical development and the cognitive phonemic reality. This then filters down into 

synchronic analyses when such work is unaware of the assumptions they may inherit from 

language documentation conventions.

The disjunction convention

The term disjunction convention is another practice predominant in language documenta

tion in and around China. In this convention, checked-syllable tones are treated as disjoint 

from the smooth-syllable toneme inventory. An example from Zhang (1999), which doc-
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uments Zhuang languages of the Northern Tai subgroup of the Kra-Dai family, is given 

in Figure 3.5. There are typically 6 tonemes described for smooth syllables, numbered 

1 through 6, and up to four more for checked syllables, number starting from 7 and up 

through 10. At present I do not know the age of this practice, but it is at least several 

decades old, if not much older.

1 2 3 4 5 5 ’ 6 7 9 9' 8 10

34 22 55 33 35 21321 55 . 35 213 21 33

na* nâ nâ nui* kai"’nâ  ta* tap’ park® thaip® kap* ma:t'°
m  f f l m % M fF m u

Figure 3.5: Tones of a Zhuang variety (Zhang 1999:128)

The subset convention is not alone in being problematic. Both conventions are too 

rigid, resulting in tone ‘stuffing’. When strictly followed, will lead to systematic under- 

or mis-documentation of tonal detail. For the disjunction convention, linguists will under

document novel category mergers, since the convention requires them to have 6 smooth 

tones, and some additional number of checked tones. For the subset convention, when

ever tone changes in checked tones, independent of the smooth tones, the linguist is still 

forced to ‘stuff checked tones into some smooth tone, even if there is no evidence for the 

cognitive phonemic reality of their unity as a tonal category.

3.4.2 The Orphaned Tone Problem

The Orphaned Tone Problem is an issue that arises within the subset convention. Data 

from Sopheap (2017) provides a clear-cut illustration of how tone change in one type of 

syllable, independent of the other syllable type, causes the probably miscategorization of 

allotones.

Sopheap (2017) is a study of Lao dialects spoken in Cambodia near the Cambodia- 

Laos border, a previously unstudied area. The author gathered data at 12 villages in three
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provinces, and presents tone boxes for them. Sopheap analyzes them by (1) total number 

of tonemes, 5, 6, or 7, and (2) splits and mergers in the A and B columns.

All 12 leets studied exhibit identical splitting of the C, DL, and DS columns: Cl = DLl 23, 

C234 = DL4 (the classic ‘yin-yang’ shape of these columns often associated with various 

Lao dialects (Akharawatthanakun 2003: 1). However, the symbolic tone numbers associ

ated with these identical splits vary substantially depending on historical activity in the A 

and B columns. Consider the tone boxes of the 12 leets, given in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6: Gedney boxes from 12 leets in Sopheap (2017))
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Cell DS4 of the tone box, the subset of the lexicon descended from checked syllables 

with a short vowel, is an allotone of tone 4 in 11 of the 12 leets. In the 12th lect, however, it 

is an allotone of tone 3. And yet in all 12 leets, the phonetic value of the surface tone in the 

DS4 cell is identical. The far more likely explanation than variable allotony, is that in one 

of the 12 leets, tone 4 simply changed its phonetic shape due to regular sound change, and 

thus ‘orphaning’ the tone it was previously most similar to. This alone is evidence for the 

non-allotonic relationship between the categories, because they can change independently. 

The linguist, bound the by subset convention, rather than label this as a seventh tone, chose 

to call it an allotone of a different toneme instead, despite the same linguist documenting 

all 12 leets.

Despite the phonetic variation between these closely related and closely situated doeuleets, 

there is no principled phonetic or historical reason to hypothesize that the DS4 toneme 

category has ever changed. It has the same historical conditioning environment across all 

leets, it is uniformly level across the 12 doeuleets, and inter-lectal variation varies at most 

one step on the Chao (1930) five-level pitch scale (44 vs. 33).

How widespread this type of issue might be is impossible to say. However, given 

that the two syllable shapes represent different conditioning environments, it is logical 

and expected that their tones must be able to change independently of one another, unless 

the cognitive reality of a toneme that crosses syllable shape categories in a given lect 

is established through perception and production studies. Such studies would be very 

welcome, and may even serve to refute some portions of this argument. As it stands, 

however, until those happen, this is a basic descriptive problem for tone documentation in 

Southeast Asia.
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Chapter 4

Phylogenetic signal

4.1 Introduction

It should be reasonably intuitive to linguists that segmental phonology could contain use

ful information for determining the historical relatedness of languages. The longstanding 

historical Comparative Method (Weiss 2014), in use for two centuries, involves compar

ing lists of common words to identify cognate sets. Using these cognates we infer the 

version of past events that best explains our current data: we posit sound changes, classify 

languages into family trees, and reconstruct proto-sounds and proto-languages, all using 

primarily segmental phonological data. That said, key to the method is to look especially 

for regular sound correspondences, in order to make reliable inferences. Thus, while the 

manual method clearly relies on segmental data, it may not be intuitive to linguists that 

quantitative methods can replicate this process in a useful way when the input to these 

methods is automatically extracted from raw lexical data. Phonology has typically been 

the means to the end, the internalized knowledge of the linguist, which enables traditional 

analysis and coding for lexical cognacy in a dataset. Once coded for cognacy, however, 

the particular sounds involved in sound changes processes, indeed the phonology entirely, 

no longer factor directly into the analysis.

Less intuitive to linguists has been the idea that modem tone systems encode useful
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information about the past. Methods developed for segmental sound change do not directly 

transfer to tone systems because tones change differently from segments in ways not yet 

fully understood, thus making the appropriate object of comparison obscure. Combined 

with the fact that tone is a cross-family areal phenomenon in multiple parts of the world, 

some skepticism is appropriate.

In this chapter I present results from a set of computational phylogenetic tests which 

lay the empirical groundwork for the theory of the Tonal Comparative Method detailed 

in chapter 5. Specifically, I use tests for phylogenetic signal to show that phonological 

traits are inherited from ancestor languages, providing statistical confirmation of this key 

tenet of the traditional Comparative Method. Further, I show that not only is there strong 

phylogenetic signal in the segmental evidence, as we would expect given the widespread 

success of the CM, but that the tonal domain likewise contains ample phylogenetic signal. 

These findings strongly support the idea that contrary to some past claims and conven

tions in historical linguistics, tonal evidence is generally suitable for use in historical- 

comparative tasks like reconstruction and classification, with the caveat that tone must 

not be taken simply as modem surface categories, but rather linked back to the segmental 

origins that conditioned tone change. This chapter demonstrates that we can fimitfully use 

several phonological properties that are automatically derivable from lexical datasets— 

including phone and biphone distribution, phone and biphone frequency, and tone splits 

and mergers—in quantitative tasks such as tree inference and ancestral state reconstmction.

In the remainder of this chapter, §4.2 presents background on the types of traits that 

have been used in previous work in linguistic phylogenetics, while §4.3 describes tests for 

phylogenetic signal in linguistic datasets. In the following two sections I then present the 

results of two studies of phylogenetic signal in phonology: first in segmental properties 

of Tai lexicons in §4.4, followed by §4.5 with results of for traits extracted from Tai tone 

boxes (see §1.3 and §3.3 for background on tone boxes). Finally, I conclude the chapter 

in §4.6 by discussing the implications of these results for both the Comparative Method
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generally and for the Tonal Comparative Method specifically.

4.2 Phylogenetic signal in linguistic datasets

Mesoudi (2011: 26) summarizes Darwin’s theory of evolution as comprising three pre

conditions: variation, competition, and inheritance. Over the course of that book, he 

goes through some of the “voluminous evidence” (2011: 32) showing that cultural traits 

evolve under the same three preconditions, although by quite different mechanisms. For a 

linguistic trait to exhibit evolutionary development, it must vary in its expression between 

individuals in the population, there must be selection for some linguistic variant over oth

ers due to competition, and the trait must be heritable from one generation to the next. 

Language is an area where we strongly see these traits, and thus we have evolution. We 

can identify the three preconditions of evolution in many components of human language, 

and thus scholars interested in evolutionary linguistics have applied these methods to many 

kinds of linguistic data.

While much work in linguistic phylogenetics has focused on lexical data, which is am

ply available for a large portion of the world’s languages, linguists have shown consistent 

interest in applying the tools and techniques to many other data types as well. However, 

just as in evolutionary biology and the many other fields that have begun to work within 

an evolutionary framework, linguists must learn to use the available tools appropriately to 

produce valid results. Just as the Comparative Method requires identifying regular patterns 

of sound change and ignoring loan words and other confounds, it is critical in evolution

ary linguistics to know that our conclusions are based on homology, or similarity due to 

divergent evolution from a shared ancestor, and avoid being confounded by homoplasy, 

or convergent evolution from different ancestors (Mesoudi 2011: 88). Using any linguis

tic dataset for historical analysis requires careful differentiation between similarity due to 

shared inheritance, and similarity due to chance resemblance.
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To solve this problem, evolutionary biologists develop statistical tests to assess the 

degree of phylogenetic signal that a particular trait or set of traits has. Phylogenetic 

signal can be defined informally as the degree of similarity that is due to having a common 

ancestor. Slightly more technically, phylogenetic signal is a measure of the statistical 

dependency between traits in a dataset that is due to phylogenetic relationships (Revell 

et al. 2008). Just as with biological data, these tests must be applied to linguistic data to 

ensure that quantitative methods are producing reliable results. Different types of tests are 

available for different types of data, and ideally multiple tests should be used to ensure an 

accurate picture of the degree of signal. The tests used in the two studies in this chapter 

are described in the next section, §4.3.

At this point, a brief overview of the major categories of linguistic data used in linguis

tic phylogenetics, and the studies that employ them, is helpful in order to give background 

context to the results that are discussed in §4.4 and §4.5. Not all studies use one particular 

category of traits exclusively, but that has been the predominant trend. One reason for 

using only a single category of traits is that it facilitates larger amounts of comparable 

data, but whether this consistently produces the best results is questionable.

4.2.1 Lexical traits

At present, it is still true to say that the majority of computational phylogenetic studies in 

linguistics are done using lexical data, in the form of cognate sets coded as binary traits. 

One reason for using this type of data that is typically given is that it mirrors the use of 

cognate sets in the Comparative Method. This parallel is shallow, however, as the approach 

relies on cognate presence or absence, rather than the regular sound correspondences of 

the CM.

The most common goal of the lexical approach has been language classification, an 

activity also variously known as subgrouping or cladistics. This typically takes the form of 

tree or network construction. Relatively ample lexical data is available for a large number
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of the world’s languages, but time-consuming cognate coding is still required, presenting 

a serious labor bottleneck.

Further, cognate coding is also susceptible to a potentially high degree of uncertainty of 

cognate judgments, simply because linguists regularly disagree about cognacy. Purpose- 

built cognate coding for a phylogenetic study may rely on plausible superficial similarity, 

and thus fail to filter out intra-family borrowing that may be caught by more careful manual 

checking for sound correspondences before judging cognacy. Practices can certainly be 

expected to improve iteratively, and software tools to aid in cognate detection are one 

major way that will happen.

A large and growing number of language families have received attention with the 

lexical approach, including Arawakan (Walker & Ribeiro 2011 ; Stark 2018), Aslian (Dunn 

et al. 201 la), Austroasiatic (Sidwell 2014), Austronesian (Gray & Jordan 2000; Gray et al. 

2009; Greenliill et al. 2009), Bantu (Holden & Gray 2006), Chapacuran (Birchall et al. 

2016), Central Solomons Papuan (Dunn & Terrill 2012), Dravidian (Kolipakam et al. 

2018), Indo-European (e.g. Taylor et al. 1995; Rexovâ et al. 2003; Pagel 2009; Bouckaert 

et al. 2012; Chang et al. 2015), Japonic (Lee & Hasegawa 2011), Pama-Nyungan (Bowem 

& Atkinson 2012; Bouckaert et al. 2018), Semitic (Kitchen et al. 2009), Sino-Tibetan 

(Sagart et al. 2019; Zhang et al. 2019), Tasmanian (Bowem 2012), Tupian (Michael et al. 

2015a), Uralic (Syrjânen et al. 2013; Honkola et al. 2013), and Uto-Aztecan (Dunn et ai. 

201 Ib; Wheeler & Whiteley 2015).

4.2.2 Syntactic traits

Syntactic data has been used to study Indo-European (e.g. Longobardi & Guardiano 2009; 

Longobardi et al. 2013). Dunn et al. (2011b) used trees inferred from lexical data to test 

syntactic word-order universals in Austronesian, Bantu, Indo-European, and Uto-Aztecan. 

Bowem (2018) explains the reasons we might expect syntactic traits to perform poorly 

in phylogenetic tasks, due to parametric traits having a small number of typological pos
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sibilities in human language. This limited set of possibilities makes parallel innovation 

both extremely eommon and diffieult to distinguish from shared innovation. Problematie 

binary traits might include presence/absence of particular noun cases, constituent ordering, 

or passivization strategies (Bowem 2018: 288), all of whieh are parametrie syntaetie traits 

that we would expect to be among the easiest to aggregate and thus most likely to be used 

for quantitative studies.

4.2.3 Typological traits

The case for the use of typological traits, a mixture of features from various linguistic 

categories, is made in Wiehmann & Saunders (2007). In partieular, they argue that ty- 

pologieal traits provide the only path for phylogenetie analysis of more aneient language 

families, where eognaey eannot be reliably determined, and thus the Comparative Method 

alone does not provide traetion 2007: 378. Among the studies that have used typologieal 

traits include Sieoli & Holton (2014), for Dené-Yeniseian.

4.2.4 Phonological traits

A small number of studies have used phonologieal data to ereate a trait set for quantitative 

subgrouping. These inelude projeets on languages from Pama-Nyungan (Maeklin-Cordes 

2015; Maeklin-Cordes & Round 2015), Tukanoan (Chaeon & List 2015), and Turkie (Hr- 

uschka et al. 2015). For Tukanoan, Chacon & List (2015) coded shared innovations, sound 

ehanges previously identified using the CM, as binary traits. For Turkie, Hmsehka et al. 

(2015) began with lexieal eognate sets and eoded them as segmental sequenees, mak

ing the eomparison to gene sequeneing, in order to identify regular eorrespondenees, and 

thus sound ehanges. Maeklin-Cordes (2015) used a series of tests for phylogenetic signal 

on Ngumpin-Yapa languages (from the Pama-Nyungan family) to show that fine-grained 

phonotaetie information eneodes useful historieal signal without the need for manually 

eoding eognates. (Study A in §4.4 follows a similar approaeh, and extends its findings.)
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A different approach that might be classed under the phonological category is the Au

tomated Similarity Judgment Program (ASJP; Brown et al. (2008)). The ASJP framework 

has been used for both language classification, as in Brown et al. (2008), and dating of 

language families, as in Holman et al. (2011). Unlike the studies mentioned above, cog

nate coding is not used. The ASJP data consists of a set of basic vocabulary from the 

supposedly most stable concepts, aggregated from as many languages as possible. The 

original study reported results using 245 (Brown et al. 2008) languages, but that grew to 

4,817 in Holman et al. (2011), and as of this writing currently at 7,655 (Wiehmann et al. 

2018). ASJP is also notable for its small number of basic vocabulary items sampled per 

language, originally 100 but reduced to 40 after tests showed no difference in accuracy 

(Holman et al. 2008).

4.3 Methods

This section provides brief descriptions of the methods for measuring phylogenetic signal 

that are used in this study: the D statistic, for binary data, and Blombergs K, for contin

uous data. Also used is NeighborNet, a common (and commonly misunderstood) tool for 

measuring the degree of connectedness in a dataset. A NeighborNet analysis yields two 

additional measures of treelike signal: the delta-score and the Q-residual.

4.3.1 Z) statistic

First developed by Fritz & Purvis (2010), this test measures phylogenetic signal in binary 

traits. The formula for the D statistic is as follows (Fritz & Purvis 2010: 1044):

D = mean(I]c?5)]/[mean(Ec?^)—mean(I]c?j)]

In this formula, Ec?̂ ^̂  is the observed sum of differences between sister node val

ues, Ec?5 is the expected distribution of sums under Brownian evolution, and Ec?̂  is the
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expected distribution of sums for randomly shuffled distribution of the trait. Thus, D 

is calculated by summing the observed differences and subtracting the mean expected 

Brownian distribution from that. This is then divided by the difference between the mean 

random distribution and the mean Brownian distribution. The resulting D statistic is tested 

for statistical significance against two null hypotheses: that of the expected distribution 

under Brownian evolution {D = 0), and that of random distribution of the trait (D = 1). 

And while 0 and 1 are the scores of the two null hypotheses, these are not the bounds of 

the D statistic. If a trait across a phytogeny is clumped even more conservatively than the 

Brownian expectation, the value will be less then 0, and traits distributed even more evenly 

than the random expectation will exceed 1. The number of permutations used to calculate 

both the Brownian and random expectations is also configurable, with 1000 permutations 

being the recommended by the authors (Fritz & Purvis 2010: 1045).

4.3.2 Blomberg’s K

While both D statistic and NeighborNet test binary data, the K  statistic is a test for phyloge

netic signal in continuous data proposed by Blomberg et al. (2003), based on variances of 

phylogenetically independent contrasts (PIC). The PICs for a given trait are calculated 

by pairwise comparison of all values of the phytogeny tips for a given trait. The contrast 

of two tips is divided by the square root of the branch length distance that separates those 

tips (Felsenstein 1985: 8). These are then compared against the expected distribution of 

the trait under a Brownian model of evolution.

4.3.3 NeighborNet

A NeighborNet analysis (Biyant & Moulton 2004) is a graph of the connectedness of data 

in the dataset, though it does not distinguish between horizontal (contact) and vertical 

(genetic) signal. It does allow us to derive two additional statistics, however: the delta- 

score, introduced by Holland et al. (2002), and the mean g-residual (Gray et al. 2010).
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These tell us about how “treelike” a given dataset is, and are calculated by considering all 

of the taxa in a dataset in groups of four. Each combination of four taxa is considered by its 

possible pair-wise combinations (i.e. with four taxa a, b, c and d, we can combine them as 

ab + cd, ac + bd, and ad + be). The distances between the taxa is then summed according to 

these combinations and ordered largest to smallest. If we label these summed combinations 

as E l, E2, and E3, where E l represents the largest sum and E3 the smallest, then we can 

express the delta-score and the Q-residual as follows (Gray et al. 2010: 3926):

delta-score: (E1-E2) /  (E1-E3)

Q-residual: (E l-E2)2

If the data is perfectly tree-like, both statistics will be equal to zero. Gray et al. found 

that Q-residual obscures less of the signal than the delta-score (2010: 3926).

4.4 Study A: Phylogenetic signal in segmental phonology

The first of the two studies examines whether features of phoneme inventories and phono- 

tactic profiles that are automatically extractable from a set of lexicons themselves contain 

phylogenetic signal, without the need for being organized into cognate sets by a linguist. 

This study adds to the small but growing body of work on the use of phonological traits in 

computational phylogenetics for linguistics, two recent examples being Maeklin-Cordes 

(2015) and Maeklin-Cordes & Round (2015). These two works explore phylogenetic 

signal contained in the phonotactics of the Ngumpin-Yapa languages, a 10-language sub

group of the Pama-Nyungan language family, spoken in the Pilbara region of Western 

Australia. The present study confirms and extends the findings of that work, using a set 

of data from 20 leets of the Tai branch of the Kra-Dai language family. The confirmed 

finding is a strong phylogenetic signal in the more high-resolution continuous traits drawn 

from phoneme frequency and biphone transition probabilities. The additional novel find

ing from this study is that relatively strong phylogenetic signal exists in even the more
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coarse-grained binary traits of phoneme presenee/absenee and biphone presenee/absenee, 

whieh previous work was unable to do.

Study A uses the three statistical tests for phylogenetie signal described in §4.3: D 

statistic, Blomberg’s K, and NeighborNet.

4.4.1 Data

The data for Study A comes from Hudak (2008). Compiled by Hudak from the extensive 

mid-20th century fieldwork of William J. Gedney, this source consists of posited 1,159 

eognate sets covering 19 languages from the Tai subgroup of the Kra-Dai family.^ One of 

the languages. Sack [skb], is also subdivided in the dataset into younger generation Sack 

and older generation Sack, for a total of 20 leets. (See Table 4.1 for list of leet names and 

their ISO 639-3 codes.)

The total Tai dataset from Hudak is 14,609 lexieal items, giving an average lexicon 

size of about 750 items. The fact that the dataset consists entirely of posited eognate sets, 

as opposed to raw lexicons, could be argued to be sampling bias that will predispose the 

dataset to a positive result. However, given that the methods under investigation are still 

in need of validation using phonologieal traits to begin with, a suitably noise-free dataset 

gives the best chance at detecting phylogenetie signal. This dataset essentially puts the 

tests used in this study on equal footing with a linguist using the traditional Comparative 

Method: building a historieal analysis around a group of eognate sets. And indeed, if 

signal eannot be detected in this subset of the lexicon, then it is quite unlikely that the 

results would prove fruitful on full lexicons, either.

Data that can be extracted from the raw lexieal material falls into two broad types:
1. The definition o f ‘cognate’ used by Gedney and Hudak requires remark: they have included all forms 

believed to be modem reflexes o f a particular form in Proto-Tai, and not just modem forms that coincide 
precisely in modem lexical meaning. This usage aligns with what Michael et al. (2015b) term ‘quasi
cognates’, who argue that the norm in linguistic phylogenetics has been to require identical semantics. 
Since semantic shift and sound change can occur independently, this definition mles out many historically 
valid cognates. Somewhat confiisingly, what Michael et al. call ‘quasi-cognates’ is precisely how historical 
linguists have long used the term ‘cognate’.
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binary data on the presence or absence of phonological traits in the languages, and con

tinuous data on the distribution or probability of those traits in their languages. Each 

of those two categories is further divided into phoneme data, which looks at individual 

segments, and biphone data, which looks at how those segments combine. These traits 

were extracted from lexicons using Python scripts that I modified from ones developed 

for Gasser & Bowem (2014), in conjunction with my own Python and R scripts."

Lect ISO code Lect ISO code

Black Tai [bit] Tai of Lungchow [zzj]
Lao dialect of Nong Khai [tts] Tai of Lungming [zzj]
Lue of Chieng Hung [khb] Tai of Ning Ming [zzj]
Lue of Muong Yong [khb] Tai of Piang Siang [zzj]
Sack (Old Generation) [skb] Tai of Po-ai [zgn]
Sack (Young Generation) [skb] Tai of Western Nung [nut]
Shan [shn] Tai of Wuming [zyb]
Tai of Bac Va [nut] Thai [tha]
Tai of Chiang Mai [nod] White Tai [twh]
Tai of Lei Ping [zzj] Yay [pec]

Table 4.1: Tai lects used in this study, from Hudak (2008), and their ISO codes. 

Binary data

In order to test just how fine-grained the phonological traits need to be in order to detect 

phylogenetic signal, two type of binary data were extracted from the Tai lexicons. The 

first is the presence or absence of each phoneme within each language. Thus all phonemes 

attested anywhere in some lexicon form a set of traits, and then each phoneme is coded 

as a one or a zero, present or absent respectively, for each language. The hypothesis 

underlying testing this data type is fairly intuitive: the more similar the phoneme inven

tories of two languages are, the more closely related they are expected to be. Of the 54 

phonemes in the Tai data, 13 phonemes were present in every lect, while the other 41

2. Thanks to Aidan Kaplan, who wrote the original version of these scripts as part o f a course final project.
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showed varying degrees of variation. When necessary for the nature of one of the phylo

genetic tests, phonemes found in every language were pruned from the dataset, as there is 

no phylogenetic signal in a trait that exhibits no variation (since it fails one of the three 

basic preconditions). The binary phoneme data is summarized in Table 4.2.

Phonemes Lects ---------------------------
T otal w/V ariation 

20 54 41

Table 4.2: Variation in phoneme data (binary).

The second type of binary data is on the presence or absence of biphones found in 

a given language, i.e. whether two segments appear next to each other in a particular 

sequence. While the binary phoneme data simply tells us whether, say, /b/ appears in a 

lexicon at all, the biphone data tells us whether or not /b/ appears next to each other pos

sible segment, as well as whether it appears word-initially or word-finally. This is thus a 

rudimentary representation of the phonotactics of the language, and the hypothesis under

lying it is similarly intuitive to that of the binary phoneme data: the more close related two 

languages are, we would expect them to not only have similar phoneme inventories, but 

for the distribution of those phonemes to be more similar among more closely related lan

guages. Binary biphone data was only generated for attested biphones, as the probability 

of any unattested biphone is always zero. This data is summarized in Table 4.3.

Lects Biphones

T otal w/V ariation

20 555 526

Table 4.3: Variation in biphone data (binary).
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Continuous data

In addition to the coarse-grained binary data, two types of more fine-grained continuous 

data were also extracted fi-om the lexicons. The first type of continuous data is frequency 

data for the phonemes found in each language. The intuition underlying this type of data is 

that two identical languages would share both the same phonology and the same lexicon, 

and thus identical phoneme fi'equency. Therefore, the closer two languages are in both 

phonemes and the distribution of those phonemes across their lexicons, the closer those 

languages are likely to be to each other genetically. Distribution of a phoneme across 

the dataset would be expected to be more phylogenetically informative than simple binary 

data, since two languages may share some phoneme, but that phoneme may be a core 

phoneme with high functional load in one language and low-fi'equency or marginal in the 

other language.

Phoneme fi'equencies are calculated here language by language. As discussed in Gasser 

& Bowem (2014), there are two methods to measure phoneme fi'equency in a lexicon; 

(a) the quotient of the occurrences of a phoneme in a language and the total number 

of segments in that language, and (b) the quotient of the number of lexical items that 

a phoneme occurs in and the total number of lexical items in that language. Given the 

variable length of items in the lexicon and the potential for multiple instances of a phoneme 

within a lexical item, the first method is used here.

The second type of continuous data is biphone probabilities. As in prior work by 

Macklin-Cordes (2015: 34-35), these are modeled as Markov chain transition probabilities. 

A Markov chain model is a matrix of transition probabilities between each possible state, 

which sum to 1. For the purposes of modeling biphone phonotactics, we only need to be 

concerned with one-step transition probabilities. That is to say, we are concerned only 

with the probability of a transition to some phoneme, given the current phoneme. This 

gives us the following formula:
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Pij  ^ (^n + 1  =  =  j )

The probability represents the probability that the process will make a 

transition to state /, given that currently the process is in state j.

(Ching & Ng 2006: 3-5)

Markov chain transition probabilities provide a more robust representation of the 

phonotactics of a language than either phoneme probability, which does not consider the 

environment in which phonemes appear, or simple binary presence/absence information 

about the transitions, which does not take into account their likelihood of appearing in a 

given lexicon. Thus, the hypothesis for this type of data is that the closer two languages are 

in sharing a profile of Markov chain transition probabilities, the genetically closer those 

two languages are.

4.4.2 Results

D test

Study A calculated D statistics using a modified version of the phylo.d function of the 

R package caper (Orme et al. 2012), with 10,000 permutations, and a traditional tree of 

Tai lects adapted fi-om Hudak (2008) (see Figure 4.5). D statistics were calculated for two 

types of binary Tai data: phonemes and biphones. The density plot of D values for binary 

phoneme data is presented in Figure 4.1.

On binary phoneme data, Macklin-Cordes writes that it is “unsurprising” that a list of 

present and absent segments is not phylogenetically informative, given the homogeneity 

of the segmental inventories in Ngumpin-Yapa languages. Only three segments showed 

any variation, and thus were testable, to begin with 2015: 69. His D test results are given 

in Table 4.4.

The difference between the Tai data and the Ngumpin-Yapa data is striking. All three 

D scores from Ngumpin-Yapa are well above 1, the threshold indicating clustering charac-
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Figure 4.1: Density plot of D values for Tai phonemes (binary).

D P(D-O) V{D=1)

i; 2.659 0.113 .735
u: 2.218 0.106 0.734

rR~ 1.994 0.465 0.398

Mean D 2.29
SD 1.98

Table 4.4: Ngumpin-Yapa phoneme D scores and p  values (Macklin-Cordes 2015: 69).

teristic of random distribution, yielding a mean D  of 2.29. Contrast this with the D  scores 

of the 41 varying phonemes in the Tai data, given in Table 4.5.^

As Table 4.5 shows, approximately half of the phonemes have D statistics below zero, 

indicating strong signal. A minority are near or above 1. Even the mean D score for the 

Tai data is also negative, at -0.119, though with a large standard deviation. The dataset on 

average indicates slightly stronger phylogenetic signal even than the null hypothesis that 

the trait distribution is the result of Brownian evolution. This shows that there is a strong 

phylogenetic signal in the Tai binary phoneme data alone, the most coarse-grained of the 

four data types under investigation in this study.

3. All D  statistics presented in this chapter have been rounded to the third decimal place.
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P{D=Q)
s 0.373 0.152 0.399u
i: 0.392 0.170 &382

Y -6.027 0 0.950 e: 0.397 0.166 0.384
-3.368 0.103 0.663 u: 0.402 0.169 0.374

?d -3.349 0.099 0.671 s 0.504 0.141 0.472
r -3.130 0 0.951 ch 0.505 0.141 0.358
?b -3.019 0.097 0.659 a: 0.549 0.132 0.326
0 -Z385 0.010 0.858 T 0.637 0.145 0.304
th -2.311 0.010 0.856 E: 0.734 0.190 0.267
kh -1.601 0 0.966 y : 0.777 0.220 0.241
â -1.546 0.026 0.781 o: 0.986 0.428 0.151
r -1.327 0.004 0.859 UI: 0.998 0.425 0.149
3 -1.226 0.002 0.861 b 1.087 0.407 0.181
ph -1.133 0.006 0.861 e 1.420 0.497 0.246
i -0.734 0.002 0.838 d 1.496 0.616 0.093

-0.721 0.002 0.848 c 1.518 0.749 0.042
U I -0.356 0.041 0.651 k 2.461 0.350 0.229
u -0.309 0.038 0.643 0 2.475 0.353 0.229
f -0.240 0.065 0.579 Ô 2.507 0.352 0.230
X -0.234 0.017 0.703 sh 4.944 0.705 0
V -0.105 0.045 0.618
?w 0.185 0.118 0.543 Mean D -0.119
E 0.189 0.046 0.499 SD 1.98

Table 4.5: Tai phoneme D statistics and the p  values of the two null hypotheses, in de
scending order by D.
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The way to interpret the p  values of the null hypotheses in the table is to take them as 

the result of testing of whether the score is significantly different from the null hypothesis. 

So, in the first row of Table 4.5, the voiced velar fricative has a D statistic o f-6.027, which 

is not significantly different from 0 (p =  0), the null hypothesis of Brownian evolution, and 

is significantly different from 1 (p =  0.950), the null hypothesis of a randomly distributed 

trait.

Now let us compare the above results with the D statistic for the Tai biphone transitions. 

A density plot of these values is given in Figure 4.2.

Û

1.3-

2

0 1

0.0
i(

0 3
D statistic (n = 526, bandwidth = 0.2803)

Figure 4.2: Density plot of D values for Tai biphones (binary).

Consider this against a comparable plot for Ngumpin-Yapa from (Macklin-Cordes 

2015: 80) in Figure 4.3.

Macklin-Cordes describes this plot as irregular with heavy outliers. The mean D for 

the biphone dataset was 0.79 with standard deviation of 2.8. He concludes that the binary 

dataset has no significant level of detectable genetic signal (2015:79).

To provide a more granular look at the data from the Tai side, the twenty largest and 

smallest D scores, along with the mean and SD, are given in Table 4.6.

From Table 4.6 we can again see that as with the binary phoneme data, the binary
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D P{D=Q) P{D=1) TU[ 2.542 0.350 0.233
nr: -6.155 0 0.952 ?a: 2.553 0.356 0.233
h â -5.977 0 0.953 ig 2.560 0.350 0.236
ya: -5.956 0 0.948 at 2.568 0.354 0.233
re: -5.926 0 0.949 ya: 2.584 0.354 0.227
e l -5.919 0 0.833 # y 2.586 0.349 0.235
w t : -5.842 0 0.952 # 0 2T23 0.353 0.229
nu: -5.816 0 0.947 p a 2.683 0.362 0J28
#Y -5.812 0 0.949 #t 2.695 0.361 0.231
u:l -5.675 0 0.837 #k 2.743 0.360 0.231
a # -5.672 0 0.948 0? 4.466 0.696 0
yo: -5.654 0 0.947 a? 4.554 0.702 0

Jii: -5.636 0 0.947 Tp 4.572 0.695 0
xe: -5.594 0.007 0.949 e? 4.638 0.694 0
a:l -5.579 0 0.831 # s h 4.673 0.702 0
xo: -5.566 0.007 0.952 sh m 4.815 0.699 0
xi: -5.546 0.006 0.949 s h v 4.876 0.700 0
il -5.495 0 0.833 sh i 4.899 0.705 0
0:1 -5.399 0 0.834 T? 4.905 0.700 0
al -5.387 0 0.836 bv 4.934 0.702 0
s t : -5.379 0.006 0.947 Mean D -0.239

SD 1.86

Table 4.6: Tai phoneme D statistics and p  values of the two null hypotheses, in descending 
order by D.
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Figure 4.3: Density plot of D values for Ngumpin-Yapa biphones (binary).

biphone data bas a mean D value less than zero and (including the elided rows of D 

scores) that fully 267 of the 526 observed biphones are below zero, with many more 

above zero but very close to it. This test indicates strong phylogenetic signal in the binary 

biphone data. This points to the likelihood that there was simply insufficient phonemic 

variation in the languages studied by Macklin-Cordes, ratlier than a general lack of useful 

signal in this type of data.

NeighborNet

In the next test, three types of NeighborNet graphs were produced in SplitsTree 4 (Huson 

& Bryant 2006) from files in the .nexus format generated from the Tai data, all representing 

sets of binary traits. These three NeighborNet graphs are for Tai phonemes, Tai biphones, 

and a traditional Tai cognate analysis, as the Hudak data is already organized into proposed 

cognate sets. The delta-scores and g-residuals for each dataset are presented in Table 4.7.
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NingMIng
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LueMuongYong 
LueChiengHung

Yay

BlackTai W hiteTai

Shan

Figure 4.4: NeighborNet graph of Tai phonemes (binary).

Dataset Delta 2-residual

Tai phonemes 0.3115 0.03942

Tai biphones 0J»988 0.02615

Tai eognates 0.2808 0.04088

Table 4.7; NeighborNet measures for treelikeness in the Tai dataset.

The proper interpretation of delta-seores and g-residuals is still somewhat of an open 

question, but as Maeklin-Cordes (2015: 82) points out, for eomparison. Gray et al. de- 

seribe a dataset with delta-seore of 0.29 and g-residual of 0.05 as “moderately tree-like”, 

and delta-seore of 0.41 and g-residual of 0.02 as “strikingly non-tree like” (2010: 3926- 

3927). Given these eharaeterizations, it seems that all three of the NeighborNet graphs 

produeed here for Tai data fall elose to the “moderately tree-like” eategory. The first of 

the NeighborNet graphs is given in Figure 4.4.

For eomparison, a traditional Tai family tree, modified from Hudak (2008), is given 

in Figure 4.5."* Figure 4.4 above pieks out some elusters that elosely mateh the tree,

4. While this tree certainly does not represent the state o f the art in Tai subgrouping, something still very
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Figure 4.5: Family tree of Tai languages (adapted from Hudak (2008).

including five of the seven languages from the Central Tai branch in one cluster, five of 

the eight languages of Southwestern Tai mixed in another cluster with three Northern Tai 

languages. The other three Southwestern Tai languages. Black Tai, White Tai and Shan, 

are also close together, together with two other languages from Northern Tai. Assuming 

that the tree in Figure 5 is accurate, this would seem to indicate two subgroups each for 

Southwestern and Northern Tai, with horizontal transmission between the two groups.

Next, compare the tree in Figure 4.5 against the NeighborNet graph of Tai biphones 

in Figure 4.6. The NeighborNet has some clusters that more closely resemble the portions 

of the Tai tree, but in many ways picks out the same groupings as the binary phoneme 

data. For instance, Thai, Chiang Mai, and Lao Nong Khai cluster most closely together, 

which is expected given they are not only all from the Southwestern branch, but are all

much in flux, the three-branch Northern, Central, and Southwestern Tai tree, and variations on it, have been 
the most commonly cited classification for several decades. Pittayapom (2009) provides the newest and 
most novel major subgrouping proposal, which should be compared against these results in future work, 
but contains primarily higher-level structure, without no resolution within the branch that corresponds to 
Southwestern Tai, for instance. A new lexical phylogenetic subgrouping is also currently in preparation by 
the author.
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Figure 4.6; NeighborNet graph of Tai biphones (binary).

in intense longstanding contact with one another, due to all being spoken in Thailand and 

each having millions of speakers. The two Lue varieties, also Southwestern Tai, are not 

far from the Thai-Lao-Chiang Mai cluster, but are much more clearly grouped distinctly as 

a pair than in the previous graph. Once again five of the seven Central Tai languages are 

clearly clustered together at the bottom of the graph. And the same set of five languages 

spanning both Southwestern Tai (Shan, White Tai, Black Tai) and Northern Tai (Yay, 

Wuming) are also grouped closely together.

The third and final NeighborNet graph, derived from the lexical cognate data, is given 

in Figure 4.7. In this figure we see perhaps the best representation of at least the Southwest

ern Tai branch of our reference tree yet. Seven of the eight Southwestern Tai languages 

form an obvious cluster, with Chiang Mai being the surprising outlier. The fact that the 

Chiang Mai lect does not cluster with anything else may indicate lexical innovation in that 

language, but at the very least we can say that it is not misgrouped with anything else in 

the NeighborNet. Yet again, five of the seven Central Tai languages cluster together, but 

of the two missing. Western Nung and Bac Va, neither seems to cluster with any other 

language, either. The fact that we don’t see Northern Tai languages grouping with South-
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Figure 4.7: NeighborNet graph of Tai lexical cognates (binary).

western Tai languages in the way we saw before would seem to indicate that there has 

been horizontal phonological transfer between different Southwestern and Northern Tai 

languages, but often without lexical replacement.

Blcmberg’s K

The final test for phylogenetic signal deals not with binary data, as D and NeighborNet do, 

but with continuous data of both subtypes: phoneme segment probabilities and Markov 

chain transition probabilities. K  statistics were calculated using the m ultiPhylosignal 

function of the R package p ican te  (?)Kembel et al 2010).

The K  test requires at least some variation in each trait examined, so traits which

showed no variation across their respective datasets were dropped for this test. The mean

K  for each language family and data type are given in Table 4.8.

Density plots for the K  values of these two datasets are presented in Figures 4.8 and

4.9.
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Probabilities 
Phonemes Biphones

0.71 0.68

Table 4.8: Mean K  values for two types of Tai continuous data.

2 0 -

1.500 7Ô .000
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1 50 ..8 20 4
K statistic (n = 65, banOwiflth = 0.08193) K statistic (0 = 655. banctAiOth =  0  04655)

Figure 4.8: Density plot of K  for Tai Figure 4.9: Density plot of K  for Tai bi
phonemes. phone transitions.

In testing with Blomberg’s K, a score of zero indicates fully independent traits, while 

a score of one indicates trait distribution as expected under Brownian evolution. For com

parison, Ngumpin-Yapa phone probabilities had a mean K  of 0.9, and biphone transitions

0.87 (Macklin-Cordes 2015: 89). The tests on the Tai data return a lower K  on average, 

but still a strong indication of phylogenetic signal in the dataset overall.

4.4.3 Discussion

The preceding tests for phylogenetic signal in Tai phonological data produced a variety of 

positive results. In some areas, such as the D test on binary data, data from Ngumpin-Yapa 

proved too homogeneous to identify a phylogenetic signal, whereas with the Tai data the 

presence of signal was clear. In other areas, like the K  test of continuous probability data, 

Ngumpin-Yapa produced average K  values that indicated a stronger phylogenetic signal 

on average than the corresponding Tai data, but the set overall still demonstrated strong 

signal, and many individual Tai traits had very strong signal as well.

For NeighborNet tests, the two types of Tai phonological data were compared against
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data coded for lexical cognacy. Better performance of the cognate data is to be expected, 

given that that kind of data is the core of traditional language classification generally. 

However, there were some clusters, notably Central Tai and parts of Southwestern Tai, that 

were found across all three NeighborNet analyses, indicating that contra Macklin-Cordes’ 

dismissal of binary phoneme and biphone data, given sufficient phonological variation in 

a set of related languages, some language clusters are recoverable from both coarse- and 

fine-grained binary phonological data.

Of course, since both types of data can be generated automatically from lexicons, it 

is hard to imagine choosing to use only phoneme presence/absence, when one could as 

easily generate Markov chain transition probabilities for biphones. The benefit of demon

strating signal in the low-resolution phoneme data is to further strengthen confidence in 

the reliability of the results obtained with high-resolution phonotactic data. To make a 

comparison, if the job is possible with a blunt instrument, then a finely honed one is all 

the more reliable.

Several additional tests of phylogenetic signal are available, depending on whether 

the data is binary or continuous, including Abouheif s Cmean (1999) and PageTs lambda 

(1999), among other possibilities. In some ways these tests are still being refined them

selves, especially for use in linguistics, and both their statistical power and the correct 

interpretation of their output is also under development. As such, comparing and contrast

ing results from multiple tests on novel datasets in the manner done in this study is an 

important part of refining the use of these methods.

Study A confirms the findings of Macklin-Cordes (2015) that phylogenetic signal is 

strong in the phonotactics of language. However, this study also affirms the presence of 

detectable signal in some areas where other studies were unable to do so.

By applying these methods to a Tai dataset, the results of these tests are made more 

robust, as they are shown to be useful for data from additional language families. As such, 

the results of the present study are of interest to linguists generally in the ongoing work
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of developing and testing phylogenetic methods of linguistic analysis. While the relative 

difficulty of using the traditional linguistic comparative method with Australian languages 

makes phylogenetic tools especially attractive and useful, the demonstrated results with 

the Tai data also shows the potential utility of these methods in other language families 

where traditional methods already have some traction. The Tai branch thus serves as 

models for the application of these tests to language families and geographical regions in 

need of improved language classification throughout the world.

4.5 Study B: Phylogenetic signal in tonal phonology

The second of the two studies examines the phylogenetic signal in tone phonology. As 

discussed in chapter 5, especially §5.6, the lack of a suitable object of comparison, equiv

alent to the segment in the traditional Comparative Method, has been a barrier to applying 

the Comparative Method in the tonal domain. We now know that tone typically arises as 

compensatory for some loss of complexity in the segmental domain (Krauss 1973). The 

missing link of comparability is to divide the lexicon not simply by modem toneme cat

egories, but to connect modem tonemes to the segmental conditioning environments that 

gave rise to them. In other words, to divide not by modem tonemes but by historical tone 

classes. In this way, we have suitably comparable data that we can extract from a lexicon 

and code for quantitative use.

Key to identifying the suitable object of comparison for Tai tonal data was the creation 

of the Gedney tone box. (See Figure 4.11, and see §3.3 for more background.) The 

Gedney tone box compactly ties modem surface tones back to their segmental forebears. 

Once distilled into a tone box, the historical tone classes for any given Tai doculect can 

be easily aggregated in tabular format for database creation and quantitative analysis.

Study B uses binary traits extracted from those tone boxes and applies the D test for 

phylogenetic signal (see §4.3 for details on the D  statistic).
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4.5.1 Data

Data for Study B comes from a comprehensive review of resources on the tone systems of 

Tai doculects (see chapter 2), resulting in a dataset of tone systems from 362 Tai doculects 

(see tree in Figure 4.13). The survey encompasses both tonal and lexical data, from a wide 

variety of sources. One novel contribution of this survey is the compilation of hundreds of 

language documentation theses, mainly from universities throughout Thailand, which are 

little known and seldom cited in English-language linguistics. An example of metadata 

from these is given in Figure 4.10, and see also Appendix A.l for a complete list of data 

sources for this study.

Language ISO Focus Title Lg University Author Year

; Tai Yuan nod phonology Phonological comparison of four Tai Yuan dial; th Mahidol Thianthaworn, Rungnapa 1998

Khammueang dialect nod lexicon Lexical study of Khammueang dialects in Phra th Silpakorn Yoojaroensuk, Yowvalux 1991

: Northern Thai nod phonology Phonology of Northern Thai at Thasailuat subc th Tham masat Poonpholwattanaporn, Mi 2010

Tai Yuan nod phonology P honem es of Tai Yuan dialect in Sikhio district th Chulalongkorn Jurjanad, Oratai 1987

Sukhothai Thai; Nakh nod; so phonology Phonology of Sukhothai dialect with com pense th Mahidol Rakpaet, Dueanpen 1998

; Nyo nyw tone Tones in Nyo th Chulalongkorn Koowatthanasiri, Kanjana 1981

Nyo nyw lexicon; syntr Nyo lexicon and syntax at Thakhonyang villagt th Silpakorn Matchikanang, Phra Sukf 1999

Bouyei pcc general A grammar of Bouyei en Mahidol Attasith Boonsaw asd 2012

Phuthai pht tone Tonal com parison of Phuthai dialect in 3 provir th Mahidol Sritararat, Pojanee 1983

; Sakon Nakhon Thai c pht; ny\ lexicon Lexical geography of Sakon Nakhon province th Silpakorn Sombatmaungkan, Banyr 1990

Lao Phuan phu general Description o f Lao Phuan dialect of Huawa sut th Silpakorn Sukpiti, Charuwan 1989

Phuan phu phonology Phonology o f Phuan at Hatsiaw subdistrict, Si en Mahidol Eam-eium, Chalong 1986

Phuan phu phonology Phonology of Phuan at Suphanburi and Sukhc en Mahidol Thongrat, Phutphong 1988

Tai Yai shn phonology Phonology o f Tai Yai at Maelanoi district, M eet en Mahidol Poo-lsrakij, Orawan 1985

Tai Yai shn general Description of Tai Yai (Tai Aw) language in Ma< th Silpakorn Jantanakom, Wanna 1983

Saek skb lexicon Lexical variation in S aek  am ong three general! th Silpakorn Jitbanjong, Sarinya 2002

Thai Song soa tone Tone variation of Thai Song by a g e  group In Ri th Mahidol Yooyen, Penwipa 2013

Lao Song soa phonology Phonology o f Lao Song in Phetchaburi and Na en Mahidol M aneewong, Orapin 1987

: Lao Song soa lexicon Comparative lexicon of Lao Song o f Nakhon P th Silpakorn Praphin, Woranuch 1996

Thai Song soa phonology Differences betw een the sound system  of S o a  th Thaksin Rakmoh, Su pa 2007

Song soa tone Lexical and tonal variation by a g e  group and Ic th Chulalongkorn Saeng-ngam . Suntharat 2006

Koh Samui dialect sou tone Tones of Koh Sam ui Thai dialect; variation by : th Chulalongkorn Kitivongprateep, Sunisa 2005

Southern Thai sou lexicon Lexical study of Southern Thai spoken in Yala, th Silpakorn Vaitayavanich, Kuntalee 1991

Southern Thai sou lexicon Study of vocabulary in Southern Thai a s spoke th Thaksin Angsuwiriya, Chanokphoi 2003

: Koh Sam ui Southern sou lexicon Lexical variation am ong three age-groups in th th Thaksin Suwanmusik, Rangsita 2004

; Southern Thai sou lexicon Comparative lexicon of Southern Thai spoken th Thaksin ! Plodkaew, Achana 2008

Figure 4.10; Example metadata from Tai language documentation theses.

While the linguistic analyses in these works is of highly variable quality, the data 

therein represent an enormous untapped resource for comparative Tai linguistics, largely 

unknown outside of Thailand. The type of data contained in these sources varies widely.
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since the range of topics is so broad: e.g. tonal studies, phonology sketches, dialectol

ogy surveys, and multi-generational studies of particular languages, to name a few. The 

common thread that runs through them all is the Gedney tone box, pictured in Figure 4.11.

Proto-Tai tonal categories

Proto-Tai initials A B C D-short D-long
Voiceless friction 

*p**, *1*̂ , *k'*, *s, *m, etc.
A1 B1 Cl DSl DLl

Voiceless unaspirated 
*p, *t, *k, etc.

A2 B2 C2 DS2 DL2

Glottalized 
*?, *?b, *?j, etc.

A3 B3 C3 DS3 DL3

Voiced 
*b, *m, *1, *z, etc.

A4 B4 C4 DS4 DL4

Figure 4.11: Tone box for Tai historical analysis, adapted from Gedney (1972).

The Gedney box is created using a checklist of 60 lexical items that allow the linguist 

to quickly determine historical tone classes. Most sources have already distilled a tone 

box from the lexical data. Others sources without tone boxes contain lexical data from 

which I created a tone box. In addition to the many theses, dozens of other sources with 

tonal data were also compiled from the wider academic literature to fill out the dataset. 

See Figure 4.12 for an example of data extracted from these sources.

> TaU>raehuap6

J TiiPr̂ û
(  T»iPr»chuap9 
( TaifrKhuaplO 
iJiiPrachuapll5 T#IPr#chwyl2 
y TitPr»:hu«pl3 
8 T»lPr«chuapl4 ilccsmanw 
('TiiPr»ehu»pl5

t TalPracbuapl?; TaiPiKhuapia
# T«iPrachuap20

6 TaiprachuapZZ 

B Ti9'ra:tn«p24 

3 TatPr»chuap26

Ç Ta*Pr«hoa»»29 
j TBtPr*ehuip30

! TêiPr»shuMp33 :k>
3 TatPrart«j»p33 jke

Î TaiPraduiapM jke
t laoNg»*w_t*mako(ta 
i NakhonThai_tanakia

_  ytaje
Thailand
Thailand ümiwMAf 
Thailand ih«nvAWui>
Thailand 
Thailand
Thailand ihrmiiRvuï 
Thailand 
Thailand 
Thailand
Thailand ihs-SîuWtfurf 
Thailand 
Thafland
Thaaand ihraTUfiHvï 
Thailand ihsmAHwf 
Thailand 
Thaaand 
Thailand
Thailand ikMwAMW.
Thattand
Thaftand UT4«»n«
Thailand uT4«r*nv Tavr.ad

"Thailand thyawàwW iinntum vvrtwrf
ThaNand IpmT #811014 «IliglUO#
Thailand i(urn   liWMUThi

in4«nn« « 3 ^
in4«nnv tiarfihrninl T̂asun 

ii4asn*nn(at! ihnamn

Thadand ihywiAWliif 
Thailand ihraWlWirf 
Thaaand
Thailand U
Thafland ihraiwffWtt  ̂v
Thailand TplTiT
Thailand
Thailand
Thailand

Thaaand

iJinurrjn

uioflrmv riiiflaiui

4

424 343 343 114 22/21 22̂ '21 22/21451?451

451?451?45

Figure 4.12: Example tone data extracted from dialect surveys.

Each row of data in Figure 4.12 represents a doculect. The left third of the image
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is the identifying metadata, including source and data location. The middle third is the 

tone box flattened into a single row. The tone box has five columns, labeled A, B, C, DL 

and DS, representing proto-tones, and four rows, labeled 1-4, representing proto-onsets 

that conditioned tonal splits. The result is a set of labels Al, A2, et cetera, up through 

DS4. Since the tone box represents a mapping of modem tones to historical conditioning 

environments, each cell thus represents a subset of the native lexicon that patterns together 

tonally in modem lects. Each of those cells becomes a column in the flattened tone box, 

which is associated with a modem tone category, represented simply as symbolic numbers 

from 1 to M, where n is the total number of phonemic tones in the language.

The right third of the figure is the same tone box, only this time with the phonetic values 

of the tone categories, given in Chao (1930) tone numerals. The reason for representing the 

box in two different ways is the variation in the level of phonetic detail given in different 

sources. Often the Chao tone numerals can’t simply be compared directly to determine 

categorical equivalency, because some authors record allotony in different environments, 

and so the Chao numerals for different allotones of the same toneme will differ in different 

cells of the tone box. Without the symbolic category numbers as a guide, it isn’t always 

clear without careful reading of the text what level of phonetic granularity the author is 

using.

From tone boxes to binary traits

Once extracted fi-om the 362 doculects, the historical tone classes fi-om the tone boxes 

were converted to binary values suitable for phylogenetic analysis. Traits for Study B 

were created by simple pairwise comparison of every cell of the tone box against every 

other cell using an original script written in R (R Core Team 2019).

Traits were given names to indicate which cells of the tone box were being compared: 

Al = A2, Al =B1, and so forth. The trait was assigned the value 0 if the two cells have 

different modem tones in those cells of the tone box in that given lect, and assigned 1 if
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Figure 4.13: Radial tree diagram of 362 Tai doculects, mapped to entries on the Glottolog 
tree, and tips without associated tone boxes dropped.

the two cells have the same modem tone for those two categories.

Through this method of pairwise comparison, the traits actually use the known his

torical tone classes to encode sound change events in the history of each lect. Since the 

letter labels A, B, and C indicate the tones in Proto-Tai, if two cells belong to different 

columns, for instance the cells Al and Bl, tliis means they once had different proto-tones 

(different columns of the tone box), but shared a proto-onset class (same row of the tone 

box). If they share a modem surface tone, then there was must have been some merger 

across columns within that row.

This pairwise comparison must be done within each lect, and the result is a string of
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zeroes and ones that map between historical tone classes and surface tones in that lect, and 

encode tone splits and mergers. A sample of lects and some of their trait values is given 

in Table 4.9.

Trait
A1=A2 A1=A3 A1=A4 A1=B1 A1=B2 Al = B3

Khamti_kht 0 0 0 1 1 1
Nyo_nyw 1 0 0 0 0 0
PhuThai_pht 1 0 0 0 0 0
Yooy_yoy 1 0 0 0 0 0
Laojao 0 0 0 0 0 0
Kaloeng_lao 1 0 0 0 0 0
Aiton_aio 1 0 1 1 1 1
Phake_phk 0 0 0 0 0 0
Khamyang^ksu 0 0 0 0 0 0

Table 4.9:: Sample of binary traits for tone category equivalence.

This method of trait generation ignores the phonetic values of the modem tones, in

cluding allotony, and simply queries whether the description by the documenting linguist 

treats the two cells as part of the same surface toneme (regardless of the allotone).

If all 20 cells of the Gedney tone box are included, the result would be 190 binary 

traits: (20 * 19)/2 =  190. However, the DS and DL columns represent syllables with 

stop codas, which are problematic for the reasons discussed in chapter 3. Thus, only the 

A, B and C columns, the tones that appear on sonorant-final syllables, were included in 

this study. This represents 12 of the 20 cells of the tone box. Thus the number of traits is 

66: (12 * l l ) /2  =  66. Of those 66, three traits showed no variation in the data: Al =C2, 

Al =C3, and Al =C4. A trait with no variation means that those two historical classes 

share the same surface tone in every doculect. Since there is no variation, no phylogenetic 

test can be mn, and these traits were excluded, resulting in the final count of 63 binary 

traits.
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4.5.2 Results

In Study B, the D statistic for each binary trait was calculated in R (R Core Team 2019) 

using a modified version of the phylo . d fimction of the package caper (Orme et al. 

2012), set to 10,000 permutations, and provided a tree of Tai derived from Glottolog 

(Hammarstrom et al. 2019b) (see Figure 4.13). The resulting D statistics, and the p  values 

of the two null hypotheses they are tested against, are given in Tables 4.10.

As mentioned in the results for Study A above, the way to interpret the p  values is 

as a test of whether the D score is significantly different from the null hypothesis. So, 

in the first row of Table 4.10, the trait B2 = B3 has a D statistic of -4.217, which is not 

significantly different fi om 0 (p =  0.031), the null hypothesis of Brownian evolution, and 

it approaches significant difference from 1 (p =  0.893), the null hypothesis of a randomly 

distributed trait.

Of the 63 traits, the vast majority indicate strong phylogenetic signal individually, and 

the dataset as a whole likewise can be taken as strong evidence for the value for historical 

analysis of tone change events, i.e. splits and mergers. We are interested in the phyloge

netic signal of the entire dataset in addition to the signal of individual traits, and indeed, 

we see that for the entire dataset the average D is -0.210, somewhat more phylogenetically 

clumped than a vanilla Brownian evolutionary model. We can thus conclude that there is 

strong phylogenetic signal in these tone changes as a whole.

A different visualization of the results is given in Figure 4.14, a distance table showing 

the D score for surface tone equivalence of any two cells from the A, B, and C columns of 

the tone box. The coloring is gradient between green and yellow, with the darkest green 

indicating the smallest D scores and strong phylogenetic signal, and yellow indicating the 

largest scores and no phylogenetic signal.
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Trait D P(D=0) P{D=1)

B2 == B3 -4.217 0.031 0.893
B3 == C4 -1.737 0.066 0.864
B2 == C4 -1.700 0.068 0.863
Bl == C4 -1.643 0.066 0.860
A3 == C3 -1.537 0.079 0.810
A2 == C3 -1.496 0.080 0.813
Bl == B3 -1.464 0 0.935
A3 == C2 -1.460 0.081 0.803
A2 == C4 -1.448 0.073 0.804
A3 == C4 -1.391 0.072 0.813
A4 == B1 -1.278 0 0.913
A2 == B2 -1.270 0 0.930
A2 == B3 -1.262 0 0.927
A2 == C2 -1.240 0.075 0.803
A2 == A3 -1.174 0 0.959
A2 == B4 -1.117 0 0.942
Bl == B2 -1.081 0 0.895
A3 == B2 -0.954 0 0.892
A3 == B3 -0.952 0 0.889
A3 == B4 -0.858 0 0.912
A4 == B3 -0.710 0 0.835
A4 == B2 -0.694 0 0.827
Al == B3 -0.551 0 0.912
Al == B2 -0.493 0 0.895
Al == B1 -0.423 0 0.871
B4 == C1 -0.352 0 0.862
Bl == B4 -0.250 0 0.781
B2 == B4 -0.203 0 0.739
B3 == B4 -0.193 0 0.732
Al == A2 -0.183 0 0.732
Cl == C2 -0.151 0 0.715
Al == A3 -0.144 0 0.689

A2 == A4 -0.084 0 0.621
Cl == C3 -0.082 0 0.628
C2 == C3 -0.007 0.003 0.606
A3 == A4 0.017 0 0.489
B4 == C2 0.055 0 0.462
C2 == C4 0.067 0 0.446
B4 == C3 0.075 0 0.426
A4 == B4 0.111 0.007 0.566
C3 == C4 0.114 0 0.388
Bl == C1 0.322 0 0.238
B3 == C1 0.328 0 0.228
B2 == C1 0.328 0 0.236
Al == B4 0.497 0.163 0.712
B2 == C2 0.547 0.043 0.480
B3 == C2 0.551 0.046 0.473
Bl == C2 0.558 0.044 0.470
Cl == C4 0.628 0.003 0.108
Al == A4 0.659 0.029 0.244
A2 == B1 0.759 0.080 0.304
A4 == C3 0.852 0.197 0.391
A4 == C2 0.862 0.205 0.383
B4 == C4 0.877 0.051 0.001
A3 == B1 0.896 0.174 0.109
A4 == C4 1.003 0.360 0.114
Al == C1 1.042 0.502 0.059
Bl == C3 1.297 0.584 0.310
B2 == C3 1.305 0.584 0.313
B3 == C3 1.371 0.589 0.314
A3 == C1 1.763 0.909 0.032
A2 == C1 1.827 0.912 0.031
A4 == C1 1.848 0.909 0.030

Mean D -0.210
SD 1.096

Table 4.10: Tai tone D statistics and p  values of the two null hypotheses, in descending 
order by D.
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A2 -0.183
A3 -0.144 - 1 :

A4 0.659 -0.084 0.017
B l -0.423 0.759 0.896 Î4-278
8 2  -0.493 -1.270 -0.954 -0.694 -1.081 ;
8 3  -0.551 -1.262. -Œ952 -0.710
8 4
Cl
02
0 3
0 4

A l

0.111 "-0.250 -0.203 -0.193
1.848 0.322 0.328 0.328 -0.352
0.862 0.558 0.547 0.551 0.055 -0.151
0.852 1.297 1.305 1.371 0.075 -0.082 -0.007
1.003 0.877 0.628 0.067

A4 81 82 83 8 4 C1 C2 C3

Figure 4.14: Table of D  statistic results from pairwise cell comparison. Gradient shading 
indicates relative degree of phylogenetic signal, with dark green indicating strong signal, 
and yellow indicating no signal. Empty cells indicate traits that showed no variation in 
the data, and thus could not be tested.

4.5.3 Discussion

The results amply demonstrate phylogenetic signal in the mapping from historical tone 

categories to modem surface tones. However, it also became necessary to deal with the 

fact that generation of pairwise binary traits for every cell of the tone box is a very blunt 

instrument. When generated this way, the traits do not take into account whether the 

equivalence of two cells is meaningful due to being the same, or meaningful due to being 

different. That is, for some traits, the value of 0 is historically informative, if we have 

reason to expect them to be the same and they in fact differ (i.e. a tone split took place), 

and in other cases the value of 1 is informative, if we expect them to differ and they are 

the same (i.e. the categories merged).

To put it in more directly in the terminology of historical linguistics, it is not enough 

simply to say that two cells of the tone box share a surface tone. We must know whether 

the fact of their equivalence is likely to be a retention from some common ancestor or an 

innovation.

The 20-cell tone box represents the theoretical maximal set of possible tone splits.
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However, no single language has anywhere near 20 tones. In fact, the majority of potential 

conditioning environments are not used by all lects. Early on in the history of study of 

Tai historical tone, before the genesis of the Gedney tone box. Brown (1965) claimed that 

Tai tones first split into every possible tone (though there only 15 cells in his version of 

the tone box, instead of 20), and then quickly collapsed into the 4-7 tones that most Tai 

languages have today. Gedney (1972) refutes this, as there is no empirical evidence to 

believe that this would be the case, and no principled theoretical reason to suppose it, 

either. Furthermore, given the timing of tone splits and the spread of the Tai diaspora, 

it is certainly the case that some tone change events must have occurred multiple times 

at different points in time and space, just as we see common types of segmental sound 

change.

The way to refine the tonal trait set, and categorize traits in a historically informed 

manner, is to consider them against what was likely the most recent common ancestor 

(MRCA) tone box, as identified using traditional historical analysis. It is uncontroversial 

that Proto-Tai had three tones on open and sonorant-coda syllables, conventionally named 

A, B and C. It is further uncontroversial that the first major tone change was a splitting 

of the 3-tone system into a 6-tone system as part of the Great Tone Split (Brown 1975), a 

change that swept across region as consonant voicing contrasts collapsed, affecting mul

tiple language families. Thus the MRCA of all modem tone boxes is the 6-tone system, 

as given in Figure 4.15. The row labels are representative segments for the four con

sonant natural classes: voiceless aspirated, voiceless unaspirated, glottalized (or perhaps 

implosive), and voiced.

The MRCA tone box shed new light on the 12 cells used for trait generation in §4.5. 

For example, consider one of the 63 traits tested Al = A2. The D score of that trait was 

-0.183, indicating strong phylogenetic signal. But without taking into account the insight 

from traditional methods, in the form of the MRCA tone box, we would not from the trait 

alone know whether sharing a tone in a modem lect (the value 1) indicates a retention or
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*ph
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*2b

2 4 6

A B c

A1 B1 C2

A2 B2 C2

*?b A3 B3 C3

*b A4 B4 C4

Figure 4.15: The 6-tone MRCA of all Tai language tone systems, with symbolic category 
numbering (left) and Gedney cell labels (right).

innovation. With the MRCA tone box, however, it is possible to classify each trait based on 

whether any two tone box cells were the same tone after the Great Tone Split. Continuing 

with the same example trait, A1 =A2, when comparing with Figure 4.15, because A1 and 

A2 were both part of the as-yet unsplit tone A, when a value of 1 in a modem lect indicates 

a retention from the common ancestor. We can apply the same logic to every cell pairing.

Another insight arising from the MRCA tone box is the observation that comparing 

every cell pairwise results in duplicate observations. Consider column A, for example. 

There were only two tones after the Great Tone Split, A123 and A4. Thus the traits 

A1 =A2, A2 = A3, and A1 =A3 are three observations of the same fact: that voiceless 

onsets in the A column had not yet split, and if they share a surface tone in modem lects, 

it is likely to be a shared retention from the MRCA.

Both of these insights, combined with the D statistic results, allow us identify a refined 

trait set suitable for phylogenetic tasks that require more nuance than simply determining 

whether this category of data contains signal, namely tree inference and ancestral state 

reconstmction. A sampling of modified traits, and the type of tone change event that they 

represent, are given in Table 4.11. The table is not an exhaustive listing of the traits that 

will be useful for future quantitative tasks, but rather it represents the traits that had the 

strongest signal, while also collapsing any redundant observations.

The modified traits are named such that a value of 1 always represents an innovation.
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Trait Type

C1!=C23 split 
A1!=A23 split 
A23 = A4 merger 
C123=B4 merger 
C23 = C4 merger 
B123 = B4 merger 
A1=B123 merger 
B123 = C1 merger

Table 4.11: Maximally informative tonal traits, and the type of tone change event from 
the MRCA that each represents.

and is phylogenetically informative. Since we expect the first three rows of each column 

to have been the same tone in the MRCA tone system, traits like Cl! = C23 and All = A23 

only represent innovations when they do not share a modem surface tone in some lect,

i.e when a tone split took place. On the opposite side, traits such as A23 =4, C123 =B4, 

C23 = C4, B123 = 4, A1 =B123, and B123 = C1 are likely to be shared retentions if the 

surface tones differ, and only represent innovations when a merger has taken place to give 

them the same surface tones.

Study B combines the statistical tools for testing phylogenetic signal with insights 

from traditional historical tone analysis to outline a path forward for incorporating tonal 

evidence into our quantitative analyses. The benefits of this hybrid approach could include 

resolving the intemal classification problem that faces Tai. The high degree of cognacy 

and the relatively similar segmental inventories have contributed to the intemal branching 

of Tai remaining an unsolved issue, which the use of tonal evidence can help to remedy.

4.6 Conclusion

The results of Study A (segmental traits) and Study B (tonal traits) are discussed in their 

respective sections, §4.4 and §4.5. When combined, the results of these two studies form 

the empirical foundation for a new type of quantitative historical analysis using phono
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logical traits that can be derived directly, and usually automatically, from lexicons. Study 

A extends prior work by demonstrating that, given sufficient variation in the phonological 

data, these methods work at multiple levels of granularity, from simple binary phoneme 

presence/absence, to continuous data on the probability of biphone transitions in lexicons. 

Study B shows that the utility of phonological traits for quantitative study is not limited 

to the segmental domain, but that ‘desegmentaT tonal changes (i.e. those descended from 

segments) also contain strong signal and are suitable for similar reconstruction and clas

sification tasks.

Neither of these studies justifies an argument to deprecate or replace the traditional 

Comparative Method. On the contrary, these results provide important statistical con

firmation that it has been a legitimate method all along. It might be said that histori

cal linguistics has already moved from an era where the norm was teleo-reconstruction 

(Benedict 1973), in which only a small sample of “well-chosen” languages are deemed 

necessary to reconstruct a proto-language, and into an era where more intermediate stages 

are reconstructed first wherever possible. The teleo-reconstruction era was in many cases 

the only option for reconstruction of a large family, due to incomplete knowledge (Mati- 

soff 2003: 9), but it was also a philosophical and theoretical position struck by Benedict, 

Matisoff, and others.

Moving into the future, as lexical datasets become larger, and coverage of language 

families becomes ever more granular, our classifications and reconstructions will also 

become more granular. We need tools that allow us to form and test falsifiable hypotheses 

using all of the data available to us, and all of the linguistic traits available to us in the data. 

Expanding the use of phonological traits in our quantitative analysis moves us closer to that 

goal in an empirically and statistically grounded fashion. Furthermore, since tonogenesis 

resulted in a loss of information in the segmental inventory, and limiting prospects for 

reconstruction using the traditional Comparative Method, incorporating tonal evidence 

in our analyses will be a necessary route for overcoming this obstacle. The theory and
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method for this are laid out in chapter 5,
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Chapter 5

The Tonal Comparative Method

5.1 Introduction

The Comparative Method (CM) is one of the primary tools of historical linguists for deter

mining phylogenetic relationships between languages and reconstructing ancestor proto

languages. Key to its scientific validity is having generally reproducible principles for 

distinguishing innovations from retentions and chance resemblance (Weiss 2014). The 

CM traditionally focuses on segmental reconstruction, with lexical tone sometimes used 

to exemplify areas where the CM is not applicable at all (e.g. Meillet 1914; Campbell 

2003). In this chapter I present the Tonal Comparative Method (TCM), a framework for 

incorporating evidence from lexical tone into our historical analyses, especially language 

classification, subgrouping, and reconstruction.

The idea of reconstructing tone, and the use of tonal evidence for language classifica

tion, is not new. However, the predominant conventional wisdom has long been that after 

the initial phonetic conditioning of tonogenesis, tones change in irregular ways, generally 

impervious to the CM. One result of this has been little progress toward a larger theory of 

tonal change, or pushing the Ihnits of our knowledge of tone diachrony.

The Tonal Comparative Method is an extension of the logic of the traditional Compar

ative Method that demonstrates how to use evidence from tone in a way that is consistent
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with the first principles of the longstanding method. The Tai languages serve as a model 

for (1) a more generalized reasoning of why tonal evidence is not only possible to incorpo

rate into a historical analysis, but ultimately will be a crucial element of the best historical 

analyses going into the future, and (2) how tonal evidence can resolve outstanding issues 

where predominantly segmental evidence has so far failed to do so. Exactly where the 

typological and temporal limits of the TCM lie will be left for ftiture study, as there is 

certainly major variation in lexical tone worldwide. However, the aim of the present chap

ter is to explain the principles that unify successful tonal reconstruction in Tai and other 

families, and to convince the reader that we can expect the diachronic explanatory power 

of tone to extend well beyond the level achieved to date.

In the remainder of this chapter, §5.2 discusses the history of primarily skeptical 

thought toward the role of tonal evidence in historical linguistics; in §5.6, I discuss the 

obstacles preventing progress on this front; in §5.4 I comment on the cross-family tonal 

correspondences of the Sinospheric Tonbund, followed by §5.5 in which I lay out the 

theoretical basis for the TCM; in §5.6 and §5.7,1 explain for two different stages of anal

ysis, early and advanced, how a linguist working on a set of languages with a complex 

tonal situation can begin incorporate tone into diachronic analysis; and finally in §5.8, I 

conclude with a discussion of the limitations of the TCM.

5.2 Skepticism of tone in historical linguistics

Just as the idea of reconstructing tone is not new in linguistics, neither is the idea that 

tone is not diachronically informative. More than a century ago, Meillet (1914) cited tone 

as an example of a linguistic feature that cannot be used to establish the relatedness of 

languages:

Le chinois et telle langue du Soudan, celle du Dahomey ou ewe, par exemple,

peuvent se servir également de mots courts, en général monosyllabiques, faire
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varier la signification des mots en changeant l’intonation, fonder leur gram

maire sur l’ordre des mots et sur l’emploi de mots accessoires; il n’en résulte 

pas que le chinois et l’ewe soient des langues parentes; car le détail concret 

des formes ne concorde pas; or, seule la concordance des procédés matériels 

d’expression est probante.

An English translation with modernized linguistic terminology (emphasis added) is 

provided in Campbell (2003: 279):

Chinese and a language of Sudan or Dahomey such as Ewe, for example, may 

both use short and generally monosyllabic words, make contrastive use of 

tone, and base their grammar on word order and the use of auxiliary words, 

but it does not follow from this that Chinese and Ewe are related, since the 

concrete detail of their forms does not coincide; only coincidence o f  the ma

terial means o f expression is probative.

This skepticism is not unwarranted. Lexical tone is an areal feature of multiple areas 

of the world, primarily East and Southeast Asia, Africa, and Mesoamerica, and has dif

fused areally across language family lines in those places. Early interest in the potential 

relatedness of tonal languages contributed to some of the dismissal that tone is met with 

in historical linguistics. Until the start of the 20th century it seemed self-evident that the 

tonal languages of Asia must all be related, due to shared features including tone. Indeed, 

it was this incorrect view that Meillet was responding to in 1914. We can point to now- 

defunct proposals such as Sapir’s Sino-Dene hypothesis (Golla 1984: 374-382, Bengtson 

1994), but certainly not all of the early ideas were wrong.

The academic genealogy of tone diachrony is not far removed from Sapir’s early the

ory. Working with Sapir on Athabaskan fieldwork and diachrony was Li Fang-kuei, 

Sapir’s first graduate student at Chicago. Li went on to become one of the preeminent 

figures in Tai historical linguistics. And while it is Haudricourt who is best remembered
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for his groundbreaking work on tonogenesis that showed parallel development of tones 

in Chinese, Tai, Hmong-Mien, and Vietnamese (1954), he stood on the shoulders of his 

predecessors and contemporaries both for their data and reconstructions.

After an initial period exuberance ending in the mid 20th century, matters of tone 

diachrony have largely been pursued for individual languages, clades, or families, perhaps 

due to the difficulty of establishing comparability of tones across family and regional 

boundaries. As a result, tone has largely been absent from the larger theorizing and debates 

on sound change processes. Advancements in knowledge of tone diachrony for individual 

language families has not been unified or generalized.

Matisoff (1973: 89) took a strong stance against the use of tone in classification, stat

ing that for Tibeto-Burman, “tonal criteria are not even sufficient to establish genetic 

subgroupings for languages which are already known to be related.” And even in indi

vidual language families that have made good progress on reconstructing tone, attempts 

to use tonal evidence for classification have not been well justified, leading to quite recent 

argumentation against tonal evidence by Pittayapom (2013: 306):

[past use of Tai tonal evidence] is not consistent with the shared-innovation 

method used in subgrouping, because many tonal changes may not in fact be 

shared innovations ... A subgrouping proposal for Southwestern Tai should 

primarily use as criteria consonantal and vocalic changes that can be shown 

empirically to have occurred relatively early.

And yet it has not all been pessimism in the linguistics literature. Janda & Joseph 

(2003: 117) show a cautious optimism, though they do not appear to expect progress to 

be coming any time soon:

...prosodic change seems fully tractable in terms of analytical methods ... 

time-tried for other aspects of phonological change ... on the other hand, there 

is as yet so much to be learned ... the present lack of data may enforce, at
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a minimum ... one or two generations of waiting until two or more richly 

described contiguous points in time are available for comparison.

5.3 Obstacles to progress

A few obstacles can be identified that prevent greater use of tonal evidence in historical 

linguistics. One such barrier to progress is our limited understanding of sound change 

processes in the tonal domain generally. While our understanding of sound change in 

tone systems is certainly not in its infancy, it has a long way yet to come. But another 

important barrier to progress has been the difficulty in identifying the appropriate object o f  

comparison equivalent to the segment in the traditional Comparative Method. To apply 

the Comparative Method on segmental data, we need only locate cognate sets and we can 

immediately begin to align segments and build up sets of regular sound correspondences. 

Since we cannot do this with surface tones, how do we include tonal evidence, say, in 

proposing a subgrouping?

This relates directly to another key barrier to progress: the inability to evaluate specific 

tone changes for their historical informativity. What we know about segmental sound 

change, and the method by which we work backward from extant languages to infer facts 

about the phonology of extinct languages, is built on the logic of such things as phonetic 

plausibility, articulatory ease, and typological likelihood. We might choose not to use 

a particular segmental sound change as subgrouping evidence if it occurs independently 

with high frequency, and thus would be a likely candidate for convergent evolution. There 

is a body of received wisdom for segmental sound changes that a historical linguist learns 

or intuits over the course of their academic career. There has been no equivalent body 

of received wisdom for sound change in tone systems, no principled way to state with 

confidence that a particular tone split or merger would be good evidence for subgrouping.

We must overcome these obstacles in order to make progress: minimally, we must
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have a suitable object o f  comparison to do reliable comparative work, and we must be 

able to evaluate specific tone changes in order to infer facts about their descent. The 

Tonal Comparative Method answers both of these needs.

5.4 Tone diachrony and the Sinospheric Tonbund

Before presenting the general framework for the Tonal Comparative Method, it is helpful 

to contextualize the discussion by examining parallels between the tone systems of multiple 

families in East and Southeast Asia.

East and Southeast Asia constitute what Matisoff (2001: 315) dubbed a Sinospheric 

Tonbund.^ Indeed, the parallels are striking, with directly comparable tonal categories 

proposed in Sinitic, Tai, Hmong-Mien, Vietnamese, and areas of Tibeto-Burman (see 

Table 5.1).^

Tai A (no mark) B (mai ek) C (mai thd) D Reference

Chinese A (ping) C (qii) B (shàng) D (rii) Haudricourt (1954)
Vietnamese A C B D Haudricourt (1954)
Hmong-Mien A C B D Ratliff (2010)
Karenic A B' B C Kauffman (1993)

Table 5.1: Correspondences between reconstructed tone categories.

Matisoff (2001) posits that Sino-Tibetan is the source of tonal difiusion throughout the 

area, though the timing of the diaspora of various groups presents challenges to a conclu

sive answer. Scholars in each of these traditions, and sometimes bridging them, noticed 

the correspondences. Maspero (1911) was perhaps the first Western linguist to identify the 

relationship between onset consonants and historical tone classes in Chinese, and Karlgren

1. But see earlier usage as “Asian ‘tonbund’” in Matisotf (1985: 26). Matisoff also coined the terms 
tonogenesis (Matisoff 1970) and Sinosphere (Matisoff 1990: 113) and its contrasting term Indosphere, for 
the two key areas of cultural and linguistic influence in the region.

2. Note the order of B and C, reversed due to the conventional Thai tone tone ordering. Quite unfortu
nately, the labels Li chose are exactly the opposite o f the corresponding conventional labels in other families. 
Thus, tone B in Vietnamese is historically parallel with Thai tone C, and vice versa.
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(1915) was the first to explain in depth how onsets conditioned tone splits. The first to 

do so for Hmong-Mien languages was Chang (1947, 1953), and for Tai languages was 

Li (1943).^ Haudricourt showed the same for Karenic languages (1946) and Vietnamese 

(1954), and presented a unified theory of tonogenesis affecting all of these tonal languages.

(Matisoff 2001: 317) posits that, like Vietnamese, the Tai stock became monosyllabic 

and tonal under the influence of Chinese, and that this change is what drove the family’s 

split from the Austronesian stock, as was posited by Benedict (1942, 1975).

In light of these areal similarities, and possible historical macro-alignment, the utility 

of tone for historical analysis has been a point of understandable debate. Despite his 

strong initial stance against tonal evidence (Matisoff 1973), recently Matisoff Matisoff 

(2001: 293) has suggested a middle course, adhering to the ideal of regularity of sound 

correspondences while keeping a practical stance on the inevitability of linguistic variation.

In their survey of tone systems in Mainland Southeast Asia (MSEA), Brunelle & Kirby 

(2015: 18) Brunelle and Kirby found that “the phylogenetic signal for tone is extremely 

strong.” They used a database of 197 languages and dialects spoken in MSEA to build a 

statistical model of the predictability of tone systems based on genetic relatedness, maximal 

native wordtype (monosyllabic, sesquisyllabic, or polysyllabic), geographic proximity, 

and comparative population size. They conclude that family and wordtype are significant 

predictors of the number of tonal categories and the number of contrastive pitches, but that 

neither geography nor population size has any clear effect on making a language looking 

tonally more like its neighbor languages (2015: 18-20). They are careful to point out 

that their model should not be interpreted as evidence that there is never contact-induced 

change, but rather that the burden of proof lies on the side of proving cross-family effects, 

for which much additional modeling is needed (2015: 21).

3. Observations about the ‘inherent tones’ o f certain Thai consonant graphemes date to at least Low (1828), 
and traditional Thai pedagogy has been teaching three consonant classes since the 17th century (Pittayapom 
2016). These classes govern the surface tones and derive from the consonant natural classes that conditioned 
tone splits, though it is unclear how directly that connection would have been understood in that period.
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Thus tone may be better suited for comparative work than Matisoff imagined, even 

though our theory of tonal change and understanding of tonal contact phenomena remain 

as yet poorly understood. As Chamberlain (1979) points out in reaction to Matisoff (1973), 

tone split patterns in Tai have been shown much more stable than in Tibeto-Burman ( 1979: 

122-123). Among the most lasting demonstrations of the stability of tone in historical 

analysis is the system developed for Tai by Gedney.

5.5 The theoretical basis of the Tonal Comparative Method

An axiom of tone diachrony, now well understood, is that lexical tone arises as compen

satory for the loss of segmental contrasts (Krauss 1973: 963). We can find this observation 

quite early, when de Lacouperie wrote of the Tai languages:

The [Tai-Shan] language has developed tones originally as a compensation by 

natural equilibrium to the phonetic losses undergone in the everlasting process 

of intermingling.

(de Lacouperie 1887: 69)

This observation, dating back well over a century, is at the core of the Tonal Compar

ative Method: lexical tone has its origins in former segmental contrasts. We can use the 

tools of comparison and reconstruction to uncover that past, and once we do, then the rest 

of the Comparative Method opens to us.

5.5.1 Desegmental phonology: the genealogy of tone and register

Concurrent with his work on tonogenesis, Haudricourt also studied registrogenesis, the 

diachronic origins of register (also known as pitch register, not to be confused with 

pitch accent). The term ‘register’ has an unfortunately large number of uses in linguis
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tics, spanning multiple subfields. In this context it means the lexically contrastive use of 

phonetic cues originating in the larynx—phonafion, glottalization, and even pitch.

Tone and register are both classified as suprasegmental, a category defined as much by 

what its members are not—segments—than by genuine group coherence. Suprasegmental 

features may scope over a wide range of phonetic and phonological units: vowel, rime, 

syllable, word, phrase, utterance. Fox et al. (2000: 1-11) succinctly summarizes the history 

of thought on suprasegmentals, noting the tendency to assume that “prosodic features are 

merely secondary modifications” on segments. Bloomfield (1935: 109) described them 

as “secondary phonemes,” while Ladefoged & Johnson (2011: 24) state that they are 

“characterized by the fact that they must be described in relation to other items in the 

same utterance.” These definitions are primarily intended to describe non-contrastive 

prosodic features, and do not fit well with lexical tone. It is not new to note that lexical 

tone is exceptional in this way. Bloomfield (1935: 90) stated that, unlike English, pitch 

variations in Chinese should be considered primary phonemes.

Register has often been studied separately from tone, and has clearly received vastly 

less attention in the literature, in part because some families where register is most promi

nent, such as Austroasiatic, are also considered predominantly atonal. In reality tone and 

register have a very close relationship, and as documentation of tone and register systems 

has increased, it has become clear that ‘tonal’ vs. ‘atonal’ is a false dichotomy, and the 

two concepts should not or cannot always be distinguished (Brunelle & Kirby 2015).

The diachronic unity of tone and register can be stated simply: both represent a transfer 

of phonemic complexity from segments onto suprasegments—a rebalancing of functional 

load. This close kinship highlights the need to recognize them as a meaningful subset 

of the suprasegmental domain. I propose the term desegmental, with this accompanying 

definition:

Desegmental phoneme: a lexically contrastive suprasegmental feature that 

historically derives from a segmental contrast.
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Tone and register can be different outcomes of the same areal sound change process. 

The most dramatic case of this is the East Asian Voicing Shift, a term I introduce here 

to refer to the massively cross-linguistic loss in onset voicing contrasts that swept across 

East and Southeast Asia in the early second millennium CE. The result was a doubling of 

the number of tones in tonal languages of many families, and new register contrasts in the 

atonal languages of e.g. Austroasiatic. Thurgood (2007) argued that non-modal phonation 

is an important trigger for tonogenesis, and possibly even a necessary intermediate stage. 

This idea is supported by phonetic work such as Abramson & Luangthongkum (2009) and 

DiCanio (2012).

Moving towards a fieldwide norm of treating these two phenomena as a meaningful 

subtype of suprasegments, and as two sides of the same diachronic coin, will assist in 

developing a more complete theory of desegmental sound change. This in turn will en

able us to unravel those changes, since identifying the segmental origins of desegmental 

phonemes is a crucial step of the Tonal Comparative Method.

5.5.2 Comparing tonemes, not tones

The Comparative Method is used with wide success due to common and generally re

producible principles for building sets of sound correspondences and distinguishing inno

vations from retentions and chance resemblance. This method has undergone refinement 

over the course of two centuries. Thus, it is understandable that principles for tone system 

reconstruction have not emerged, due to the relatively recent understanding of tonogenesis, 

and relatively less access to diverse tonal data.

Having recognized that lexical tone has segmental lineage, we can identify why tone 

has been dismissed in the past, and explain both why we can actually expect it to work 

and how to make it work. To put it simply: the tones themselves have led linguists astray. 

In most synchronic descriptions, tones are conceived of as a set of possible melodies on 

syllables or words, and a language is frequently described as having n possible tones.
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When we come along with the CM and try to compare surface tones, we will only be able 

to make connections in a very narrow genealogical or geographical domain. For example, 

of the Tai dialects spoken around Bangkok, we might have some success in identifying 

the varieties most closely related to Bangkok Thai simply based on the number of shared 

tone melodies. It does not get us far, however, and is fraught with danger, as another 

longstanding observation is that while tone distribution is not easily borrowed, actual tone 

melodies are more promiscuous.

The notion of desegmental phonology points us in the proper direction: to reconstruct 

tone diachrony, we are identifying correspondences not between the surface tones, but 

rather between the historical conditioning environments which led to those tones. Any 

evidence from tone melody must be secondary. There are scenarios where phonetic evi

dence from some particular pitch or melody may be appropriate as supporting evidence, 

but even so it must be dealt with extremely cautiously.

Consider a simple sound change rule like this one:

*p > b / V_V

What does a rule like this mean? Any trained linguist could restate the rule in prose: 

when a sound /p/ in some proto-language occurred between two vowels it became /b/ in 

a daughter language. But what does a rule like this actually pick out from a language? 

The answer is that it identifies a subset of the native lexicon, a set of etyma that pattern 

together historically because of a shared conditioning environment. Framing it in this 

way should make the connection to tone change clearer. In the segmental realm, when 

we propose a characteristic sound change for a subgroup, what we are observing is that 

for that set of languages, a reliably stable subset of the lexicon patterns together in some 

way. The same goes for lexical tone. When we compare tones across languages, we are 

comparing not their melodies, but the underlying tonal categories. In both the segmental 

and desegmental domain, we are comparing how the lexicon is partitioned into subsets
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that pattern together, and reconstructing what conditioned a particular change shared by 

more than one language.

Thus, two languages having a particular tone melody in common is no better evidence 

for a common ancestor than two languages having a particular consonant. It only becomes 

significant when we can demonstrate regularity and a shared conditioning environment. 

And unlike the reputation tone has for changing haphazardly—which their surface real

ization can certainly do—treating tones in this way yields extremely robust phylogenetic 

information, as demonstrated statistically in chapter 4.

5.6 Applying the method: early stage

This is the first of two sections in which I discuss how to apply the Tonal Comparative 

Method. Each section addresses one of the obstacles to progress discussed in . First is 

the early stage, in which I illustrate how to begin from first principles to identify tonal 

correspondence sets, without prior knowledge of the history of tone in a set of related 

languages. This addresses the obstacle of the lack of an appropriate object of comparison.

After that, in 5.7 I discuss the late stage application of the method, on distinguishing 

shared innovation from parallel innovation and shared retention. That stage comes after 

the segmental origins are well understood, and the native lexicon has been partitioned into 

historically coherent tone categories. This addresses the obstacle of the lack of way to 

evaluate the historical informativity of particular tone changes.

It may seem that the explanation of this early stage is not really needed, given the 

fact that tone has been reconstructed in multiple families for decades. I explain it in 

detail because moving toward a more complete theory of tone change dictates being better 

able to illustrate why and how the method works from first principles, if we hope to make 

progress in other families and clades where there has been less success. Indeed, the general 

progression of the method as I describe it below is is not far off from how Gedney worked
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prior to his arrival at the well-known tone box, as described in Gedney (1964).

5.6.1 Identifying correspondence sets

As diseussed above, the phonetie tones are not the immediate objeet of eomparison in the 

Tonal Comparative Method. Rather, it is the historical tone categories and their condi

tioning environments that must be identified through uneovering their segmental origins. 

Thus, before there ean be tonal eorrespondence sets, there must be segmental eorrespon- 

denee sets. The beginning stages of the Tonal Comparative Method is simply the usual 

Comparative Method. Basic lexical items from multiple languages are organized into 

tentative eognate sets, and a general pieture of the segmental inventory is eompiled.

When the time eomes to build tonal correspondence sets, the tone eategories aet as 

evidenee for neutralized segmental eontrasts. There is no fixed time at whieh to begin to 

eompare tonal evidenee. It entirely depends on how mueh is known of the family and the 

varieties under study. Here I explieate the method as if there is no prior knowledge of the 

history of tones in that set of languages, whieh may seldom aetually be the ease. One thing 

that is eertain, though, is that the proeess must be a feedbaek loop, as in the Comparative 

Method generally. Reeonstruetion of any past stage of linguisties is neeessarily an iterative 

process of refining. Prior to developing his tone box, Gedney described the system of 

slips of paper and boxes that he used to develop tonal eorrespondenee sets for several 

Tai languages (Gedney 1964). Sans physieal paper and boxes, the TCM follows a similar 

path.

Consider the toy dataset in Table 5.2, which uses data adapted from Gedney (1964). 

The aetual data originally eomes from Thai, White Tai, Blaek Tai, and Red Tai, from left 

to right, but as this illustration is meant to build from first prineiples and does not assume 

the standard knowledge of Tai tone diaehrony, I have simply assigned them the arbitrary 

labels W, X, Y, and Z.
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W X Y Z

1. ‘to come’ ma:l ma: 4 ma:4 ma: 4

2. ‘hundred’ ro:y4 hoy6 hoy6 hoy5

3. ‘to bum’ phaw5 phawl fawl fawl

4. ‘to hate’ chagl cag4 cag4 cag4

5. ‘two’ so:g5 sogl sogl sogl

6. ‘finger, toe’ niw4 niw6 niw6 niw5

7. ‘deer’ kwaagl kwaagl kwaagl kwaagl

8. ‘salt’ klmal kol kuial kuial

9. ‘bean’ thua2 tho2 thua2 thua2

10. ‘fever’ khay3 chay3 say3 say3

11. ‘to go up’ khmn3 xmn3 khmn3 khuin3

12. ‘to leak’ ma3 ho5 hua5 hua3

13. ‘goose’ haan2 haan2 haan2 haan2

14. ‘dry field’ ray3 hay5 hay5 hay3

Table 5.2: Stage 1: Laying out cognate sets

At this point, we might also temporarily discard the segmental form for convenience 

in grouping, retaining only the symbolic tone category numbers, as seen in Table 5.3.
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W X Y Z

1. ‘to come’ 1 4 4 4

2. ‘hundred’ 4 6 6 5

3. ‘to bum’ 5 1 1 1

4. ‘to hate’ 1 4 4 4

5. ‘two’ 5 1 1 1

6. ‘finger, toe’ 4 6 6 5

7. ‘deer’ 1 1 1 1

8. ‘salt’ 1 1 1 1

9. ‘bean’ 2 2 2 2

10. ‘fever’ 3 3 3 3

11. ‘to go up’ 3 3 3 3

12. ‘to leak’ 3 5 5 3

13. ‘goose’ 2 2 2 2

14. ‘dry field’ 3 5 5 3

Table 5.3: Stage 2: Isolating tone correspondences

Next we identify the number of unique correspondence set types by collapsing each 

row of digits into a string, and each unique string forms a type. Here we have a total of 

seven unique correspondence sets: 1:1:1:1, 1:4:4:4, 2:2:2:2, 3:3:3:3, 3:5:5:3, 4:6:6:5, and 

5:1:1:1. We can sort the table accordingly, as in Table 5.4, with alternating correspondence 

sets shaded for visual clarity.
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W X Y Z

1. ‘deer’ 1 1 1 1

2. ‘salt’ 1 1 1 1

3. ‘to come’ 1 4 4 4

4. ‘to hate’ 1 4 4 4

5. ‘bean’ 2 2 2 2

6. ‘goose’ 2 2 2 2

7. ‘fever’ 3 3 3 3

8. ‘to go up’ 3 3 3 3

9. ‘to leak’ 3 5 5 3

10. ‘dry field’ 3 5 5 3

11. ‘hundred’ 4 6 6 5

12. ‘finger, toe’ 4 6 6 5

13. ‘to bum’ 5 1 1 1

14. ‘two’ 5 1 1 1

Table 5.4: Stage 3: Grouping correspondence sets

This toy dataset has exactly two cognate roots for each tonal correspondence set, but in 

a real use case we would do this for as much data as was available, the ideal minimum being 

the 400 lexical items needed to reliably observe every phoneme in a language (Dockum 

& Bowem 2019). In this way, we would know which correspondence sets are the most 

robust, because they would have the largest number of regular correspondences. There 

is no sense in pinning it to a precise number, but the idea is that tone correspondence 

types that are infrequent are possibly spurious, contaminated by loans, or subject to other 

problems. This is part of the reason more data than, say, a minimal Swadesh 100 list is 

important.

Assuming that our underlying dataset was correctly organized into cognate groups, at
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this point we can make observations about tone changes in these languages. Note that 

independently of other evidence, we would not yet be able to ascertain directionality of 

change. Observations to be made from Table 5.4 might include:"^

• Tone W5 either split from W l, or there was some merger in XYZl.

• W1 may have undergone a merger (as evidence from the tone contrast of XYZl and 

XYZ4).

• XY5 either split from XY3, or a corresponding category merged in W3 and Z3.

• There is total correspondence for 2:2:2:2 and 3:3:3:3, perhaps indicating that these 

tone categories are retained from a common ancestor.

We can begin to evaluate the direction of change, and the segmental origins of the 

tones, by returning to information from Table 5.2. A table organized by correspondences, 

listing attested onsets that occur with each one, is given in Table 5.5. Two notes: (1) For 

better illustration I have included onsets from additional cognates beyond the 14 included 

in Table 5.2; and (2) this table gives only onsets. In a more complete version we would 

also make separate tables for onsets, vowels, codas, or other factors we suspect might have 

conditioned tone change in those languages.

4. Since I am using arbitrary sequential integers to identify the tone categories o f each language (in fact 
borrowing those assigned by Gedney), I use the shorthand W l for tone 1 of language W, X3 for tone 3 
o f language X, etc. Where more than one language patterns together and they share an integer label, I use 
multiple consonants, e.g. XYZl refers to tone category 1 in those three languages.
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C o r r e sp o n d e n c e W X Y Z

1. 1:1:1:1 p , t, c , k p , t, c , k p , t, c , k p , t, c , k

2. 1:4:4:4 f , r, th , k h f, h , t, X f, h , t, k f , h , t, k h

3. 2:2:2:2 n , th , h , k n , th , k , h n , th , k , h n , th , k , h

4. 3 :3 :3 :3 m , k , k h , h m , ch , k , X, h m , s , k , k h , h m , s , k , k h , h

5. 3:5:5:3 p h , th , k h , r p , t, X, h p , t, k , h p , t, k , h

6. 4:6:6:5 m , r, 1, s ,  j m , h , s , j i m , h , 1, s , j i m , h , 1, s , j i

7. 5:1:1:1 p h , s , m , n p h , s , m , n f, s , m , n f , s , m , n

Table 5.5; Stage 4: Identifying tone-onset correspondences

First, look to see if any tonal correspondence set matches with an obvious natural 

class of segments, or very nearly matches. In our dataset, correspondence 1:1:1:1 should 

immediately jump out, with the only onsets attested being voiceless unaspirated stops: 

/p, t, c, k/. Next, look for onset clusters that minimally differ from a natural class. In 

correspondence 4:6:6:5, we have the voiced sonorants, /m, r, 1, j, ji/, and then two voiceless 

fricatives /s, h/. Note that all are continuants as well. This could tip us off to voicing 

as a conditioning environment, where a merger affected only voiced obstruents in that 

environment. In fact, this is precisely what happened, but the point is that we generated 

this hypothesis from a very small dataset. The tonal evidence enriches and clarifies the 

potential historical analysis.

It is here where we hit the limits of the usefulness of our toy dataset. But a further 

suggestion would be to look for any onset clusters that are a proper subset of one another, 

or where this is is the case for some languages but not others. Depending on the quantity 

and complexity of data, it may also be helpful to subdivide each tonal correspondence set 

into its component segmental correspondence sets. For instance, consider the additional 

data on tone-onset correspondence in Table 5.6.
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Tones Onsets

1. 1:1: :1 p:p:p:p

2. 1:1: :1 t:t:t:t

3. 1:1: :1 c:c:c:c

4. 1:1: :1 k:k:k:k

5. 5:1: :1 th:th:th:th

6. 5:1: :1 kh:kh:kh:kh

7. 5:1: :1 g:h:h:h

8. 5:1: :1 h:h:h:h

Table 5.6: Stage 5: Detailed tone-onset correspondences

When laid out like this, the picture immediately becomes clearer. For tone corre

spondence set 1:1:1:1 we have total correspondence among voiceless unaspirated stops, as 

mentioned above. For 5:1:1:1, we have total correspondence for voiceless aspirated stops, 

as well as h:h:h:h. We might infer from this a split based on aspiration. The exception 

in Table 5.6 above is g:h:h:h. This hints at the solution: a voiceless nasal *g, intermedi

ate between /g/ and /h/, which became /g/ in language W, but merged with /h/ in X, Y, 

and Z. Once again, I suggest this because we know from other analyses that this is what 

actually happened. But once again the point is to demonstrate how we can come to these 

conclusions from the first principles of the Comparative Method, which is then clarified 

and extended by the tonal evidence.

5.7 Applying the method: late stage

In this section we now jump ahead to a scenario where historical tone categories have 

been established that tie tones back to segmental origins. As discussed in §5.4 above, 

this is the case for several language families and subgroups in East and Southeast Asia.
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This is where Tai tone diachrony has stood for nearly half a century. The key obstacle 

to overcome at this stage is differentiating between tone changes that are valid for e.g. 

subgrouping, and those that are not.

5.7.1 Evaluating tone changes

At this point of the method, tonal correspondences are well developed, some set of proto

tone categories have been inferred, and a set of tone changes—splits and mergers—have 

been observed between related lects. While the previous section was intended for those 

who want to apply the method from scratch in a set of related languages, this section is 

very much intended for cases like the Tai languages, where knowledge of the historical 

tone categories is relatively advanced.

A key use of the conventional CM is for reconstructing proto-environments, in order 

to posit sound changes. These sound changes are then examined to determine which ones 

constitute shared innovations from a common ancestor, and are characteristic of some 

group of more closely related languages, thus forming a subgroup. In the segmental CM, 

this is where we bring all of the received wisdom to bear, on the phonetic plausibility, 

articulatory ease, or typological likelihood of some sound change over some other one.

This is not yet directly possible for tone changes, i.e. tone splits and mergers. There 

are a number of reasons why the same kind of tone change may appear in multiple lects. 

Shared innovations must be distinguished from shared retention, and parallel innovation. 

In past cases where tone has been used to argue for a particular subgrouping in Tai (e.g. 

Chamberlain 1972b, 1975), this issue has not received any consideration at all, because 

there was no way to evaluate tone split or merger.

In §4.5,1 demonstrated that tonal splits and mergers contain phylogenetic signal. I also 

identified a set of tonal traits that allows us to evaluate whether particular tone changes 

are likely to be innovations, and thus phylogenetically informative, or retentions, and 

thus phylogenetically uninformative. Consider the tree of the Southwestern Tai subgroup
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proposed by Chamberlain (1975) in Figure 5.1.

PSWT
------------— 1- 23-4)

*A 1-23-4 r-*ABCD 123-4 *BCD 123-4"^ ^^B C D  1-23-4
B^L B=DL Bĵ DL

Tse Fang Black Tai | 1
Tai Mao Red Tai Siamese Lao
Muang Ka White Tai Phu Tai Southern Thai

Lue Neua
Shan Phuan
Yuan e t c .
Ahom
e tc .

Figure 5.1 : Subgrouping of the Southwestern Tai branch proposed in Chamberlain (1975).

The primary division of the tree is into the so-called P and PH groups, based on 

whether the voiced stop series in Proto-Southwestem Tai became voiceless aspirated or 

voiceless unaspirated. But within each of those branches, the remaining characteristic 

sound changes are entirely tonal. At this stage, we want to set aside the question of the D 

tones, but this leaves us with a few tone changes to consider. Consider one such tone split: 

*ABCD 123-4, claimed as characteristic for the subgroup within the P group that includes 

Black Tai, Red Tai, White Tai, Lue, etc. The way to read Chamberlain’s notation is that 

if the first three rows of each tone all share a surface tone, and only the fourth row differs, 

then languages that have this tone box configuration form a coherent subgroup.

But now consider what I described in §4.5 as the most recent common ancestor (MRCA) 

tone box, or the tone system that all Tai languages descended from at some point in time, 

given in 5.2.

The tonal split that Chamberlain has proposed as characterizing this subgroup is in fact 

exactly what we see in the MRCA. In other words, he has proposed subgrouping based on 

a tonal trait that can now be stated with a high degree of certainty to be a shared retention 

from a common ancestor proto-language. Exactly the same is true for the *BCD 123-4 

within the PH group (the A column differs in this case). Since a 123-4 split is a feature 

of the MRCA tone box of all languages in the family, this is not a coherent subgrouping
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A B c
p̂h Al B1 C2

"p A2 B2 C2

*?b A3 B3 C3

*b A4 B4 C4

Figure 5.2: The 6-tone MRCA of all Tai language tone systems with Gedney cell labels, 

criterion.

In §4.5 I also presented a table of several traits that are the most historically informa

tive, and in which direction (split or merger). This is reproduced in Table 5.7.

Trait Type

C1!=C23 
A1!=A23 
A23 = A4 
C123 = B4 
C23 = C4 
B123 = B4 
A1=B123 
B123=C1

split
split

merger
merger
merger
merger
merger
merger

Table 5.7: Maximally informative tonal traits, and the type of tone change event that each 
represents.

These are some of the traits that we should be looking for. And indeed, in Chamberlain 

we see something similar to the trait Al! = A23 in his subgroup of Tse Fang, Tai Mao, and 

Muang Ka: the trait *Al-23-4 in the P group. We actually know that the split between 3 

and 4 is not informative, but if we charitably interpret it as *Al-23 instead, then this is in 

fact one of the traits on our table: Al ! = 23. So in theory this may be a useful subgrouping 

criterion.

Ultimately, we will need more than just the top several traits to assist us in making
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subgrouping decisions and deciding what categories to reconstruct for internal nodes of 

the tree. But this kind of reasoned argumentation, making reference to the statistical signal 

of a given trait overall, and comparing against an MRCA tone system, help to move us 

down the path toward complete tone system reconstruction.

5.8 Limitations of the Tonal Comparative Method

One potential criticism of the TCM is that the situation with the regularity of tone in Tai 

(and the larger Kra-Dai) is unique, and so the method is not generalizable beyond the 

family. Just as with the traditional segmental approach, the Tonal Comparative Method is 

subject to limitations. The extent of those must be left to future study. The present aim is 

make the case for why we should expect the method to generalize, even if it does not do 

so universally.

Even if we stipulate that the method is generally valid, it may still not be the case that 

the method is useful for every tonal language clade. Weiss (2014: 137-139) discusses some 

of the limitations to the traditional Comparative Method: complete loss, time depth, and 

convergence. The TCM certainly has similar weaknesses. For instance, the complete loss 

of evidence for some phoneme, such as through total merger, is not directly recoverable 

by the CM. The way around this is by uncovering indirect evidence for a former contrast 

by looking in related languages. Weiss uses the example of an a a correspondence in 

Gothic and Sanskrit. It is only by expanding the comparison set to include Greek that 

we would know that two phonemes once existed in those data: *a and *o, and that they 

merged independently of one another.

Tone presents similar challenges. The gradual increase in complexity over time of 

the tone boxes used to study Tai tone diachrony (see §3.3) is an example of this same 

limitation at work. The Gedney box (Gedney 1972), with its 20 cells, stood for decades 

as the state of the art, and for the most part remains so. Each of the 20 cells represents a
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subset of the native lexicon, sharing a conditioning environment wherein some (usually) 

neutralized segmental contrast yielded to a new tonal contrast. And yet Gedney was under 

no illusion that he had learned all there was to know. He correctly predicted the discovery 

of additional conditioning environments (Gedney 1967), recently documented by Hanbo 

(2016).
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Chapter 6

Illustrating the Tonal Comparative 
Method: Tai Khamti

6.1 Introduction

This chapter presents a case study of the application of the Tonal Comparative Method 

using data from multiple dialects of Tai Khamti. In this chapter I: (1) demonstrate the 

reconstruction of tone categories of Proto-Tai Khamti, the common ancestor of tonally 

divergent Tai Khamti dialects, using the Tonal Comparative Method; and (2) survey pre

vious work on Southwestern Tai subgrouping, combining new field data with data from the 

literature to reexamine the place of Tai Khamti within Southwestern Tai, and demonstrate 

how tonal evidence corroborates segmental evidence and assist in resolving competing 

sub grouping hypotheses proposed with traditional methods.

Tai Khamti (hereafter TK), also known as Khamti or Khamti Shan, is a member of the 

Southwestern Tai (SWT) subgroup within the Tai branch of the Kra-Dai family, one of the 

five major language families of Southeast Asia. The term Khamti and its variations have 

been widely used to refer to language varieties in both India and Myanmar, and scholarship 

has largely treated them as the same, despite little comparative work between the two, and 

indeed, almost no data on TK from Myanmar in the literature at all. While TK of India is
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still far from well described, it has received the bulk of the attention to date (e.g. Robinson 

1849; Needham 1894; Grierson 1904; Harris 1976; Weidert 1977). This basic need for 

documentation of TK in Myanmar, as an underdocumented and endangered language, 

provided the motivation for a pilot field research trip to Khamti Township, Myanmar, in 

summer 2014, followed by annual fieldwork trips from 2015 to 2018.

Chindwin TK shows just four lexical tonemes, as opposed to the five previously de

scribed for TK spoken in Arunachal Pradesh by Harris (1976), and analysis following the 

Gedney (1972) tone box method (see 3.3) shows a very different history of tone splits and 

mergers. Another doculect from India, this time a historical one, was documented in a 

language sketch by Robinson (1849), one of the earliest examples of Tai lexical documen

tation that explicitly notes the tone for each word in a wordlist. From that lexicon Morey 

(2005b) reconstructed the tone system of this variety, showing a tone system in some 

ways more similar to modem Chindwin TK than modem Indian TK, despite itself being a 

description of the language as spoken in India in the 19th century. Previous subgroupings 

that take TK into account have been based solely on Indian data.

Southwestem Tai is a branch that consists of some 32 languages, and the intemal 

stmcture of the branch remains unsettled. Typically this is attributed to the difficulty of 

low-level subgrouping for languages that are so geographically close (leading to sustained 

language contact), have such a high cognacy rate (making lexicostatistics difficult), and 

are relatively phonologically homogeneous (limiting the traction of the conventional Com

parative Method). Expert subgroupings for the larger Tai family have sometimes avoided 

proposing any intemal stmcture within SWT at all, and subgroupings that do exist for 

SWT usually only consist of one or two major divisions (see §6.3).

The position of Tai Khamti [kht] within SWT has been a point of frequent disagree

ment. In the literature to date, TK has largely been treated as a monolithic language. This 

is problematic because the majority of work on TK has been from data gathered in India 

(e.g. Harris 1976; Weidert 1977), despite the scholarly consensus that TK speakers in India
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migrated centuries earlier from northern Myanmar (Inglis 2004; 26), which is consistent 

with local tradition. As a result, most classification work that takes TK into account has 

been made based on descriptions of Indian TK, while little data from Myanmar has been 

available in the literature. I conducted language documentation work over the course of 

five years, 2014-2019, in Khamti District, Myanmar, and refer to this doculect hereafter as 

Chindwin Tai Khamti (abbreviated Chindwin TK) to distinguish it from the language of 

the more populous Tai Khamti speaker community spoken in and around Putao in Kachin 

State, the area traditionally held to be the migratory source of both other dialects.

The Tonal Comparative Method (see Chapter 5) allows us to reconstruct a Proto-TK 

tonal system and identify its closest relatives in SWT with greater confidence. This case 

study demonstrates the utility and reliability of the Tonal Comparative Method for use 

in language classification, while also serving as a critique of the lack of rigor that has 

sometimes befallen the use of tonal evidence in past work in Tai historical linguistics.

In the remainder of this chapter, §6.2 discusses data sources; in §6.3, I review past 

proposals on subgrouping within the SWT branch. §6.4 presents the tone systems of 

Chindwin TK and modem and historical Indian TK, and I resolve discrepancies between 

them to reconstmct the tone system of their nearest common ancestor, Proto-Tai Khamti. 

In §6.5, I discuss the nature of sound change in tone systems and why we see only tone 

mergers posited between the Proto-TK stage and its daughters; §6.6 compares tonal evi

dence for subgrouping against segmental evidence, showing that the two are in concord; 

§6.7 discusses the implications this paper has for subgrouping in SWT, finding some sup

port for the SWT “northem tier” of Edmondson and Solnit (1997) and Edmondson (2008). 

§6.8 concludes the chapter.
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6.2 Data

6.2.1 Elicited data

For wordlist elicitation in my fieldwork, the Southeast Asia 436 Word List prepared by 

SIL (2002), was used as the primary wordlist for elicitation. This list is subdivided by 

semantic domain, covering such areas as nature, plants, food, animals, body parts, kinship 

terms, home, numbers, dimensions, question words, basic verbs, and basic adjectives. The 

list includes glosses in English, Central Thai (i.e. Siamese), Northem Thai, and Burmese. 

Despite a few errors discovered on the wordlist itself, access to a wordlist with Burmese 

glosses proved extremely helpful, as all TK speakers who acted as consultants also spoke 

Burmese natively, and were literate in Burmese. Over the course of elicitation and through 

the process of textual analysis with consultants, many hundreds more words were recorded 

beyond those contained in the SIL wordlist. Text elicitation took several forms, including 

narrations of the Pear Story video, a number of ‘ffiog story” wordless picture books by 

Mercer Mayer, traditional work chants, songs, rhymes, and proverbs, and numerous tradi

tional folk stories. Audio recordings of these materials, many with transcriptions, glosses, 

and translations, are permanently archived in PARADISEC Dockum (2014-2018).

6.2.2 Compiled data

The main sources of data used in this chapter are: (1) Hudak (2008), a comparative set of 

1159 cognate sets from 19 Tai languages, of which 8 are SWT, compiled fi-om Gedney's 

original field data; (2) Jonsson (1991), a reconstmction of Proto-SWT, which compares 

several hundred words fi-om 10 SWT languages, including TK (data from Harris 1976); 

(3) Inglis (2004), a lexicostatistical comparison of 120 words from 6 varieties of “Khamti 

Shan”; (4) Yaowen & Meizhen (2001), a Chinese government survey consisting of 1757 

words in 9 SWT languages spoken in southem Yunnan Province, China; (5) Cuirong
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(2009), another Chinese minority language survey containing 1034 items for 2 SWT lan

guages, and (6) Morey (2005a), with data drawn from grammars and texts for several 

SWT languages of Northeast India. Across all of these datasets, around 30 distinct SWT 

doculects are represented.

6.3 Southwestem Tai as a subgroup

It was on primarily lexical evidence that Li (1959) first proposed Southwestem Tai (SWT) 

as one of three branches of Tai, along with Northem Tai (NT) and Central Tai (CT). These 

labels are roughly geographic, corresponding to lower mainland Southeast Asia (SWT), 

upper mainland Southeast Asia (CT), and southem China (NT), but not without significant 

geographical overlap. This tripartite division was reinforced by Li’s (1960) subsequent 

phonological analysis and his ultimate large-scale reconstmction work (Li 1977). The 

SWT-CT-NT division remained the conventional formulation for half a century, and is 

often still cited. See Figure 6.1 for Li’s original classification.

Tai

I, Sotîthw t̂«arû

II, Central

HL Northern

r ” Siamese
r  LLaoI Tai Noirr LÜ r \TmB\mcam 

Shan
L  A ho m #

Tay (Wane) 
_ T b o
I Nnng 
L. Ltmg-chow 

Tien-pao

Wn-œm#

Ling-yutt
Hsi-llû
Ticn-ohow
Po*ai

Figure 6.1: Tai subgrouping from Li (1960).
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The most common alternate view (Chamberlain 1975) proposes the same three groups, 

but favors a binary division of Proto-Tai into Proto-NT on the one side and the common 

ancestor of both Proto-CT and Proto-SWT, sometimes referred to as Proto-SCT, on the 

other. This view has never been firmly established, however.

The most significant challenge to Li’s conventional classification, and the current state 

of the art in Tai subgrouping, is Pittayapom (2009), who conducted extensive additional 

fieldwork in Vietnam and China, resulting in a new phonological reconstruction of Proto- 

Tai based on the segmental Comparative Method. The result is very different phoneme 

inventories of Proto-Tai, and a drastically different tree. Pittayapom found that SWT was 

the only valid subgroup of three proposed by Li (Pittayapom 2009: 7), though he places it 

much lower tree. SWT corresponds to Pittayapom’s Group Q, which is a subgroup within 

his Group A. See Figure 6.2 for Pittayapom’s tree.

Proto-Tai

G

K

\  Nmgmmg 
F

Lungcîiow 
H Leiping 

^ Limgmmg 
L Daxin 
Debao

O P
BaoYea G IS

R Cao W Nuag
Sapa Wemna Y. Nimg

Q
Slian 
Siamese 
Black Tai 
Lue
Oth^ SWT dialects

C
Chougzuo
Shangsi I J

Qinzhou
M 

Wumiug 
Yongnan 
Long an 
Fusui

N
Saek 
Po-ai 
Yay 
Lisgyue 
Rong’an 
Qiubei 
Bouyei 

Other NT dialects

Figure 6.2: Tai subgrouping from Pittayapom (2009).
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6.3.1 Internal structure of Southwestem Tai

Previous studies of the intemal stmcture of the SWT subgroup, and of Tai dialectology 

more generally, have relied on three types of evidence: (i) lexical evidence, looking at 

the distribution of words within members of the subgroup to identify characteristic lex

emes and define groups therefrom, (ii) tonal evidence, using pattems of shared splits and 

mergers to group languages together, or (iii) segmental evidence, using the traditional 

Comparative Method to observe pattems of shared sound changes between languages. 

This section examines past proposals regarding the intemal stmcture of SWT in terms of 

these three types of evidence. Only those proposals that have specific implications for TK 

are considered, as some proposals (e.g. Haas 1957; Brown 1965) have not dealt with TK 

at all, presumably due to a lack of available data.

The problem of doculect names

Inconsistency in naming can make it difficult to assess and verify past claims. On the larger 

level, terms like “Shan” and “Tai” are used generically, which can obscure significant 

variation. Further down the tree, the use of lect names is at best confusing, and the 

endonym for any given Tai language is frequently just “Tai.” The names in the literature 

often give a false impression of specificity, making it impossible to positively identify two 

varieties as the same based on the name cited in the literature alone. Color-based names 

like Black Tai, White Tai, and Red Tai are derived from the color of traditional native 

dress, which we should not expect to be a good predictor of genetic language affiliation. 

In my fieldwork in Khamti Township, Myanmar, a neighboring group referred to both 

their own language and the local TK variety as ‘Red Tai,’ despite important classificatory 

differences between the two, and no connection with doculects in Vietnam described with 

the same name by Gedney. Another point of confusion is Tai Nuea, also frequently spelled 

Tai Niia or Tai Nuia, which simply means “Northem Tai.” It is usually an exonym, and
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its application thus dependent on relative geography. What others call Dehong or Chinese 

Shan is also often identified as Tai Nuea, further confusing the picture. There is no simple 

solution for this problem, and often lacking the original data used by authors, we can only 

interpret their proposals as best as we can with whatever evidence is provided.

Chamberlain (1972, 1975)

Chamberlain 1975 is a revision of his earlier proposal, Chamberlain 1972a. In both papers 

he proposes two top-level branches of SWT, dubbed the P group and the PH group. These 

names derive from a characteristic sound change from the Proto-SWT voiced initials (*b, 

*d, *g), i.e. whether they simply devoiced (P group), or devoiced and became aspirated 

(PH group).

Though not mentioned explicitly, TK fits into Chamberlain’s P group. Within the 

P group, Chamberlain originally proposed that all P languages exhibited a 123-4 split 

in all four of its proto-tones, and that this was characteristic of the P group. In 1975, 

Chamberlain revised his assessment of the P group, proposing instead a two-way split 

based on the A tone: A1-23-4 vs. A123-4. This revision was based on additional data 

from doculects he called Nuea, Tai Mao, and Tse Fang. Chamberlain identifies Tse Fang 

as “probably what has been referred to as Chinese Shan” (1975: 50). Chamberlain’s 1975 

tree is reproduced in Figure 6.3.

PSWT
P----------   “““----- — 1-23-4)

wBCD 1-23-'*A 1-23-4 . *ABCD 123-4 *BCD 123-4 **BCD 1-23-4f B ^ L  B=DL B^DL
Tse Fang B lack T a i | |
T a i Mao Red T a i Siam ese Lao
Muang Ka W hite T ai Phu T ai S o u th em  Thai

Lue Neua
Shan Phuan
Yuan e t c .
Ahom
e t c .

Figure 6.3: Southwestem Tai subgrouping from Chamberlain (1975).
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Although he labels the newly defined split A1-23-4, Chamberlain is grouping A1-23-4 

and A1-234 together, which other scholars have written as Al-23(4), as it is the Al split 

that is considered diagnostic. Since then many additional doculects also confirm this tone 

split as characteristic of one subgroup within SWT. Others of Chamberlain’s proposed 

tonal diagnostics do not hold up to scrutiny, as

Hartmann (1980)

The alignment proposed by Hartmann (1980) is a three-way subdivision based primarily 

on shared tonal splits: Upper SWT, Middle SWT, and Lower SWT. Upper SWT covers 

a geographic swath from the uppermost part of Myanmar east into southwestem China; 

Middle SWT corresponds roughly with Shan State, Myanmar and northem Thailand; and 

Lower SWT encompasses Laos and the rest of Thailand. Though Hartmann believes the 

evidence is less clear for the unity of Lower SWT, with respect to Upper and Middle 

SWT he states: “There seems to be little doubt about the unity of these two subgroups 

if examined from the standpoint of tonal splits.” Notably, Hartmann’s proposal does not 

account for Tai varieties of Northeast India, presumably as he did not have data for them. 

The varieties Hartmann identifies as representative of each subdivision are presented in 

Table 6.1.
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Upper SWT Middle SWT Lower SWT

Shan 

Tai Nuea
Luang Prabang

Lue (Chiang Rung) Shan (Kengtung)
Sam Neua

Lue (Chiang Tung) Khuen (Kengtung)
Vientiane

White Tai Lue (Muong Yong)
Savannakhet

Red Tai Chiang Rai
Loci

Black Tai Chiang Mai
Roi-Et

Westem Nung Nan
Ubon

Nung Phrae
Khorat

Lung Chow Phayao
Bangkok

Ning Ming Tak
Chumphon

Wuming 

Puyi South 

Chuang

Uttaradit
Nakhon Si Thammarat

Table 6.1: Divisions within SWT languages according to Hartmann (1980). 

Jonsson (1991)

Jonsson (1991) explicitly rejects lexically based subgrouping as unsound, and proposes a 

two-way SWT division based on shared phonological innovations:

First: Thai, Lao, Red Tai, Burmese Shan, Khamti, Lue, Tai Nuea, Ahom, 

Southem Thai

Second: Black Tai, White Tai, Chinese Shan (Tai Mao)

Robinson (1994)

Robinson III (1994) claims five shared innovations—three tonal and two segmental—to
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argue for Tai Nuea and TK in a separate branch apart from the rest of SWT:

Branch 1: Tai Nuea, Khamti

Branch 2: Burman Shan, other Southwest Tai

A similar claim is made in Luo (2001), discussed in 6.3.1, but with different evidence. 

Edmondson and Solnit (1997)

Edmondson and Solnit (1997) review past work on tones in Shan and present evidence 

from tone shapes and tone splits for a three-way division in the Shan languages, which 

they take to include the languages of upper Myanmar and adjacent southem China, but 

excluding TK and the Tai languages of northeast India. In subsequent work, Edmondson 

(2008) presents a survey of segmental data and some tone data from dozens of additional 

locations throughout China and Myanmar in support of this three-way division, but terming 

them TK, Northem Shan, and Southem Shan.

KuUavanijaya and L-Thongkum (1998)

Kullavanijaya & L-Thongkum (1998) gathered SWT data from 42 locations in Thailand, 

Laos Vietnam and China, supplemented with Phake and Khamti data from India. They 

use shared tonal splits and mergers to posit a six-way division in a northem tier of South

westem Tai (apparently synonymous with Chamberlain’s P group):
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ISKSTAfT - 
(*b > p)

Tai Phake 
Tai Khuen 
Tai Yuan 
Tai Khamti 
Tai Nuea 
Tai Heu 
Tai Luang 
Tai Payi 
Tai Tsang 
TaiYa 
Tai TTsimg; 
Tai Eulai 
Tai Daeng 
Tai Phoetig 
Tai Moei 
Tai Dam 
Tai Don 
Tai Lue

Figure 6.4; Proposed Northem SWT tier from Kullavanijaya & L-Thongkum (1998).

Their method does not capture intermediate levels relatedness for the top six divisions, 

for instance putting Tai Phake as its own divergent branch of NSWT based on having 

Al-234, B123-4, and C l23-4 splits, while the branch that contains TK and Tai Nuea has 

A1-23-4, B123-4, and C l23-4, differing only in the behavior of the A4 category and an 

additional A23-B4 merger seen in the TK cluster. This may be a naïve interpretation of 

surface tonal evidence, not distinguishing likely retentions from parallel but independent 

tonal innovations in different members of the group.

Below the six main branches that they use a mix of tonal and segmental differences 

to make further divisions. However, because they take tone as the primary evidence for 

subgrouping, segmental sound correspondences are irregular and perhaps unlikely. For 

instance, in Tai Payi, recorded in Yunnan, forms cited by Kullavanijaya & L-Thongkum 

indicate that *?d > d has occurred, and yet on the tonal evidence it is grouped as most 

closely related to Tai Tsang, Tai Ya, and Tai Tsung, which all exhibit a *?d > 1 sound
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change (1998: 283).

Luo (2001)

Rather than a northem division with SWT, Luo (2001) presents phonological and lexical 

evidence for a fourth top-tier division of Proto-Tai, which he terms Northwestem Tai 

(NWT), consisting of languages generally held to be part of the SWT stock. The primary 

piece of phonological evidence Luo presents is an /x/ /s/ altemation in words that have 

been reconstmcted to Proto-Tai *xr-. Luo believes this is a remnant of a historical sound 

change that differentiates Dehong from Southwestem Tai languages. On lexical evidence, 

Luo identifies Dehong cognates of several words fi-om the other Tai branches that Li (1977) 

claimed did not exist in SWT languages. These Dehong reflexes such as /tau/ ‘shuttle of 

a loom’, or /sam/ ‘dirty’. Luo thus believes that Dehong supplies a lexical “missing link” 

between the non-SWT branches, leading to his proposal of a new branch.

The only language Luo firmly claims in his NWT proposal is Dehong, but he states 

that his proposed new branch “may include Northem Shan varieties such as Khamti, and 

perhaps Southem Shan varieties in Myanmar as well” (2001: 186). This is similar to the 

proposal of Robinson III (1994), who posited a relationship between TK and Tai Nuea 

separate from the rest of SWT based on five shared innovations, one shared tone split, two 

shared tone mergers, and two segmental mergers.

6.4 Tai Khamti tones

Early documentation work on TK, Needham (1894) and Grierson (1904), did not mark 

lexical tone at all, though they did include descriptions of the tones. This may have been 

influenced by the fact that tone was not marked in the Shan script in that time period. 

Regardless, we can gain no information for this category fi-om those sources.

However, an earlier record of TK does record tone. This account was published by
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Robinson (1849) using data from an American missionary, Nathan Brown. Comprising 

approximately 200 words gathered in Assam, Robinson is the first of three major sources 

on TK tone that this paper employs. The second data source on TK tone comes from Harris 

(1976). It is a wordlist of approximately 800 words from a village in Lohit District, of 

what is now Arunachal Pradesh Province in Northeast India. Finally, the third key source 

of TK tone data is from my own fieldwork in Khamti Township, Myanmar.

6.4.1 Tones of 19th century Indian TK

Robinson (1849: 312) describes three tones in TK as follows:

“Thus ma, for instance (with the rising tone) signifies a dog; ma (the Italic 

m denoting the falling tone) signifies to come; while the same syllable, with 

an abrupt termination, or a sudden cessation of the voice at the end of it, ma, 

denotes a horse.”

Morey (2005b) also notes a fourth tone used in the wordlist but not described by 

Robinson. Morey’s reconstruction of the 1849 TK tonal system is presented in Figure 6.5.

A B C DS DL

1 Rising

2 Falling
4 Level

3 Glottal 1

?? falling, 
glottalized 2

Figure 6.5: Historical tone categories of 1849 Indian TK (Morey 2005b: 191).

Some uncertainties remain in this reconstruction, as some of the 20 slots in the Gedney 

box had no corresponding vocabulary, and 13 of the 20 boxes had fewer than 10 tokens in 

the wordlist. Paucity of the data notwithstanding, Morey has gone to considerable lengths 

to identify a useful historical signal amidst the noise. He notes considerable typographic
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Sonorant-final syllables

to n e  1 mid f a l l i n g

to n e  2 low f a l l i n g  w ith  g l o t t a l  c o n s t r i c t io n

to n e  3 p \  h igh  f a l l in g

to n e  4 P '  h igh  le v e l

to n e  5 | - /  mid r i s in g  w ith  g l o t t a l  c o n s t r ic t io n

Obstruent-final syllables
to n e  1 p  mid le v e l

to n e  4 p  h igh  le v e l

Figure 6.6: Chart of Tai Khamti tones from Harris (1976).

inconsistency due to the error-prone combination of italicization and subscript dots (Morey 

2005b: 189). In this reconstruction, the A column is the most reliably reconstructed, as 

it was best represented in the wordlist. This is par for the family, where the number of 

native A tone words tends to be slightly more than the number of B and C tone words 

combined.

6.4.2 Tones of modem Indian TK

Harris (1976) presents the tonal system of TK in Arunachal Pradesh as five lexical tones on 

sonorant-final syllables, and two allotones on obstruent-final syllables. This is reproduced 

in Figure 6.6:

When analyzed according to the (Gedney 1972) tone box, we can construct a chart of 

the historical tone categories, and thus the historical splits and mergers, for Indian TK, as 

presented in Table 6.7.
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Rising

Low

LowLowLow

Figure 6.7: Historical tone categories of Indian TK.

Splits and mergers that have been taken as characteristic of TK in previous work in

clude (i) the A 1-23-4 tone split, (ii) the Al — B123 tonal merger, (iii) an A23 = B4 merger, 

and (iv) B = DL.

6.4.3 Tones of Chindwin TK

Unlike Indian TK, Chindwin TK has only four tonal contrasts on open and sonorant-final 

syllables, and two allotones on obstruent-final syllables. The tones of consultant SAM, a 

38-year-old male, and LSAT, a 75-year-old male, both natives of Khamti Township, are 

presented in Figure 6.8.

Both speakers exhibited four distinct tonemes, with speaker intuitions of tone cate

gories confirmed instrumentally in Praat. The most significant difference in their tone 

systems is in the realization of the rising tone. SAM, the younger speaker, exhibited a 

clear rise, equivalent to a 35 on the Chao (1930) tone scale, while the rising tone of LSAT 

was closer to 45 or even very nearly a 55 high level. Despite their different surface forms, 

both tones have the exact same lexical coverage, and are thus allotones of the same tonal 

category.

The tones presented in Figure 6.8 are averages of a minimum of 30 tokens of the 

citation form of each tone, pronounced on an open syllable. Recordings were segmented 

using Praat (Boersma 2019), followed by demarcating the rimes of each syllable through 

analysis of the waveform and spectrogram. A Praat script was used to measure FO values
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s
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Figure 6.8: Average tones of consultants SAM, age 38, and LSAT, age 75.

at six intervals throughout each syllable DiCanio (2007), and visualized with R. The labels 

Tone 1, Tone 2, Tone 4, Tone 6 seen in Figure 6.8 are a simple numbering system used 

for convenience. They are not sequential because they are named based on the tone marks 

used in Chindwin TK orthography. Unlike other varieties of TK, the speaker community 

of Chindwin TK adopted a modified version of Shan script, and since it has fewer tones 

they use only a subset of the tone marks, hence the non-sequential tone numberling.

Examining the lexical coverage of each tone according to the Gedney system, Chind

win TK historical tone categories are as seen in Table 6.9

A B C DS DL

Rising t
:. " 'T - f

X T - / . ' y

; Falling
Low

■

High w

Low Low Low

Figure 6.9: Historical tone categories of Chindwin TK.
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6.4.4 Comparing tonal systems of Indian TK and Chindwin TK

In this section I examine the differences in tonal development between the modem tone 

systems of modem Chindwin TK and Indian TK, and 19th century Indian TK. Since tone 

splits have been used as diagnostic in determining genetic subgrouping, and past analyses 

involving TK have been based solely on Indian tonal data, it is important to establish 

which splits and mergers are retained from their common ancestor, and which are more 

recent innovations.

As discussed in depth in Chapter 5, it is important to keep in mind that what we are 

comparing here is not the phonetic tones, but rather the pattem of splits and mergers, i.e. 

how the historical tone categories conditioned by loss of segmental onset contrasts became 

the tonal systems as documented. The phonetic plausibility of a particular split may serve 

as additional corroborating evidence, but are not stable or reliable enough to form the core 

of the analysis. The splits are regular and systematic within the conditioning environment, 

but the phonetic realization of the same historical category can vary widely across even 

closely related languages.

Similarity and difference

While the phonetic realization is not identical, the tonal categories corresponding to the B 

and D proto-tones are identical between Indian TK and Chindwin TK. The B123 and the 

DI23 categories are all a high or mid-high level tone, while the B4 and D4 categories are 

a mid-to-low falling tone.

The real value in comparing Indian TK and Chindwin TK comes in resolving the 

discrepancies in their tonal systems and considering what conditions were necessary in 

order for those discrepancies to arise. In this manner we can reconstruct the tonal system 

of their common ancestor, which we can term Proto-TK.
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A tones

The first significant discrepancy is in the A series. In modem Indian TK, there is a three- 

way split between A l, A23, and A4, while both 1849 Indian TK and Chindwin TK have 

two tones, representing Al and A234, as seen in Table 6.10.

V L friction 1

V L unaspirated 2

V L  glottal 3

Voiced 4

A A A

: Rising  ̂ j Rising :

|F aliir^ |
Low

" Failii^ 1

■ Falling ,
1 4

A ssam  Arunachal Pradesh Khamti Township
Robinson (1849) Harris (1976) D ockum  (2014)

Figure 6.10: Splits in A-series tones for Indian TK and Chindwin TK.

The three-way split in the A series in the Harris (and Weidert) data is one of the core 

features that previous subgrouping proposals have been based upon. The division seen in 

the 1849 Indian data and the modem Chindwin TK is unusual because, as discussed in 

§4.5, the split of A123 from A4 is characteristic of the Great Tone Split, and yet neither 

TK dialect has it. That split happened hundreds of years before TK varieties would have 

begun to diverge from each other, and in fact the conditioning enviromnent for it no longer 

exists, as the voiced stops from the proto-language merged with the voiceless unaspirated 

consonants across the board in TK. In the absence of a conditioning environment that 

could select for the correct lexical subset, there would be no way for A4 to have split off 

from Proto-TK. We can thus conclude that A23 must have merged with A4 in both 1849 

Indian TK and Chindwin TK subsequent to their divergence from Indian TK, though we 

cannot yet say whether it was likely a single tone change or two parallel ones. We can 

also reconstruct a three-way split in the A category in their nearest common ancestor.

The fact that the older Indian TK looks more like modem Chindwin TK in this respect 

also deserves some comment. We must not forget that this is a reconstruction by Morey
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based upon a short wordlist of typographically problematic evidence. As such, there are 

a few possible explanations: (1) The A234 merger is a retention, and the two varieties 

are more closely related to each other than either is to modem Indian TK; (2) Morey’s 

reconstmction is not correct, either due to an error of analysis or typographical error in 

the original document caused by the error-prone system of tone marking; (3) since A23 

and A4 would have both had falling contours, only from slightly different starting pitch 

heights, the person recording the wordlist could not distinguish the two tones; or (4) the 

mergers happened independently and coincidentally.

Of these possibilities, it is difficult to know which to favor. But since the A234 merger 

certainly cannot be reconstmcted back to Proto-TK, the correct reconstmction is an Al- 

23-4 tripartite division, as seen in modem Indian TK. Furthermore, the proto-tone for the 

Al category can likely be reconstmcted as a rising tone, as discussed in the next section.

B tones

The next discrepancies that must be resolved are those that arise in the historical B tone 

category. These are twofold: first, the equivalence between the Al tone and the B123 tone 

in modem Indian TK, which is not reflected in either of the other two varieties; second, the 

merger in the B category seen exclusively in Morey’s reconstmction of Robinson. These 

are as shown in Table 6.11.

A B

VL friction 

VL unaspirated 

VL glottal 

Voiced

Rising

Fdhng L-

A B

% Rising

Falling

Assam 
Robinson (1849)

Amnachal Pradesh Khamti Township 
Harris (1976) Dockum (2014)

Figure 6.11: AI = B1 merger seen only in modem Indian TK.

Using the logic of the Tonal Comparative Method, similar to that used in the previous
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section, the only possible analysis here is that there has been a merger in Indian TK, as the 

A-B category distinctions are original to Proto-Tai. There is no way such a split could have 

occurred in the older Indian or modem Bumiese data, as the environment that gave rise 

to the original tonogenesis in Proto-Tai would have disappeared many centuries earlier. 

Ruling out the high level tone as being retained from Proto-TK also tells us that the likely 

Al proto-tone was a rising tone. And a merger between a high level tone and a high rising 

tone is also phonetically very plausible, as they would share a pitch target.

As for the second problem in the B series, the BI234 merger in the older Indian TK, 

Morey notes that this merger is found nowhere else in Northeast India, and only attested 

in some Lao dialects (2005b: 192). While it is certainly not impossible that this merger 

had taken place in Assam at that time, it does not affect the larger analysis of what the 

common ancestor of these three varieties must have looked like. In this case it seems at 

least as likely that the data is simply too noisy and scarce on this point than that such the 

merger can be reliably claimed to have occurred.

C tones

The final area of discrepancy to consider is in the C series of the tone box. Both varieties 

of Indian TK exhibit a split between C123 and C4, and both are glottalized, as opposed to 

Chindwin TK, which has only a single low falling tone for the entire C category, as seen 

in Table 6.12.

C

V L friction 1

V L unaspirated 2

VL glottal 3

Voiced 4

Glottal

??faH ing, 
glottalized  

Assam  
R obinson (1849)

4-glottal

C

Arunachal Pradesh Khamti Township  
Harris (1976) Dockum  (2014)

Figure 6.12: Splits in C-series tones for Indian TK and Chindwin TK.
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This merged C tone in Chindwin TK does indeed exhibit frequent glottalization, espe

cially on open vowels, but it is has merged with unglottalized mid-low falling tone that is 

the modem Indian TK reflex of the historical B4 and D4 tones. Glottalization is expected, 

as it is glottal phonation that has been proposed by scholars such as Sagart (2004) and 

Pittayapom (2009) as the original phonation contrast that caused the genesis of the C tone 

series, prior to subsequent splits.

Since the C category has merged in Chindwin TK, so that now B4 = C1234 = D4, it 

might appear devoid of useful information for purposes of reconstmcting. I would propose 

that a difference in the salience of phonetic cues for the C category developed at some 

point after Chindwin TK and Indian TK were separated by migration. The glottalization 

likely became the most salient contrastive cue for this category in Chindwin TK, leading 

to a collapse of the pitch contrast into a single glottalized low falling tone. This tone then 

further merged with the unglottalized low falling tone, bringing the total tonal inventory 

down to just four lexical tones.

Meanwhile, Indian TK retains what is likely the original tonal categories, and quite 

possibly the same phonetic realization as well. Thus I would posit that in the C category, 

the Proto-TK tones were C l23, realized as a rising tone with glottal constriction, and C4, 

a mid-low falling glottalized tone.

6.4.5 Uniting the analysis

From the five-tone system of modem Indian TK, and the four-tone system of Chindwin TK, 

after considering each discrepancy between them we arrive at a completed reconstmction 

of the tonal system of their nearest common ancestor, which I have been referring to as 

Proto-Tai Khamti. Based upon the principles of the Tonal Comparative Method, it must 

have had a total of six lexical tones, as shown in Table 6.13.
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Mid/low
Falling

: Mid/low 
Falling

Figure 6.13: Reconstructed tonal system of Proto-TK.

This reconstruction of the Proto-TK tones has all of the same tonal categories as 

Morey’s reconstruction of what he terms Proto-Assam/Dehong/Northem Myanmar Tai, 

and which he dates to the 13th century (2005b: 196), prior to their geographic dispersal 

and linguistic divergence. This reconstruction does differ from Morey in that he does not 

reconstruct the B and D categories as being allotonic. He reconstructs the B123 tone as 

TeveP, and B4 as Tow level’, while D123 as ‘high’ and D4 as Tow’. The B = D merger 

could thus be a subsequent innovation that may be useful for subgiouping as well, but 

given how prevalent the B = D equivalency is throughout the Tai languages, it is a good 

candidate for being a relatively old retention and not an innovation. So the more likely 

conclusion is that it Morey’s reconstruction is incorrect on this point, unless evidence 

arises that a B = D merger is a frequent sound change.

6.5 Why only mergers sinee Proto-TK?

In going from Proto-TK to both modem TK doculects treated in this paper, I have re

constructed exclusively tone mergers. There have been no subsequent splits. This raises 

questions about the phonological plausibility of this trajectory of change, and its potential 

motivations, given the tendency in phonological change for the total number of segmental 

contrasts to remain roughly constant. Just as with unconditioned segmental mergers, tone 

mergers decrease the number of phonemic contrasts in the language, and thus increase
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homophony in the language.

However, we can account for the tonal mergers we see across the modem Tai languages 

if we view them not as creating new homophony, but rather as the culmination of the 

process of rephonologization (Hyman 1976) that started with initial tonogenesis.

For Proto-Tai (PT), Li (1977) reconstmcted 36 simple onsets and 31 clusters vs. Pit- 

tayapora’s 36 simple onsets and 27 clusters (2009a:70,139). On non-obstment final syl

lables, PT had the A, B, and C tones. Moving forward in time to Proto-Southwestem Tai 

(PSWT), Jonsson reconstmcted 37 simple onsets and 12 clusters in Proto-SWT (1991:52- 

53), versus Pittayapora’s 39 simple and 15 clusters (Pittayapora 2009b: 121). While there 

remains disagreement on the exact number of contrasts, the trajectory of the phonology 

is clear: there was a drastic decrease in the number of complex onsets between PT and 

PSWT. This coincides with the Great Tone Split, which would have doubled the number 

of tonal contrasts in the language. This collapse in onset distinctions represents a large 

scale rephonologization, a rebalancing of the system following the Great Tone Split and 

the loss of former cluster contrasts, but resulting in the total phonemic complexity found 

in the system remaining roughly constant.

With the number of theoretically possible tonal categories that would have existed after 

subsequent splits in the voiceless proto-initials, corresponding to rows 1, 2 and 3 of the 

Gedney box, then we would expect to see a drastically reduced number of onsets in the 

modem daughters of PSWT. And in fact this is exactly what we do see, both in TK and 

elsewhere: Chindwin TK and Indian TK both have 16 simple onsets.

Viewing the phonology of a tonal language as a system where the number of tonal 

contrasts and segmental contrasts are in balance one another, such variation may represent 

pressure for or against tonal mergers even among closely related languages. Thus the 

modem varieties may be viewed as continuing the process of rephonologization that began 

with tonogenesis. And under this view, more recent tonal mergers would not cause undue 

homophony at all, if they are maintaining the balance of the number of phonemic and
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tonemic contrasts.

6.6 Tonal and segmental evidence: conflict or concord?

Subgroupings based primarily or exclusively on tonal evidence, e.g. Chamberlain (1972a, 

1975) and Kullavanijaya & L-Thongkum (1998), have not received wide adoption, some 

combination of the skepticism against tonal evidence that exists in historical linguistics 

generally, and specific problems with their proposals. Tones change as a system, and thus 

the tonal categories are reconstructible, even if the phonetics of proto-tone systems remain 

obscure. Indeed, that may be the rule as we move forward with more tone box reconstruc

tions, not the exception. Nonetheless, in this section I consider one of the characteristic 

tonal splits found in TK and nearby languages, the A1-234, and compare its distribution 

within SWT to some other characteristic sound changes in SWT languages.

6.6.1 *?d > n, *?b > m, *f > ph

From the perspective of the segmental evidence, among the shared sound changes that we 

can use to compare varieties of TK, and determine their closest relatives, are *?d > n, 

*?b > m, and *f > ph. The distribution of modem reflexes of some of the languages 

examine for this study are given in Table 6.14.
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Figure 6.14: Modem reflexes of Proto-SWT *?d, *?b, and *f.

As the table shows, all doculects of TK pattem together, including Chindwin TK as 

I have described it, both major modem sources for Indian TK, and all four locations in 

northern Myanmar recorded in Inglis’ (2004) comparative wordlist. Furthermore, TK 

pattems most closely with the Tai languages of Northeast India, including Phake, Aiton, 

Khamyang, and Ahom. This would be an unremarkable finding if we still had data from 

only Indian TK to go on. However, given the disparate migrations that separated the 

TK-speaking groups from each no later than the 18th century (Gogoi 1971:21), the fact 

that they still pattem so close together segmentally only serves to highlights the need for 

a better understanding of TK tones before we base any subgrouping alignment on them. 

It also strengthens the case for the reconstmction of the Proto-TK tone system proposed 

above.

6.6.2 A tone splits

Divisions in the A category demonstrate the viability of tonal evidence for historical sub

grouping arguments. Since TK itself shows variation between A1-23-4 and Al-234, we 

must treat these two together, since it was explained in section above that A234 must be a 

recent merger, anyway, as the A123-4 split was one of the results of the Great Tone Split.
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Thus any SWT subgrouping argument that uses Al-23-4 vs. Al-234 as evidence for any

thing other than a recent divergence must be incorrect. Using the same set of languages 

as in the previous table, the distribution of an Al-A23(4) split is given in Table 6.15.
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Figure 6.15: Distribution of Al-23(4) tone split in SWT languages (1 = present, 0 — 
absent).

Some language names have been reordered to groups like values together, but the 

original coloring that marked segmental clustering from the previous table is retained to 

enable easier comparison. Table 6.15 shows that there is indeed a very clear cluster of 

A1-23(4) splits that coincide with the segmental distribution seen above. This split does 

partially bleed over into southern China, however, as Tai Nuea varieties described by both 

Zhou (2001) and Yu (1980) also display it. Finally, there is what can only be an unrelated 

cluster of A1-23(4) splits in Thailand and Laos.

Thus in our test case, the tonal evidence seems to broadly corroborate the segmental 

evidence, even if it identifies a slightly larger set. We could thus conclude that the Al- 

23(4) split is a strong piece of evidence for genetic subgrouping, even if it should not be 

taken as proof uncritically. Following this method, each tone merger or tone split may be 

considered in turn, just as with any segmental sound correspondence.
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6.7 Implications for subgrouping

The debate over the position of TK may not be fully settled, but tonal evidence and seg

mental evidence are in agreement that TK pattems most closely with other Tai languages 

of Northeast India. This evidence casts doubt on claims by Robinson III (1994) and Luo 

(2001) that Tai Nuea and TK form a separate branch.

Further down the tree, another implication for subgrouping is that some tonal diag

nostics used to classify TK are not necessarily reliable without consideration of the larger 

phonology. For example, the A23 = B4 merger of Indian TK does not exist in Chindwin 

TK, but it does exist in Khamyang (Morey 2005b) and Tai Nuea (Zhou 2001, Yu 1980). 

I have reconstmcted it in the Proto-TK tone system, but lacking that, if we simply took 

the modem tone categories at face value, we could only conclude that Chindwin TK was 

a more distant relative of Indian TK than Tai Nuea, when the segmental (and anthropo

logical) evidence contradicts such a conclusion.

In addition, the A1 = B123 merger that is used to identify Indian TK must be a recent 

innovation, within the last 200 years. The fact that Indian TK has this merger in common 

with its geographical neighbor Aiton, as documented by Morey (2005b), but not Chindwin 

TK, may mean that Indian TK and Aiton may have undergone this merger at the same 

time, or perhaps one under the influence of the other. This likelihood is especially strong 

given that Diller also records a tonal system in a second variety of Aiton which lacks 

this merger (1992:18). Furthermore, high-level divisions of SWT based on tonal splits, 

as posited by Chamberlain (1975), Hartmann (1980), and Kullavanijaya and L-Thongkum 

(1998), are insufficient without corroborating segmental evidence. At the same time, a 

purely segmental subgrouping would be sure to miss important pieces of the puzzle as 

well. It is only when the two are analyzed as parts of the same whole, applying the logic of 

the Comparative Method to both domains, that we can resolve many of the issues that have 

caused problems for determining the internal structure of SWT. Since they relied almost
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exclusively on tonal evidence, these proposals have already been challenged by subsequent 

comparative work that focuses on the segmental evidence, but this reconstruction further 

confirms that Proto-TK cannot have existed in Chamberlain’s A123-4 division of the P 

group, where he had grouped both Shan and Ahom.

The combination of tonal and segmental evidence presented here also supports the 

“northern tier” of SWT languages proposed in Edmondson and Solnit (1997) and Ed

mondson (2008).

6.8 Conclusion

This chapter makes use of new data from Chindwin TK to demonstrate the Tonal Com

parative Method, applying the same type of reasoning to tonal splits and mergers as has 

long been done for segmental evidence as part of the Comparative Method. While the TK 

situation is one of the very smallest pieces of the unresolved subgrouping puzzle in SWT, 

it is exactly this level of careful, bottom-up, granular reconstruction that will help us to 

eventually resolve the internal structure of SWT and the Tai branch in its entirety.

Thus the Tai Khamti case study contributes towards the development of an improved 

understanding of the mechanisms of tone change and how it fits into the larger system 

of historical phonology. Equipped with the Tonal Comparative Method, and the large 

amounts of data on SWT languages that has been documented, we will be able to make 

subgrouping proposals that are more transparent and testable, better motivated on empirical 

grounds, and ultimately stronger.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

In many ways the Comparative Method has remained unchanged since the early 19th 

century, and seems like a monolithic method. The reality is of course, that while the core 

of the method—systematic identification of regular sound correspondences—is ingenious 

in its simplicity, the conventional wisdom of how best to apply the method, and how 

to reconstruct, has accrued gradually and continually over the course of the history of 

linguistics. Certainly it remains true to this day, to paraphrase Alexander Pope, that a 

little knowledge of the Comparative Method is a dangerous thing. As historical linguists, 

we hope to distinguish ourselves fi*om hobbyists who occasionally fill our inboxes or bend 

our ear at some event, convinced they have evidence of some implausible macro family 

that linguists have somehow failed to notice. And yet the history of historical linguistics 

is also filled with the discarded phytogenies and reconstructions of many great linguists. 

That is, of course, the nature of scientific discovery. The Comparative Method has enjoyed 

two centuries of building up of a body of conventional wisdom. This conventional wisdom 

deals with such things as the reasons why some sound change may have occurred, or the 

likelihood whether some innovation is shared or parallel. Everything taken as conventional 

wisdom today was once not so, and some things current now will be discarded before long.

The study of tone diachrony is yet in its youth. We have come a long way—fi"om the 

earliest observations by de Lacouperie (1887) on its compensatory nature, to the explicit
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connection between tonal contrasts and their segmental forebears by Li (1943), to the 

cogent explication of the basic principles of tonogenesis by Haudricourt (1954). We are 

finally beginning to be equipped with the scale of data and the sophistication of methods 

to build up a conventional wisdom for tone change that is broadly applicable at least 

throughout the Sinospheric Tonbund, and perhaps to languages worldwide.

At the International Conference on Sino-Tibetan Languages and Linguistics in 1983, 

held in Seattle, Gedney gave an after-dinner conference address titled “Confronting the 

Unknown” (Gedney 1985). At that point he was already retired, four decades removed 

from commencing his doctoral studies on Thai linguistics with Franklin Edgerton, Bernard 

Bloch, and Isidore Dyen at Yale. On that occasion, Gedney was frank about how little 

we still knew about how lexical tone had so thoroughly conquered the region. He spoke 

of “the great wave of tonal splits that swept across Southeast Asia and the Far East,” and 

detailed various gaps in our knowledge, including its geographic extent, its familial extent, 

and the dates involved.

Gedney described the need for cooperative investigation, and his belief that with the 

combined knowledge in the room they could sort it out, if they only could just all sit 

down to do it together. He discussed a plan to write to each person in attendance and 

piece together the answer to the major questions for the next year’s conference. In the 

next breath, however, he said that he was no longer up to the demands of the task, and 

welcomed anyone else who wished to do so.

We have certainly made progress in our understanding of tone diachrony in the decades 

since that meeting. And yet no one quite took up the torch that Gedney offered. The Tonal 

Comparative Method is in some respects my way of doing that, but it is also a reiteration 

of Gedney’s plea for a collaborative effort. The fortunate circumstances of tone in the Tai 

family—its regularity, its relative youth, and its long written record—provide us with the 

model whereby the method can be laid out. But it is only in years to come that we will 

fully refine it as we probe the true extent of its reach.
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Appendix A

Appendix 1

A. 1 Tai language documentation theses compiled

The following is a list of the theses on the documentation of various aspects of Tai lan

guages, compiled from extensive library research in Thailand. The majority of these theses 

are in written in Thai, with a minority written in English. See the References section for 

complete bibliographic details.

Theses focusing on tone systems of Tai doculects

Koowatthanasiri 1981; Debavalya 1983; Ratanadilok Na Phuket 1983; Sritararat 1983; 

Kopprayun 1986; Taengko 1987; Malaichalem 1988; Tanlaput 1988; Chinchest 1989; 

Prapaipet 1989; Anmeeung 1990; Tingsabadh 1990; Panroj 1991; Sawangwan 1991; Han- 

panich 1992; Kobsirikam 1992; Nualjansaeng 1992; Banditkul 1993; Pomsib 1994; Kris- 

napan 1995; Komontha 1996; Sittiprapapom 1997; Akharawatthanakun 1998; Anusurain 

1998; Kliumdee 2000; Worawong 2000; Namwang 2001; Pratankiet 2001; Khamrueangsi 

2002; Khemkhaeng 2002; Khotchanthuek 2002; Nasanee 2002; Akharawatthanakun 2003; 

Kewkasem 2003; Tanprasert 2003; Pintasaard 2004; Kitivongprateep 2005; Lertthana 

2005; Kongthong 2006; Saeng-ngam 2006; Sitthi 2006; Thawarorit 2006; Bumnee 2007; 

Kantong 2007; Chaimano 2009; Soiyana 2009; Awirutthiyothin 2010; Canilao 2010; Yooyen
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2013

Theses focusing on more general Tai language documentation

Jantanakom 1983; Pungpawpun 1984; Ampompan 1986; Chativong 1986; Siriwisitkun 

1986; Chaokhamin 1988; Sukpiti 1989; Mapawongse 1979; Sungkep 1983; Boonsner 

1984; Charoenphol 1985; Poo-Israkij 1985; Tisapong 1985; Chotecheun 1986; Eam-eium 

1986; Maneewong 1987; Thongrat 1988; Subcharoen 1989; Thongphiew 1989; Rakpaet 

1998; Thianthawom 1998; Teeranuwat 2002; Lengtai 2009; Suppasin2011 ; Thavom 2013; 

Plungsuwan 1981; Kitprasert 1985; Pirapa 1986; Lamchiagdase 1984; Ploykaew 1985; 

Weesakul 1983; Chulkeeree 1991; Udomphan 2000; Suwanratt 1991; Sila 1975; Mas- 

supong 1982; Paiboonwangcharoen 1984; Sungvanthrup 1991; Bencha 2000; Nakom 2000; 
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